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Rips Editor, Minister In Segregation Row
Don't Pay To Be Insulted
AN EDITORIAL
' When an individual spends his
money, there are at least two
things he should expect — good
service and courtesy. A smart
shopper always insists on good
service and when it is not forth-
coming, he shifts his business to
an establishment which will give
him what he is looking for. On
the other hand, so many Negroes
will absorb insult after insult and
,
continue to do business with the
merchant who defames his digni-
ty.
We think it is about time that
the Negroes of Memphis lay it on
the line to the "aesinessmen who
continue to treat them as second
and third class citizens while
stuffing their cash registers with
dollars from Negro buyers.
Don't pay to be insulted. It just
asn't make sense.undreds of stores in Memphis
permit their representatives to
call Negro patrons by their first
names. At the same time, the
same store personnel is quick to
prefix a "Mr." or 'Mrs." or
"Miss" to the names of white
customers. This is an insult, pure
and simple. The dollar that comes
from the hands of a Negro will
buy no more and no less than the r
dollar that's spent by a white per-,
son. There is no discrimination on
the price tag.
COLORED ONLY
Scores of service stations
throughout the city boldly hang
"For Colored Only" signs on the
doors of poorly kept rest rooms.
And Negro motorists ignore them
as they order their gas tanks fill-
ed up. This is an insult, pure and,
simple.
We see the hated "For Colored
Only" signs on drinking fountains
and rest rooms of business hous-
es of various types. We notice that
Negroes are either completely off
the payrolls of numerous stores or
they are paid meagre wages for
performing only menial tasks.
These are insults, pure and Sim-
ple.
There are many other subtle in-
sults which Negro buyers of Mem-
phis endure day after day. They
are reserved exclusively for col-
ored patrons because manage-
ment knows that members of the
majority group would not stand
for them one hot minute.
Perhaps the Negro citizenry
doesn't realize it, but the total
purchasing power of Negroes in
Memphis is something like $200,
million. This is a lot of money in
anybody's country. Actually, this
vast fund is more than purchas-
ing power; it is power to break
the dam of insult and discvrimina•
tion which are rampant in this
city.
If there is any language which
the American understands, it is
the language of money. Across (hi,
country, Negroes have seized upon,
this truism and have utilized it(
to demand from businessmen the
same dignity and respect they ac-
cord white patrons.
Many are the stores in this
country which have reversed their
policies of discrimination because
Negroes have demand ...I respect
or switched their business to an!
establishment that treated every
customer alike. Many are the ho-
tels which have opened their doors
to Negroes because free spending
conventioneers have refused to
utilize discriminatory facilities.
Many are the "For Colored Only"
signs which disappeared because
the power of the Negro dollar
Lore them down.
There are businessmen in Mem-
phis who want their slice of the
$200 million Negro market. They
are willing to practice democracy
to get your business.
SHOP AROUND
We suggest you shop around un-
til you find these stores and shops
and service institutions. Then we
urge you to patronize them and
drop a line to the businessman
you just dropped and tell him that
you won't do business with him
because you simply won't pay to
be insulted,
And remember, there are lots
of Negro businesses who are an-
xious to show you that they are
ready, willing and able to provide
you with superior service. For
sure, you won't be insulted by
them just because your skin is
colored.
We are hopeful that clubs,
churches, lodges and organiza-
tions of all kinds will join us in
a "Decency For My Dollar" cam-
paign and use our $200 million
purchasing power as ammunition
against discrimination, disrespect
and downright indecency which
Negroes face so often when they
spend their money.
Just don't pay to be insulted.
Civil Rights Group
Reports To President
The Commission on Civil Rights Tuesday handed A George M. Johnson, wbouldrexttend
report to the tPresident and Congress .thlit, rec.ommended. tsTrynal srui tiyi r a -oe
they esalti:hg-the aitpointment of Pederal registnas wherever it can
-be ment of any voting requirements
shown that members of minority groups are being denied
the right to vote.
Three of the six commissioners, 
(loosed a Constitutional amend-1 The proposal for the amend-nt that would further protect' ment, put forth by Chairman John
the voting rights of Negroes and A. Hannah and Commissioners
other minorities. Theodore M. Hesburgh and
8 Negroes To Enroll
At M.S.U. Next Week
Eight Negro students will regis-
ter for classes on the Memphis
State university campus next week.
Six will enter the freshman class
and two will begin studies in the
sophomore class.
Registering as freshmen will be
Misses Laverne Kneeland, Sammie
Burnett, Eleanor Gandy, Bertha
Rogers and Rosa Blakeley a n d
John Simpson, Entering as sopho-
mores will be Ralph Prater and
Luther McClellan. •
Integration will come to the pre-
viously all-white school on Mon-
.
morning, Sept. 14, as the five
Wro freshmen line up for class
schedules with students from all
sections of the mid-South.
Por both Memphis and West
Tennessee, this will be the first
tear in the color curtain. The pres-
and Mr. Prater,
Miss Kneeland, who attended
LeMoyne college during the first
semester, plans to major in music
and business administration. She
is a graduate of Hamilton high
school.
Salutatorian of the 1958 class at
Booker T. Washington high school,
Miss Burnett also matriculated at
LeMoyne last year. She plans to
major in home economics.
ART COURSE
Miss Gandy, a Douglass high
school graduate, did not attend
college last Fall, but took an art
course from a correspondence, — 
school. She will major in indus-i
trial designing at MSU.
Mr. Prater, a pre-med student,
is a graduate of Douglass high
school, and attended Tougaloo ,
other than those pertaining to
age, residence and legal confine-
ment.
It would also prohibit any per-
son, as well as any State or the DEAN AT LEIHOYNE—Dr. Mar-
Federal government from deny. yin L. Head, formerly of Kentuc-
ing a citizen's right to vote.
THREE AREAS
The report considers three
areas of civil rights discrimina- California and holds the master's
lion in voting, education and hous-
ing.
It asked that the Commission, W. W. Gibson, who had been serv-if extended, be perm!tted to set log as acting dean, will give full
up an advisory and conciliation time to his teaching duties as pro-
service to help local school offi- lessor of biology and chairman of
cials develop plans for the transi-.the division of natural science,
Ii 
Miss Rogers Miss Blakely Mr. Simpson Mr. McClelland
ident of the school, Dr. J. Millard Southern Christian college in Tom
&with, exhausted every legal trick
ar
m effort to keep the students
of the school but finally ad.
in tted he could keep them out no
longer.
a QUALIFIED
Eight students were qualified to
enter the school in the Fall of
1958 after having successfully
passed the school's entrance re-
quirements, but were denied ad-
mission after the president said
violence would erupt if they were
admitted.
ky State college, is the new dean
at LeMoyne college. He is a grad-
uate of University of Southern
degree from Atlanta university
and the Ph.D, degree in psycholo.
gy from New York university. Dr.
on from segregated systems to'--
desegregated systems. And it sug-
gested 
a clearing house for informa- Jac
floe about procedio-c3 used in de-
segregation,
In housing, the report urged • i 1
agr-aments with citi,a and states
, ips Bad In Raceistration and the Veterans Admin-istration strengthen their presentthat the Federal Housing Admin-
having anti-discrimination housing
THE tiAlDWIel COMPANY'
()WPM TO.
11110111111111
THREE BOMBS were set off the city mayor. Shown Is the
in I.ittle Rock Sunday night, office building of the mayor.
wrecking an office building con- The bombs were apparently
taming the private oaices of dynamite. The three expire
LINE:WY I. Clittrat
••••••••••116
sions took place within niM•
utes of each other; no injuries
have been reported. (UPI Tele-
photo)
State NAACP Meet
Opens Here Sept. 25
Says Pair
Out To Stop
Integration
By L. F. PALMER. JR.
JACKSON, Miss. — The red hot
pot in which segregation simmer'
every day in Jackson boiled over
last week and State NAACP Field
Secretary /Hedger Evers threw
some scalding words at a Negro
newspaper editor and a Negro
radio commentator.
When 82 Negro citizens of Jack-
son signed a petition which kept
a white man from building a new
home in their neighborhood, Evers
told the Defender that "after talk-
ing with several signers of the
petition who later denied segre-
gation intent, it was revealed that
the Rev. L. II. Newsome had sup
gested such a course of action."
In p. telephone interview with
Rev. Newsome, the minister de-
nied any participation in the
(See SEGREGATION, Page 2)
Three nationally known NAACP leaders will be featur-
ed speakers here September 25-27 during sessions of the', 
i
annual Tennessee State Conference of Branches, Youth ' ree Shot, Cut In.
Councils and College Chapters of NAACP.
Mrs. Rudy Hurley, director of the Southeastern re-
gion; Kelly Alexander, president
of the N. C. State Conference and
a member of the national NAACP
board of directors; and Dr. J. E.
Odom, head of the church division
of NAACP, are scheduled to ap-
pear at the three day meeting
Mr. Alexander will address the
public program at 7:30 p.m., Fri-
dey. September 25 at Mt. Pisgah
CN1E church, 2490 Park ave. Mrs.
Hurley will be beard at the Free-
dom Banquet set for September
26 at 7:30 p.m., In the cafeteria
of Universal Life Insurance com-
pany. Tickets for the banquet are
$5 per plate.
The public mass meeting at 3
p.m. September 27 at Mt. Pisgah
will be highlighted by an address
by Dr. Odom.
Scores of delegates from all,
over the state of Tennessee will'
be busy on Saturday, September
26, with workshops and business
sessions. Participants are expect-
ed from eight branches, six youth
councils and chapters located at
LeMoyne, Lane and Knoxville col-
leges and Fisk university.
,laws by requiring that builders DALLAS Tex. — (UPI)
using FHA and VA machinery Former baseball star Jackie Rob-inson said Wednesday night the
(See CIVIL RIGHTS, Page 2) Negro race "has some bad mein-
Memo To Phone Company
galoo, Miss., last year on a schol-
arship.
Two 1959 Hamilton high school
graduates will enter the univer-
sity. They are Misses Bertha Rog-
ers and Rosa Blakeney. Miss Rog-
ers plans to major in mathematics
and minor in business administra-
tion, Miis Blakeley will major in
business administration but is pres-
ently undecided on a minor field.
NAACP attorneys asked Federal
Judge Marion S. Boyd this Sum-
mer to issue an injunction which
would prevent the president of the
university from denying the stu-
dents their right to attend the
school, solely on the basis of race,
but he refused to do after Smith
maid he would not attempt to keep
the Negro students out any longer.
nly four of the original eight
dents who were eligible to en-
r the school last year will study
there this Fall. They are Misses
Kneeland, Gandy and Burnett.
MANASSAS GRAD
John Simpson, a 1959 Manassas
graduate, will enter the freshman
class as a pre - engineering stu-
dent. He is interested in account-
ing and Worked in that field dur
Mg the Summer.
Luther McClellan, who corn•.
pleted his freshman year at Le-
Moyne college, will enter MSU as
a sophomore.
A graduate of Manassas high
school, he is employed at the E. H.
Crump Memorial hospital as a
messenger. He is taking a pre
medical course.
Dear Editor: I just happened to be thumbing through
the phone book yesterday and ran across something that
really shocked me. Between the residential listings and the
yellow pages are four blue pages which purport to ,tell
"Something of Memphis." I was amazed to read the follow-
ing:
"Beale Street . .. inspiration for W. C. Handy's "Mem-
phis Blues," still the social capitol for the Negro of the
South."
Now, Mr. Editor, I haven't been living in Memphis
for too many years, but I don't have to be a native to
know that Beale street is anything but the "social capitol
for the Negro of the South." The phone book I was read-
ing was dated June 1959 and I do know that what little
social activity is centered on Beale Street wouldn't involve
one-tenth of one percent of the Negroes in the South or
in Memphis for that matter.
You'd think that by now the white man would begin
to have some understanding of the Negro and his aspira-
tions. You'd think that the phone company would research
its history of Memphis and at least come up with some-
thing that approximates accuracy.
Beale street does not represent me nor does it repre-
sent hundreds of thousands of other Negroes and rm a
little tired of people making Beale street synonymous with
our race. We have long since crossed over from Beale and
we're marching along toward total acceptance in every
facet of living in America.
I certainly hope that the next edition of the phone
book will correct this stereotype. — A Regular Reader.
hers and we like to see them
get what they deserve."
Robinson, the first Negro to
play in the major leagul, said he
thinks his race is like others in Latest N•Y•i that it has both good and bad
members. He turned to a white
television newsman and comment-
The state's largest unit — the
Memphis branch — will be host
to the convention along with the
local youth council and the Le-
Moyne college chapter.
Bela fonte Pix
Stopped After
First Day Run
ATLANTA, Ga.—Ownuer of 85
Drive-In Theatre, In nearby Fay-
ette County, stopped a showing of
"The World, the Flesh and the
Devil," Harry Belafonte starrer,
Friday (28) night after a delega-
tion of citizens voiced objection to
screening of film.
Oscar Kilgo, owner said one of
the men, acting as spokesman,
told him not to show any more
"immigrant type" motion pictures
on his screen. Theme of pie, one
Negro and two whites, femme and
male, working toward a common
14. al apparently incensed those
who came to see Kilgo.
Kilgo said he complied readily
with request and said that he sug-
gested that county (Fayette) set
up some sort of censorship he
could use as a yardstick in book-
irg films for his theatre. He said
the group that came too see him
exhibited no belligerence, a n d
went, on their way.
Man, 28 Is
• •
ed that bad Negroes should be
. punished "like you want bad men eenI Ill
of your race to get what's com-
ing to them."
The interview followed one of
a series of panel discussions at
Southern Methodist University
where about 1,200 Methodist lead-
ers from throughout the nation
are meeting in the denomination's
largest interracial conference.
Robinson, now an executive
with the Chock Full O'Nuts Corp.,
lauded the Methodist conference
on human relations. He said he
believes it is a worthy undertak-
ing because it offers an opportu-
nity for men of the Negro and
white races to know each other
better.
Earlier. a Negro Methodist Biz-
hop from St. Louis told the con-
ference that the church is not
getting the nation's racial ques-
tion through to its members.
"Churems don't have the tech-
nique of channeling their pro-
nouncements through to the grass
roots." Bishop Matthew W. Clair
jr., said. Denominations need to
"work out educational techniques
. . to interpret their poeitions to
local congregations."
Downtown Tokyo
Hit By Quake
Husband-Wife Fracas
A bystander, who took on the role of peacemaker in a
husband-wife, shooting-cutting duel, and then lifted a wall.
let containing $67 from the husband's pocket, was slashed
on the chest and stomach after the knife-wielder chased
him and caught him by the shirt tail Friday night,
Held on suspicion of robbery 
when brought to John Gaston tiOs- Ignoring his bleeding face, Bond
pital with the alibi that he was reportedly leaped from the auto.
cut down by unknown assailants disarmed his wife and slashed her
on Hernando st. was James Brown,
22, of 1324 Niese at.
The husband and wife who shot
and cut each other after a violent
argument in the 1000 block of Miss.
blvd. were Horace Bond, 49, and
Mrs. Dollie Mae Bond, 39, of 729
Miss. blvd.
WENT TO CAFE
According to Mr. Bed. who was
being held in City jail on Sunday,
he went' to a cafe on Mississippi
blvd. near Walker late Saturday
night after having had his car
repaired, and saw his wife sitting
in a booth with three young men
drinking.
He said he left the establishment
and was on the way to his car
when Mrs. Bond came out of the
cafe, raced to the ear and got a
pistol which was in the glove com-
partment.
Just after he was seated in the
car, according to reports, Mrs.
Bond fired the pistol at her hus-
band's head. The bullet passed
through his cheek and went out his
bottom lip.
A
NEW YORK — (UPI) — A 28-
year-old man was stabbed to
death on the street Monday night
and police arrested a 17
-year-old
youth in the latest outbreak of
teen-age trouble that is plaguing
New York's Summer.
Police said Thomas F. Knrdan
was fatally stabbed in the chest
on the lower East Side of Manhat-
tan after apparently getting into
an argument with Romero Ro-
man, 17. Roman was brought to
a station house for questioning.
The latest outbreak in violence
occurred as police stepped up
their drive tO clean the city's
streets of juvenile "punks." The
number arrested climbed toward
the 300 mark Tuesday.
Mayor Robert Wagner backed
up the move when he voiced a
warning that teen-agers who com-
mit crimes of violence will meet
"with the full power of the po-
lice." Tie called the teen hood-
lums advance truants.
Police said they had picked up
at least 270 ycuths in their clean-
TOKYO — (UPI) — An earth-
quake shook downtown Tokyo for
a full minute early Sunday. .
The quake began at 7:05 p.m
(6:05 a.m. EDT).
There were no immediate re
ports of damage.
up.
Reach Base Village
KATMANDU, Nepal — (UPI) —
Twelve members of the all-wom-
an expedition to Cho Oyu. seventh
highest peak in the Himalyas,
reached the base village of Nam-
chebazar after a 140 mile trek
from Katchmandu.
Reports reaching here said all
the members of the party were in
good health and spirits.
severely about the chest. It was
during the attack on Mrs. Bond
that Brown reportedly grabbed his
wallet and fled.
It was after both husband and
wife were carried to the hospital
for treatment that Mr. Bond iden-
tified Brown as the man who seiz-
ed his wallet.
Homicide officials told the Tr,-
State Defender that their investi-
gation of the case is not complete.
Mr. and Mrs. Bond are expected
to be charged with assault to
murder, and Brown with robbery.
Declares Artillery
Not 'Loaded,' Tells
Her To 'Shoot Out'
TAMPA, Fla. — (UPI) — Ar-
tillery Allison, a 46-year-old Ne-
gro. told a city Judge that she
had been drinking, but she in-
sisted that she wasn't drunk.
"Artillery. I don't IA Neve you
were loaded," said Judge Bob
Johnson. "Now, you shoot out
of here."
LOOKING Ruic over a hen-
PV vacation before school bells
ring is lovely Miss Beverly E.
Coleman. junior at Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale.
The pretty co-ed is majoring
In Special Education and reads
psychology as a past time. Miss
Coleman was Miss aronre
Queen. 1957; Alpha Phi Alpha
sweetheart at S11.1, 1958; and
attendant to MIMI Thompson
Point (residential area at Sit')
In April of this year. She re-
turns to school on Sept. 16 to
serve as a freshman counselor
and will start claws on Sept.
2.1. A BTW graduate, Miss
Coleman's hobby is sewing and
she makes many of her own
clothes. Staff Photo by G.
Hardie
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Installment VII
L F. PALMER, JR.
Sadism at its sickening peak was introduced into the
double lynching of Luther Holbert and his wife of Dodds-
vile, Mississippi, back in 1904. Nothing in the record in-
dicates why, but Holbert, became embroiled in a fight with
white planter, James Eastland. In the scuffle, Eastland
and a Negro John Carr, were 
killed. I "When the two Negroes were
During the traditional man-
captured, they were tied to treesbunt which followed the killings
two innocent Negroes were shot.
When Holbert was corralled, he
and his wife were subjected to to suffer the most fiendish tor-
the most hideous form of tor- tures. The blacks were forced to
ture this writer unearthed. Ate hold out their hands while one
solutely nothing could be found fingers at a time was chopped
to point to the guilt of Mrs. Hol- off. The fingers were distributed
bert. Indeed, it seemed clear as souvenirs. The ears of the
that be Was completely inns,. murderers were cut off. Holbert
cent. Yet, she joined her bus- was beaten severely, his skull
band in what might be called were fractured and one of his
lynchdom's most sadistic mur- eyes, knocked out with a stick,
der. hung by a shred from the sock-
The details of this lynching
spree is best reported in the words
of an eyewitness newspaperman
who covered the atrocity for the
Vicksburg (Mississippi) Evening
Pest:
Martin Luther Lectures
'DECORAH, Iowa— "Luther and
Cilture" will be the theme for
the fourth annual Martin Luther,
Lectures to be held at Luther
college Nov. 8-11.
Lecturers engaged are Dr.
George Fore]], professor of theol-
ogy, Chicago Lutheran Seminary;
DR. Harold Grimm, head of the
department of history, Ohio State
university; Dr. Theo. Hoelty-Nick-
el, head of the music department,
Valparaiso university.
SUGGESTION WENNER—
James R. Stanley of 643 Plum,
a fork-lift operator in the 1,ab-
or and Equipment Pool at the
the Memphis General Depot,
receives a Suggestion Award
and while the funeral pyres were
being prepared, they were forced
et.
". . . The most excruciating
form of punishment consisted
in the use of a large corkscrew
In the hands of some of the
mob. The instrument was bored
Into the flesh of the man and
woman, in the arms, legs and
body, and then pulled out, the
spirals tearing out big pieces
of raw, guivering flesh every
time it was withdrawn."
Beastly and incredible, this hap-
pened in America. In the South.
In Mississippi.
(What can be done to stop
lynching — America's greatest
disgrace? In the final install-
ment, recommendations will be
TWENTY YEARS SERVICE
—Colonel Harry F. Sansen,
Engineering Supply Officer at
the Memphis General Depot.
attaches a 20-year Length of
Service Award pin to the pale]
of Richard W. Simpson of sin
Vance The honorary award
which is given for both mill
certificate attached with a
check for $10 for his recent
adopted suggestion. Supertn•
tendent Sam J. Rill (left), of
14E Pool, presents t h •
award.
tary and civilian service with
the federal government. w a a
presented to Mr. Simpson re•
cently for his satisfactory
completion of twenty years
with the government this
month. Mr. Simpson is a
member of the Depot's Engl.
neering Supply Section.
SEEMINGLY UNPERTURB-
ED by the horror of their
crime, members of a lynch
mob here look on following the
lynching of the Negro shown
hanging from a tree limb.
The two men at left seem to
express an uncanny feeling of
pride in their criminal act as
they view the limp body of
their victim. One often won-
ders what goes on in the minds
of lynch mob members. Usual-
ly after the mob disperses
and the fanfare of publicity,
these self-styled lawmakers
go free to repeat similar out-
rages. Seldom, if ever, are
they concerded about the guilt
or innicense of their victims.
This gruesome eight shows
vividly the need for a strong
federal anti-lynch law.
Katy Dunham Operates
Most Unusual Clinic
One of the most unusual clinics marean," is physio-therapy.
in medical history is being oper-
ated in Haiti by a world-famous
dancer who has no formal medi-
cal or nursing training.
Overlooking the Haitian capital
of Port-au-Prince, the clinic is fi-
nanced and operated for under-
privileged and under-nourished is-
lender by choregrapher Kather-
ine Dunham, whose story is re-
veale in the September issue of
Ebony magazine.
Miss Dunham, who vowed to:
stop touring after this year in or-
der to devote full time to t h e
clinic, attends to problems of
more than 225 patients. She of-
ten sees between 40 and 50 pa-
tients a day.
Alt
ropologist with a definite knowl-
edge of the human body, Miss
Dunham's work is by necessity
circumscribed. Her primary meth-
od of treatment, according to the
Ebony article "Haiti's Good Sa-
Doctors, who have heard of her
fine project, frequently drop by to
prescribe medication and dosage.
Miss Dunham says most of her Pa-
tients suffer from the same ail-
ment,
"It's hunger," she says
Planning to expand tire clinic
and to add a "feding station'
where she can teach Haitians to
make the most of the food they
have, Miss Dunham la eagerly
looking for donors ad volunteer
workers. "It will take about
$2,000 to $2500 a month to run ft,'
she says.
LeMoyne Anticipates I
Record Enrollment
the college, met with the Wu1f.
and staff in an opening conference
Tuesday morning. He has just re-
turned from a six-week tour of Eu-
rope.
Miss Margaret Rush, registrar,
made the following announce-
ments;
"the constitutional objective of .e . „ „— I Officers of administration aren is speaking, Evers saia. He President Price, Dr. Marvin L.equal opportunity in housing," is being paid by the segregation- Head, dean; 0. L. Brandon, busi-Chairman Hannah, who also Is ists." 
nese manager; Miss Margaret
In his paper Greene charged Bush, registrar; Mrs. Wilhelmien
that, "Every movement to put Lockard, assistant business man-
Negro children in white schools in ager; Mrs. Mae Isom Davenport.
(he South has been urged by the Fitzgerald, librarian; Miss Addle
Nr ACP and usually with some M. Golden, assistant librarian;
financial guarantee to the family' the Rev. John C. Mickle, person-
of the child or children involved." nel counselor; Robert M. Ratcliffe,
alumni secretary and public rela-The editor said Northern Ne-
tions director, and Miss Alma C.
Han s on, superintendent of
grounds.
' Members of the faculty are: Li-
onel A. Arnold. college pastor and
professor of philosophy and reGreene asked: "Does the Negro ligion; Floyd L. Bass, associatereally want integration of public professor of education and chair-schools?" 
man of the-division of education;
In answer to his own question, Dr. Edward E. Brewster, profes-
he wrote, "Our answer in the sor of social sciences; Dr. Mou-ta
light of . , . contemporary and Cheng, professor of education; Dr.
current history of the integration Peter Cooper, chairman of the di'
drive vision of social science and pro-is an emphatic no." 
•Evers told the Defender that fessor of economics; Miss Verne 
ills WomanThat the 1957 Civil Rights Act Greene is attempting to "fore- Edwards, assistant professor ofbe amended to prohibit "any per- stall the inevitable integration of physical education; Edward E.son or group of persons, under Negroes and whites in every facet, Flagg, assistant professor of Firing Atcolor of State law," from depriv- of American life.
-ing or threatening to deprive any- BAR STOREKEEPER 
chemistry; William T. Fletcher,
assistant professor of mathemat-one of their right to register ancl Thepetition toCows' ice'petitio o the Hinds Others are Dr. Walter W. Gib-
"Tteliat, when there is a refusal to tY- 
Board of Supervisors which 
son, chairman of the division ofhonor a Commission subpoena, the 
stirred .a storm. of controversy re- natural science and professor ofCommission may apply directly to ulted in a decision by W. J. Gar-
the Federal courts for relief with. 
biology; Dr. Edward W. Goessl-rett, 62, a white storekeeper, to hie, professor of modern ianeeae.give up plans to build a house iM es (part-time); Dr.out first requiring the services ofE hHadley,Justice Department attorneys. a Negro section just southwest of professor of English; Mrs Al- Police said Miss Delight Cr • •
with the cooperation of the Cen- 
the city limits of Jackson.That the Office of Education, I phonse Hunnicutt, assistant pro. ford was killed by Patrolman :Ironically, Garrett and his tam. fessor of education; Dr. Clifton James O'Connell as he chaeed :sus Bureau and the Commerce ily have been living in the neigh.' H. Johnson, professor of history • down Irving Moore, 30. O'Connell
Late registratioa with late fee.
Sept. 14-21; deadline for registfa;
(ion or changes in courses or sec-
tions, Sept. 21, and deadline for
withdrawal from courses, Oct. 14.
associate professor of English;
James R. Miller, associate pro-
fessor of English; Reginald As
Morris, associate professor of art,
Charles W. Philips, assistant pr.
fesor of phyics: Mrs. Cherie
Roand, audo-visual coordinator
and instructor in education; How-
ard E. Sims, associate professor
of social sciences; Miss Martell°
I). Trigg, associate professor of
social sciences; Miss Elsie E. Van
flea, assistant professor of Eng-
lish and drama; John W. Whittak-
er, chairman of the division of
humanities and associate profes-
sor of music, and Miss Juanita
Williamson, professor of English.
Staff member are Mrs. Liles
B. Andrews, secretary to the pres-
ident; Dr. James S. Byes and Dr.
Arthur Flowers, college physici-
ans; Mrs. Jocelyn Lovelaae, sec-
retary to the registrar; Mrs. Er-
nestine Peoples, receptionist; Mrs.
Juanita Rayner, business office
clerk, and Mrs. Louise Whittaker,
secretary to the dean.
Department, conduct an annual borhood in the back of his store , Dr. Arthur F. Johnson, professorschool enrollment census, for two years. County Attorney' of chemistry (part-time); Jerry .GIThat all cities and States with Paul G. Alexander. representing, Johnson, athletic director and as-substantial nonwhite populations some of the petitioners, quoted sistant professor of physical edu-establish biracial committees on some of the Negro home owners' cation; Caselle Knox, assistanthousing, professor of chemistry and biolo-as saying they thought GarrettThat the Public Housing Admin- would only be living in the area a gr. -istration encourage selection ofi short time when he first moved:building sites on open land in good
areas outside the resent centers
of racial concentrations.
That the Urban Renewal Admin-
istration assure that spokesmen
for minority groups will be among
4`ie citizens who work with URA
in preparing community programs
for urban renewal,
h°ugh she is a trained anth- Greet French Students
Leads Cops
To Grave of
Trooper, 29
ARGENTINE Mich —
y es orton, in welcoming a delegates to hold the 14th Annualgroup of French college students, American - European Residentialbrought to Highlander Folk school Adult Education Conference atby the L. S. Department of State
and the French government, gave
an account of the American-Euro-
pean Conference on Residential
Adult Education at Tiengen, Ger-
many, August 23-30. Eighty adult
educators from the United States,
Canada, and Western European
countries attended. Included in the
U. S. Delegation were representa-
tives from several state universi-
Ex-convict Alvin W. Knight, 42, ties.
Monday led state police to a &hal. As chairman of the Residential
low grave in the underbruell off a, Adult Education Section of Amen-
country road near here and point. ca. Mr. Horton opened the con-
ed to the body of Trooper Albert ference with co-chairmsn Oscar
W. Souden, 29, slain last Thurs. Guermonprez of Holland, dime-
day after questioning Knight about tor of the European Bureau of
a $75 burglary. Adult Education.
The trooper had been shot and In the opening session Mr. Hot'
his body stripped of the state po. ton explained that despite surface
lice uniform. The body was clad eruptions, the underlying philoso-
only in shorts and police said it PhY of America was one of tol-
was "badly decomposed." erance for new ideas and respect
State Police Commissioner Jo- for individual and minority rights.
seph A. Childs and Deputy Corn. The European Adult Educators
missioner Howard L. Seller said were asked to look beyond the
Knight had made neither an oral trouble-makers at the admittedly( a reception will be given for the
nor written confession about the slow, but orderly, progress be- faculty and staf fat the home of
slaying but the fact that he led ing made in human relations. He President and Mrs. S. C. Kinch-
then in the body was considered pointed out that integration of pub. eloe to welcome the new mem-
as good as a confession. lic schools is more in keeping with hers.
our traditions than the antics September 10 — President Kin-of
Guterma and Roach were ac- Governor Faubus. cheloe will welcome the freshmen
cused of failing to register as Wood-
agents of the Dominican Republic 
Horton informed the 
audience, which included faculty 
Highlander at the general assembly in -
worth Chapel at 8 a m.There will
Culpepper was accused, along members of the University of the be a reception for the new ieu-
with the others, of failing to regis- South and people from the commit dents in the president's home at
ter the network as a foreign agentenity. that he had invited the 7'30 pm.
 FRESHMAN PROGRAM
September 11 — Dean A. A.Phone Officials Hold Branch will talk to the studentsabout the college program. Col
lege tests and a "Freshman Mix-
er" will follow.
September 12 — Eddie trims,
"The Telephone Company" was and Eletronics Corporation. president of the College Council,
a phrase that got knocked into a Although only 33 companies are will speak to the freshmen on stu-
cocked hat when representatives members of the Tennessee Tele- dent activities. During the dayfrom no less than 33 Tennessee I phone Association, there are actu- there will be further tests, meet-
ings and a picnic in Donald Park.
In the evening the student lead-
ers will sponsor a freshman talent
show.
p.September 13 — Chaplai John
D. Maneram will conduct church
eervices at 11 a.m. A campus tour
is scheduled for 2:30 p.m., and
vespers at 5 p.m.
25th Meet In Nashville
agree in advance, in writing, to
abide by those laws.
EXECUTIVE ORDER
It also asked the President to
issue an executive order directing
all Federal agencies to shape
their policies in accordance with
President of Michigan State uni-
versity, said in issuing the re-
port:
"This Commission has attempt-
ed to provide a guide for appro-
priate executive or legislative ac-
tion that will contribute a solution
of the civil rights problem. It is
a problem, as our report makes
clear, that is native to neither
North nor South. It is, rather, a
dilemma that concerns all Ameri-
cans. We believe that this report,'
whose bipartisan contributors in-
clude both Southerners and North-
erners, will greatly assist the pub-
lic in understanding a problem
that cries for solution."
OTHER ITEMS
Other Commission recommenda-
tions:
That the Census Bureau take a
census of registration and voting
statistics.
(Coatinued From Page One)
move for segregation.
PROPAGANDA MOVE
"All I know about it Is what I
reported on my radio news broad-
cast," he said. "As a minister and
a radio man I always stay in the
middle of the road."
The NAACP leader said, "It is
apparent that the so-called seg-
regatloldi Petition was not entirely
of the initiative of the signers."
He said, "A county official figured
prominently in the propaganda
move. The petition which was
professionally drawn, contained
language totally foreign to the hie
telligence of the petitioners who
were rushed into signing the doc-
ument." Dr. PriceEvers rapped Percy Greene, ed-
itor and publisher of Jackson Ad- Faculty At LeMoyne
his paper that Southern. Negroes
A strong and talented faculty Also Mrs. Velma It McLemor•do not want public school integre-
staff for LeMoyne has been an-
G PAID' 
flounced by the college president,
'E NOr. Hollis F. Price. ,
"He doesn't really feel the way
LeMoyne is busy this week en-
rolling what is expected to be the
largest freshman class in the 89-
, year history of the cojiege. The
total enrollment of all classes
should go over the 500 mark.
Freshmen registered Wednes-
da, Sept. 9, and began a three-
day orientation program Thurs-
day morning. Upperclassmen are
to register Friday and Saturday.'
All classes begin Monday morn-
ing, Sept. 14, at 8:30.
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president of,
groes were not spokesmen for the
colored people of the South. He
said they, "do not understand our
Southern bi-cultural society."
CHARGES GREENE
telephone companies got togethere ally 55 telephone companies inIn Nashville on Sept. 9-10. The, Tennessee, including six telephone
occasion was the twenty-fifth and cooperatives. These companies
nual meeting of the Tennessee serve over one-million telephonesTelephone Association, which was in the state.
organized in 1935- 
• In addition to telephone corn-Highpoint of the two-day session panics, there are 36 associate
was an address by Governor Bu- members of the Tennessee Tele-ford Ellington. Speakers also in- phone Association. These consist
eluded David Hamil, REA admin.' of manufacturers of telephoneistrator; Hammond Fowler, chair- equipment, eigineering fir m s,man, Tennessee Public Service ; contractors and others.Commission. and W. R Jarman, I Presiding at the Nashville meet-vice president; General Telephone , ing William S. Slusher, president
of the Tennessee Telephone Asso-
ciation. He is manager of the Ben
Lomond Rural Telephone cooper-
ative, Inc., at McMinnville.
September 14 -- Student per-
sonnel services will he explain-
ed to the freshmen by Mrs. Rose
H. Branch, At 9 a.m., the students
will go to the Eastman Librar
for an orientation period. A mo-
vie in Brownlee Ralf in the eve-
ning will bring to a close the
week's orientation activities.
UPPER CLASSES
Car Thief
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
year-old woman sitting on "-ler
doorstep was killed Sunday ?if a
policeman's bullet fired at 4,,t1ffie-
ing car theft suspect.
The death was ruled accidental.
had seen Moore tinkering wilt the
ignition of a truck,- eppare in
an attempt to stear it. 0' ll
captured Moore after a me*.but was unaware of Miss Crew.
ford's death untit,after he re-
turned to the police station.
Alexander said the objection Tuskegee Ag Departmeknow is "because of the fact that
he is beginning to build a home,
gas station and a new store."
'TEENAGE DAUGHTERS'
In their petition the Negroes
said. "We believe the races should
be segregated as far as possible
... Mr. Garrett has three teenage
daughters and, of course, there,
are a lot of young colored boys in
this area. We do not want any-
thing to happen that would cause
any trouble.
"It would be our impression
that if the situation were reversed,
you would in some Nay prevent
a colored person from doing the
'same thing in an exclusive whiteHighlander Folk school in 1961.1neighborhood." hdfhd the fundamental principles of
atomic theory and radiation, and .
(2) to teach methods and techni- •
ques in using radioactive isotope
as a tool in studying life process-
es in plants and animals.
—The Tuskegee Institute School
of Agriculture has been granted
$14,515 by the Atomic Energy
Commission, and will this year of-
fer a course in nuclear technology
so applied to the life sciences.
the announcement was made last
week by Tuskegee president Dr.
L. H. Foster,
Donated $14,515 By AE
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala. and conducting the course, has .
had one year of training and
three years of experience with re- '
dioisotopes at Michigan Stitt a t
university. Dr. Henderson h a'•
completed the basic radioisotope
techniques course at the Oak
Ridge Institute of Nuclear Stud- '
lea.
The grant is to be used to buy In requesting the funds lastiequipment for the course conduct- year, Dr. L. A. Potts, dean of the
eel b Dr B D Ma berr no- school of a ricult    Y • . • Y Y. le
fessor of biology and horticulture,
and Dr. J. H. M. Henderson,
g ure, statedIii. ,
two-fold objective of the course: -
(1) to •acquaint the student with
program, opening the 90th aca-
The freshman week orientation!
demis year at Tougaloo Southern
Christian college, has been an-
nounced by Dean A. A. Branch.
Dormitories were ready for the
new students and student leaders
Tuesday, Sept. 8. The freshman
registration and orientation pro-
gram will be held Wednesday thru
September 15 — The upperMonday, Sept. 9-15.
was classmen will register. The stu•The first faculty meeting
dents will sleet in Brownlee Hallscheduled for September 8 at 9
for the annual all campus sociala.m., in Beard Hall. At 7:30 p.m.,
at 7:30 p.m.
September 
— Classes will be-
gin at 8 a.m. President Kincheloe
will address the student body, fac-
ulty and staff in Woodworth chap-
el at 0-5e a.m.
The football quad and choir
members arrived on the campus
for practice September 1.
The new science building will be
read for occupancy when the school
opens. Prospects are good for an
interesting and challenging year at
at Tougaloo Southern Christian
college.
Pan Am Torch To
Be Kept Lighted
Here Until 1963
'The Pan American atomic
torch will be put on display and
kept lighted lri the Museum of
Science and Industry here until
the 1963 games In Brazil.
The torch, carried here on
foot from Mexico City by Boy
Scouts, will be kept lighted by
the Argonne Atomic laboratory.
located just outside Chicago-
Mexico City was the site of the
1955 games.
The games in 1963 will be held
In Sao Paulo, and the torch will
be carried to that South Amer-
ican city.
gY.
Both men have experience in
the handling of Isotopes.
Dr. 5layberry, who has the
main responsibility for organizing
NEW DAISY THEATRE
- ?HD-SOUTH PREMIERE
Starts Saturday, Sept. 12
ONE BIG WEEK!
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Women continue to confound
me.
Take the matter of color, this
time. Mix a woman with a little
color and the result is inevitably
similar to a two-year-old in a can-.
ly shop,
DECORATING—Here is what a
beatuik would call the MOST
All papa wants to do is to paint'
the bathroom. So he just goes on
out to the paint store, buys a can
or so of white paint, pulls on his,
coveralls and gets ready to go to
work. ,
Then Mama gets In on the act.
She has to decide whether t h is i
bathroom should be white, or yel-
low. cr pink, or maybe some kind
of "Baby Kangaroo Blue."
THE TRIM
And then there is the trim.
Should it be plain, fancy, one col-
or, two color or three? While Pop
waits around chewing his stogie
to shreds, hours pass and it's too
late to get started. So he puts it
Mama will have her mind made
uli-
Four nights later she has decid-
ed on a particular yellow she saw
In the magazine, Wimmin. It
fikkes Pop another three nights toix this yellow which goes by the
cuddly name of Lilting Lullaby
Yellow.
'Course Pop by this time is fit
to put Mama in a state of lulla-
by for a matter of a few months.
But he survives and gets Lilting
Lullaby up on the walls. Mama
is ecstatic — until the paint driea
The durned Lullaby hah develop
ed into a nightmare. Pop is con-
vulsed and waits until Mama is
fast asleep to Meek into the bath-
room and paint the place white
PAPA WHO PAYS
AUTOMOBILES — It's time to
buy a new car. Pop is talking to
the salesmen about horsepower,
clinders, chassis, brakes and oth-
er such unimportant items but the
conversation is contently broken
by queries from Mama about col-
ors. What colors are available?
0ow about the seatcovers? The?ering wheel — will it matche ash trays?
So while Papa is trying to make
I some sens4 ut of the ear's per-
formance possibilities, Mama Is
worrying the salesman sick look-
ing through catalogs comparing
the exotic names of the colors
only auto designers can dream up.
On the test drive, Pops is feel.
tog Hire a million behind the
wheel while Mama is making a
list. Turns out to be a clothes
list. Clothes Hat? Pops astounds.
to get a new wardrobe to go with
the Eccentric Egg Green of the
new car.
HAIR, TOO?
HAIR — Yes. hair. It comes in
colors these days, too, you know.
Mama can and does spend tour,
five, six hours in the Beauty Sal-
on and when she comes out
Pops heads straight for the Cor-
ner Saloon. Blonde, silver, green,
blue, white, two-tone. streaked--
take your choice to match t h e
gown ours wearing tonight, Mi.
lady.
Ugh!
FINGERNAILS—DITTO ABOVE
SPECTACDES — Even eye-
glasses come in for the treatment,
too. But I'd better put an end to
this discourse, Before I know it
I'll have Mama making a specta-
cle of herself,
Holiday Tragic
For Stab Victim
One Labor Day fatality that did
not occur in traffic was the early
morning death of Israel Maison-
ette Prado, 24, of 21 E. 56th pl. He
was stabbed in a street fight in
front of 612 N. May at., about 1
a. nl.
Held for his slaying is Toribio
Molina, 29, of 3436 W. Grenshaw.
Police stated the two men quar-
relled at a party at the May street
address and went outside when a
fight started.
Prado was dead on arrival at
Cook County hospital
Radio 148, It's Great
LISTEN TO THE GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 A.M. --- 9:30 A.M.
2:30 P.M. --- 3:30 P.M.
HEAR HUNKY DORY
6:00 A.M. --- 8:30 A.M.
11:00 A.M. --- 1:30 P.M.
YOU'LL ENJOY BROTHER BOB
4:00 A.M. --- 6:00 A.M.
9:30 A.M. --- 11:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M. --- 2:30 P.M.
DON'T MISS
DICK "Cane" COLE
3:30 P.M. --- 6:15 P.M.
It's OK If It's Advertised On WLOK
THREE MEMPHIS beautlei-
sins were in New York City
recently for a work and vaca-
tion tour of the city sponsored
by the Clairol Institute of
Haircoloring and received cer-
tificates in haircoloring after
completing course. From left,
they are Mrs. O'Nelia Brook'
ins of 982 N. Claybrook at.,
Mrs. Altura G. Lee of 972 La-
than' at., and Mrs. ldella N.
McNichols of 58t Walker ave.
The leading shop owners an d
beauticians toured New York
City after classes in specially
arranged program. The certif-
icates were presented to the
iisiters by Robert Fiance, di-
rector of the firm's education-
al program.
Moohah` Explains A Few Things
About YM In Letter To Memphions
It Is time that some of the pop-
ular and seemingly widespread'
misconceptions about our A b e
op. At the risk of stepping on a
few BIG toes. I shall attempt to
do this. The Abe Scharff branch
Is currently organizing its mem-
bership drive headed up by Nat
D. Williams. In attempting to help
him get workers and member-
ships, here are some lame excus-
es and just plain misunderstand-
ings 1 have run into.
I. Membership Campaign, I
thought you had just finished that
campaign. Mr. So and So came
to see me and I told him "I
would give."
Answer: The campaign just fin-
ished was not a membership cam-
paign. It was a Capital Funds
Campaign that raised $10,000 in
cash and pledges to build an all
weather swimming nool for our
boys and girls and adults that will
ultimately cost more than $80,000.
We get twice what we gave. Now
It's up to us to give our "1"
a group of memberships sufficient
to keep up the operation of this
pool. Go by Linden and Lauder-
dale and take a look and ask your-
self If you have helped bear your
share. The pool is nearly finish.
ed now! It takes memberships to
I maintain it.
2. S.U.N. Why are they always
so far behind. I though the S.U.N.
supported the "Y."
Answer: The S.U.N. does a goodjob in helping all the YMCA's but
It does not bear all the load. Our
Abe Scharff branch received only
$5,000 from the S.C.N. With an
operating expenses budget of
$28,000 this leaves $23,000 to be
raised from dormitory rent a n d
memberships mainly, as the "Y"
has no other source. The 626,000
mentioned here just does keep the
doors open. It does not provide
for adequate help for the Y. We
have no Boys Work Secretary, no
Athletic Director, inadequate Jan-
I hase a ery hock neck.
itorial personnel and that's why
you are apt to see our executive
secretary out cutting the yard.
3. Metropolitan Branch, W h y
does not the Metropolitan branch
help us more?
Answer' If they had not been
carrying our load for years, our
"Y" would have been closed. We
base been running in the red and
they have been picking up the
tab. It means simply that t h e
white YMCA's have sacrificed so
our "If" could continue to riper.
ate. If we really want the first
class citizenship we are clamor-
ing for we are going to have to
assume the responsibilities that go
along with it and a first class
"Y" is certainly part of those re-
sponsibilities. Let's quit "letting
George do it" and take care of
our own job like real men should.
4. No Program — The Abe
Scharff YMCA does not offer any
program for men like "Y's" in
other towns where I've been.
Answer: Right! Correct! Ton.
che! And what have you! To op-
erate a YMCA program, t w o
things are needed: Manpower and
money. The men of Memphis have
given the Abe Scharff branch nei-
ther. If we could get enough men
to take memberships and then
take part by attending just a few
meetings each year we could do
anything the men wanted to do.
If we could get our quota of mem•
berships and then increase it, we
would be justified in asking for
more professional help for our
executive secretary, instead of ex-
pecting him to depend on %elan.jeers from whom he can only ask
Instead of demand work. With no
reflection Intended, we have for
the first time since Mr. Lawrence,
an executive who is trained es-
peclally for "Y" work. lie's been
in it all his life. Has done nothing
she, He came to us from a tre•
mendously successful program In
other areas. Let's give him a
chance. . .give him the tools to
Catholic School Slamming Door
The Charity Sisters of the Bless- In charge of the grade school on Thumb Costs.:
Sr.tSent four replacements for the
—eighth grade, Sr. M. Magdal-faculties of St. Augustine grade
grade, Sr.1 ab Co. Si 200
school. Sisters M. Kevin Patrick. Mary Raynold—sixth, Sr. M. Ed-
school and Father Bertrand high etta, BVM—seventh 7
BVM replaces Sr. M. Joanette, lase, BVM—fifth, Mrs. Perry Al-
BVM on the high school faculty. len—fourth grade, Sr. Daniel Ann,
ed Virgin Mary, whose mother- we have Rev. Miro Wiese, OFM
Sr. M. Joanette, BVM went to Im-
maculate Conception high school
in Clarksdale, Miss. Sister Kevin
Patrick comes from Cicero, III.
Sister M. Bennetta, BVM from
3rd grade, Sr. Sarrelle, BVM
--soiond and Sr. M. Bennetta,
BVM has charge of the first
grade.
St. Francis church, Chattanooga, Mrs. Isabel Samuels and Mrs.
replaces the first grade teacher, Lena Lanier will be in charge of
Sr. N. George Ann. BVM who left
for Cicero, 111,
Sister Reynold, BVM from
Christ the King school, Seattle,
Wash., conies to take the sixth
grade for Sr. Karlana, BVM who
is now stationed in Clinton, Iowa
Sr Ma daletta BVM comes towork with and see what he can
do. Unless we do we have no right
to criticize. Mropower and mon
ey are the tools!
5. Board of Management—Why
does not your board get out and
let us know these things.
Answer: We have approximate-
37 men on the Abe Scharff
board. The) are some of the top
Sadal leaders, business and pro-
fessional men of Memphis. They
are recognized as leaders. Only
10 of them have paid their cur-
rent memberships. Now I am will-
ing to follow leadership but this,
is something else. Frankly, we
need "new blood" on our board.
Why don't we get it? Well you,
pick your board from your mem-
bers, members have to be paid
up. Would you like to work on the,
board. Then join up now! Thel
.. can certainly use you.
m. I used to work with the "V"
but I got tired because they were
not doing anything.
Answer: That was then — This
is now!! A new executive, aisew
pool, a proposed new program, a
new outlook. All these are ready
. . .they only need you!! So stop
making excuses and come on In,
the water's fine. Any questions,
call the "I"' and someone wild
come out and explain the pro-
gram and collect your member-
ship. A progressive Negro Mem-
phis on the march must 'Save a
first class YMCA. Let's stop being
ashamed of ours and make it
what it ought to be. Memberships
men, Memberships.
Finally, since tact has never
been one of my virtues, I am now
ready to be shot at. If you differ
with me honesuy and are sincere
about wanting a better Abe
Scharff Y. . .1 work at WDIA
and I'll be happy to talk with you.
If you just want to argue and do
nothing. I don't have the time. By
the way If you cto intend to chal-lenge me on any of the above
etatements bring a sharpa
i 
 xe as
Personality Spotlight
By United Press International
Ross Robert Barnett sr., who
was assured of Mississippi's gov-
ernorship when he won the Demo-
cratic party primary, is one of
the states most outspoken segre-
gationists.
He has said he would rather
die than see Mississippi racially
I integrated.
The youngest of 10 children of a
confederate veteran, the 60-year-
old Barnett had tried twice be-
fore to gain the state house. He
was defeated in 1951 and 1956, but
I a hard-fought campaign paid off
the third time around.
i During his campaign, he brag-
ged about his first-hand knowl
edge of mules, well -water, plow-
ing, turnip greens and corn bread.
He went through the campaign
with his arm in a sling; he had
injured it last spring when he
The one gin that tastes great
mixed...! "chasee or straight...w
reel like a straight or a mixed drink!
Gilbey's is the one gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet go smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the world.
the one gin distilled in-
15 countries and served
around thr world!
CILBEY'S DISTIlLED LONDON DRY GIN. SO eR.00f 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITg 91.6 ma,
011.8rf• LTD., CINCINNATI. OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS
walked into a spinning airplane
propeller.
Barnett worked his way through
Mississippi college and the Uni-
versity of Mississippi law school,
soon established himself and hung
out his lawyer's shingle in the
state capital, Jackson. lie now
heads a large law firm, and is a
former president of the Mississip-
pi Bar Association.
He is expected to be more vo-
cal on the segregation issue than
his predecessor, Gov. J. P. Cole-
man, who has maintained segre-
gation without making many pub-
lic statements about it.
Unlike Coleman, Barnett is an
admirer of the late Sen. Theodore
Bilbo, Arkansas Gov. Orval Fats.
bus, and the staunchly-segrega•
tionist Citizens Council.
He will realize a burning am-
bition when he takes the oath as
Mississippi's Governer, hut he
told the voters that he will retire
from politics after one four-year
term.
Barnett is married and has two
daughters and a son, Ross, Jr.,
who recently graduated from the
University of Mississippi ha w
school.
. ROSS R
Restore A. G.
Bell's Old
Lab In Boston
Alexander Graham Bell's first
laboratory exists again, restored
exacily as it was when the inven-
tor was a young man of 29.
Bell's original workshop, which
occupied a corner of an attic at
the electrical workshop of Charles
Williams at 109 Court St., Boston,
is now a permanent public exhi-
bit .Original timbers, windows and
walls stand nail by nail and knot-
hole by knothole as they did in
October 1875.
FALL SEMESTER REGISTRATION
September 14
Call JA 7-3275 or Write
ADMISSION OFFICE
For Further Information
g
St. Augustine's seventh grade
from St. Joseph, Rock Island, Ill.,
to replace Sr. M. John Laurian
who will teach in Iowa City, Iowa.
FACULTY
The faculty of Father Bertrand
high school, 1169 Kerr ave., is
composed of Rev. Capistran J.
Hags-, OFM pastor and supervisor,
Sr. M. James BVM, principal,
Sr. hi. Vangelice, BVM in charge
of the complete music depart-
ment, Sr. Kilian, BVM, the
senior homeroom teacher, Sr. M.
Kevin Patrick, BVM. juniors, Lou-
is Miller — sophomores, Sr. M.
Athiraasius, BVM — freshmen A
and W. P. Porter — freshmen B.
The coaches are W. P. Porter,
coach,isead 
 L. Snell, L. Miller
and Charles Horton, The faculty
member for sewing and home eco-
nomics hasn't been chosen at
present.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Arch-
ibald J. Carey, Jr., chairman of
the President's Committee on Gov-
ernment Employment Policy, will
be principal speaker at a banquet
September 10, which climaxes the
annual conference of the National
Urban League at the Sheraton-
Park Hotel, September 8-10.
A former delegate to the United
Nations General Assembly, Dr.
Carey has served also as mem•
ber of the City Council of Chicago.
lie is pastor of Quinn Chapel AME
church, Chicago, and is an sttot,
ney. His address will be entitled
"The Great Social Forces Shaping
Our Future."
The banquet, which Is open to
the public, will be one of the clos-
ing features of the conference
which will be attended by 800 del-
egates and visitors from 6.1 local
Urban League affiliates in t he
country. The Washington Urban
League is host to the conference.
the high school cafeteria and Mrs.
Helen Hoof will continue on as the
secretary of the Fr. Bertrand
high school. Mrs. C. Wade will
manage the grade school cafeter-
ia.
A white Mississippi man, who
was arrested on charges of com-
mitting an unnatural act with a
nIne-year-old Negro NV, was ex-
ported to plead not guilty of the
charge when tried this week in
Shelby County court.
The man is Gilbert C. Johnson of
Arkabutler, Miss., who operates a
fan repair store at 1360 Airways
ave.
According to the child's mother,
he and another youngster were
passing the store a n d Johnson
called the boy and told him he
had a "job" for him.
When the child went inside the
store, Johnson reportedly grabbed
him by the arm, pulled him into
a back room and committed the
unnatural act. He gave the child
a dollar and told him to go home.
The boy, who had been sent to
the store by his mother, told her
what had happened and she railed
police. Johnson was arrested and
later released when he posted
bond.
His attorney, Carlton N. Wilkes,
told the Tri-State Defender John-
son would plead not guilty.
Mrs. Emma West of 679 Mints.
Opp' blvd., has been awarded$1,200 in a suit against the Little 
John Taxi Service of Memphis by
the Court of Appeals at Jackson,
Tenn. A driver slammed a door
on her thumb fore than a year
ago.
Mrs. West was originally givee
judgment of $1,800 when the case
was heard in Circuit Court In
Memphis.
A member of Second Congrega•
tional church, Mrs. West said she
was delivering a dinner to a sick
member at the time the incident
occurred, As she was getting out,
she said, the driver handed her
the plate and let the door close
on her thumb.
She said she had to wear a
splint on the thumb for several
weeks.
When the case was heard, the
driver denied that she had riddea
in his cab.
Mrs. West was represented 111i
the suit by Att. Saul Kay.
TVife Preseners
If you'd lilts greenery decorating
Ow bare wall of a garage or the
lit*, without the expense of a trel-
lis, string up polyethylene rope 411
on interesting pi:01*m. ft's imperub.
ono ha rut and teary to handle.,
Men and Women Needed 12-55
White or Colored to Train Fee
CIVIL SERVICE PBS
No experience necessary, grammar
school education usually sufficient.
Permanent lobs, no layoffs, short
hours. High pay, advancement, Send
name, address, phone number, and
Sims home. If rural give directions.
Writ* John D. Taylor, tall S. Laud-
erdale, Memphis, Tennessee.
BIG PAINT SALE
SAVE $2.00 ON GALLON
Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT
Free City Delivery — Orders Appreciated
NOW IN NEW LOCATION
H. A. Carroll & Co. Paints and Wallpaper
405 MONROE — Same Phan* — JA 3-1626
Horbart Straub • Sing* 1871 • Walter Streull
Safe driving Is everyone's job, all year long. But now that
school's starting again, it's time to be even more carefuL
Our youngsters may carry some of that carefree sum-
mer back to school with them. They may forget to stop
and look carefully before crossing streets and highways,
getting off their school buses, chasing after baseballs.
All of Southern Bell's drivers are going to work to make
this the safest school year ever. They are going to drive
as if their lives—and someone else's—depend on it..
hosoe is in Dubuque, Iowa, has supervisor, 1M Ludnulla, BVM
'''''"This week saw the departure of
-.mores of Baptist ministers and
liembers. They were scampering
to San Francisco, Calif., for the
„National Baptist Convention. We,
-here in the Bluff city are anxiously
le.waiting accounts of the National
'-.The Convention convened Wed-
...litsday, Sept. 9. Rev. J. H. Jack-
of Chicago, Ill., national press-
t, Is presiding.
lir. JAMES AME
-es-An activity leading up to the
21rth-com in g Homecoming Day at
-Sisie St. Jame AME church is a
-Baby contest. Since the contest
bo gin, approximately 25 babies
brie been entered by proud par-
ents. The winner will receive a
Crisp $5.00 bill.
I The Lily of the Valley club of
the church is sponsoring the con-
test. Mrs. Alice Foster Is the pres-
ident of the organization.
• Rev. E. K. Alcorn is the pas-
tqr•
MBENEZER BAPTIST
' 'Plans are in the making at the
Ebenezer Baptist church for one
of the sanctuary's most antici-
pated annual occasions. ft is the
Annual Woman's day. The agenda
shows Sunday. Oct. 11 as the date
for the observation.
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
' The delegate to the Nation Bap-
tist Convention from Progressive
Baptist church in Mrs. L. V. Res-
et Mrs. Reset is popular in all
the activities of the church. She
presently, serves as vice - presi-
dent of the Missionary Society.
' Rev. 0. C. Collins, the pastor, is
'attending the Convention, also.
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
' Services at the Metropolitan
Baptist church, Sun., will be regu-
lar. Rev. S. A. Owen, the pastor,
has prepared an especially in-
teresting sermon for the morning
service at 11 a. m. Combined
choirs will render music under
the skillful direction of Professor
J. W. Whittaker.
Other services will follow as
GREATER WHITE STONE
Quite a spiritual treat was the
Men's Day celebration at Greater
White Stone Baptist church this
past Sunday. Highlighting the ob-
lservation was thought
-provoking
iddress by Rev. Fred Lawson,
college minister at S. A. Owen.
The Southern Male chorus fur-
nish music.
I The church's male chorus ell-
Mixed the day with a delightful
musical program. John Ray Bun-
ten is director.
The Men's Day theme was "A
Church Centered Program.
Women's Day will be celebrated
by the membership on Sunday
TOM THUMB WEDDING —
reception and mock wedding
was sponsdred by the Mission
ars, Society of Greenwood
(ME church recently with the
'hose participaots. From left
to right are Michael Betten,
father of the bride; Marilyn
Jackson, matron of honor;
•
Carolyn Johnson, bride; Larry
Peeking, groom; and Donald
Taylor, officiating pastor. The
bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Johnson
and the groom, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. William Pank-
Ins, The reception was held in
the Education building where
i;m" 2  Attend Laymen's Confab!371.::sberMiOfschurch, She will be accompanied
by Miss Carolyn Rhodes of First
Baptist church.
Guest soloist will be Alfred L
Motiow.
A reception will follow the re-
cital in the dining room of the
church.
Mrs. Arnett Edward is chairman
of the recital.
The recital lead up to the forth-
coming Woman's Day celebration
at church. It is scheduled for Sun-
day, Sept. 27.
Mrs. Erma Cook is the general
chairman. The- activity and pro-
gram chairman for the church it
Mrs. Hattie Harrison.
Revival services will be held at
the house of worship on Sept. 15.
It is expected to be one of the
most stirring soul - saving cant-
paigns ever held at the church.
Kindergarten is now open for
registration at Avery Chapel.
AME ZION CHURCH.
Evangelist A. D. Bllard just re-
turned from Bristle, Virginia
where she had a successful revi-
val. She later atteded the Wom-
en's Missionary Convention in
Hartford, Conn.
Evangelist M. V. Reed and
daughter.
Evangelist M. V. Reed and
daughters Mrs. I. Barnes, Miss
Lucile Reed. . . son. Samuel Reed
and grand daughter Saron Rose
have returned from a happy va-
cation spent in St. Louis, Mo.,
Chicago Detroit and Canada.
V.
MRS. WILLIAMS
first major art show from Novem-
ber 1 through November IS, offer-
ing $3,000 in cash awards and
scholarships. Called -Young
America — 1959," the show will
feature the work of young artists
from all over the country. No en-
try fee will be required.
Three cash awards. totaling $800
—.$400 first prize, $250 second
prize, and $150 third prize — for
best works in the show, regard-
less of medium, will he awarded
to entrants of college and univer-
sity age and above. Four full
tuition scholarships, valued at$400 each, will be offered to high
school seniors, All entrants will
be eligible for one of five awards
of $100 cacti for the best work in
one $100 popular vote award. A
full tuition graduate art scholar.
ship for a year of advanced study
,tt the University of Notre Dame
will also be awarded,
Lower size limit of entrants is leans, La.
Oct. 18.
Rev. A. R. Williams Is the min-
ister.
MT. NEBO BAPTIST
Rev. and Mrs. Roy Love will
stop in Los Angeles, Calif. and
Hot Springs, Ark, before returning
home from the National Baptist
Convention. The minister and his
wife are enjoying a month vaca-
tion.
The pastor's return to the pulpit
will be Sunday, Oct. 4, when the
congregation will celebrate family
and homecoming day. A dynamic
message will be delivered by Rev.
Love.
AVERY AMC
The women of Avery Chapel
AME church are presenting Miss
Ruby Marie Wiley, mezzo soprano
of St. Louis, Mo., in a recital.
Sunday. Sept. 13, at 5 p. m. It will
be held at the sanctuary lo-
cated at 882 Trigg.
Miss Wiley is presently attend-
ing Central State college on a
scholarship she received while a
student at Vashon High School in
St. Louis. She has attended the
Jewel Yancy school, there, also.
Besides being a promising on.
Xavier university will stage its high school senior level, and up-
per age level is 30 years of age..
Works must arrive at Xavier uni-
versity no later than October 17,
1959.
The five categories of "Young
America — 1959" will be painting,
prints and drawings, sculpture,
ceramics, and jewelry.
As an added feature, Ivan Mes-
trovic. the world renowned sculp-
tor sad presently a member of the
Art Department faculty at t h
University of Notre Dame, the
fivst living artist to have had a
one man exhibit at the Metropoli-
tan Museum of Art, will place
some of his pieces on display.
This will Insure the contestants
that a large number of people will
cionse to see this exhibition.
Further details and the procur-
ing of entry blanks may be ob-
tained by writing to Young Amer-
ica Artists' Show, Department of
Art. Xavier university, New Or-
Z. L. Bonner of 773 Saxon at.,
left Memphis last week enroute to
San Francisco, Calif., to attend
the National Baptist Laymen Con-
vention to be held Sept. 9-12 at
the Mt. Pilgrim Baptist church.
Mr. Bonner, a member of Met-
ropolitan Baptist church, w a s
scheduled to give the response on
behalf of delegates after the wel-
come address. Ile will also teach
a class during the convention.
Enroute home, he will stop in
Los Angeles, Las Vegas, and
Chicago.
Mr. Bonner is one of about 2,000
Baptist laymen who will attend;
the session sponsored by the De-
partment of Christian Educationl
of the Laymen Movement.
According to James E. Gayle,
the executive secretary, great
pains have been taken in the se- 1
lection of teachers and lecturers
for the educational program.
Friday night, Sept. 11, will be
National Artist Concert night and,
gospel singers from all parts of
the nation are scheduled to ap-
pear on the program.
Another highlight of the meet-
ing will be the presentation of an
award to the Baptist layman who
has distinguished himself, or her-
self, in the church and community
or in the field of Christian edu-
caton.
Dr. Martin Luther King of Mont-
gomiry, Ala., is scheduled to
speak during the convention.
Aside from Mr. Bonner, other
Tennesseans who will appear on
programs are Rev. Charles L.
Dinkins of Nashville and Rev. C.
T. Vivian.
Officials and board members of
the Natinal Baptist Sunday school
and Baptist Training Union Con-
gress will meet at the Third Bap-
tist church on Saturday morning,
Sept. 12, in a special meeting. It
has been called by Dr. 0. Clay
Maxwell, Sr.
Greenwood Church Sets
Joint Men's,Women's Day
The men and women of Green-
wood CME church will hold their
joint annual observance of "Men's
and Women's Day" on Sunday.
Sept. 13. The speakers for the
day will concentrate on the theme
"The Christian's Responsibility in
a Changing World."
The 11 o'clock speaker will be
the Rev. J. L. Tolbert, general
secretary of the Board of Evange-
lism of the Christian Methodist
Episcopal church. Rev. Tolbert is
known throughout the Mid-South
for his ability both as a dynamic
speaker and as a business man.
He is a graduate of Mississippi
Industrial college and his alma
meter honored him by conferring
upon him the honorary degree of
Doctor of Divinity. He has served
as Presiding Elder in Mississippi
and dean of the State of Missis-
sippi leadership Training school.
For many years he served as
vice president of the Nation
Youth Council. In 1940 he was
one of the speakers on the
then noted "Wings Over Jordan"
program.
At present, Rev. Tolbert is
serving as a trustee of MI col-
lege, Holly Springs, Miss. As a
business man he is owner of two
funeral homes in Mississippi and
is owner of the Tolbert Supreme
PTA Group To Focus
More On Child's Need
The Tennessee Congress of Col
ored Parents and Teachers will'
focus attention during the 1959-60
year on the welfare of children
tad youth by implementing t he ,
theme "Quality Parent Teacher
Association: A Need for Maxi-
mum Growth " Twenty seven
members of the Board of Manag-
ers began initial plans for the
When rnev;ng, you needn't isnosty
drawers, but de not put Stirs things
in unless they one •strernely light.
Industrial Burial in Mississippi.
His wife, Mrs. Ossie Adleigh Ter-
rell Tolbert, formerly taught at
the Union County Training school
in Albany, Miss., but she is now
serving as secretary for her hus-
band whose office is located at
4909 Horn Lake rd., Memphis,
The 4 o'clock speaker for this
annual day observance will be
another dynamic speaker, Mrs.
Beulah M. Williams, a member
of St. John Baptist church.
Mrs. Williams is a graduate of
LeMoyne college and her mas-
ters degree was earned at the
University of Michigan. She is
known for her ability as a teacher
of Spanish and also as an out.
standing civic leader and church
woman, Included in her many
interests are membership in the
Delta Sigma Theta sorority, the
YWCA and she serves on the
advisory council of the Memphis
and Shelby County Tuberculosis
Society.
Mrs. Williams has recently been
appointed as the principal of the
Melrose elementary school. She is
the wife of the Rev. A. McEwen i
1Williams, pastor of St. John Bap-
tist church on Vance ave.
Serving as co-chairman for the
day are Mrs. Aubrie Thompson,
Mrs. Alma Luper, Edward Cox
and James Luper. Mrs. Charles
P. Roland is chairman of publi-
city. Serving with Mrs. Roland
are Mrs. Ruby Porter and Mrs.
Cornelia Tillman.
year's work Saturday. August 29
at Holy Trinity Parish liouse in
Nashville.
Business sessions were presided
over bv Mrs. IV. II. Williamson,
state PTA president of Nashville,
Other officers present were Mrs
Fetta Name& second vice presi-
dent of Knoxville, Mrs. Willa A
Miles, recording secret a r y of
Knoxville and Mrs. W. R. Web,
ster, asgstant recording secretary
of Nashville.
Important on the agenda were
reports of all Standing Committee
Chairmen, District Presidents,
Treasurer and the Budget Com-
mittee. Other business pertinent
to the PTA action program On the
state and local levels include: The
membership goal of 30,000 with
10 percent increases, plans f o r
Schools of Instruction. Council
and District Meetings, more em-
phasis to he placed on the observ-
ance of Founder's Day with in-
1111C0101 1105 IVIIIYONI
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SIGNATURES
AUTO-FURNITURE
For Any Worthwhile
Bente Owned•lielae Operated
2 Locations
IS! Midline — JA S.7111
141 Se Mala — JA 5-1151
Examined anis Supereised
by NW* Department
II I  and Ranking
Ice cream and cake was serv-
ed to musical rendition by
Mn, Cole and Miss Myrtle
Greer. Mrs. Etta Hoette is the
president of the Society, Mn.
Mary Taylor, supervisor a n d
Rev. J. E. Robinson, the
church pastor.
Health Nurse
Finds Freedom
In Her Job
women who
the positive.
The nurse in small industry is
in an especially favorable position
to help employes, management,
and herself, says Katharine A.
Lernbright, assistant executive sec-
retary for the occupational health
nurses section of the American
Nurses association.
She works closely with manage.
ment and the plant medical direc-
tor en the plant safety program.
She provides a listening post for
employes with personal and home
problems and help them find as-
Occupational
good field for
to accentuate
"When I was a child, I spake
as a child, I understood as a
child. I thought as a child; but
wheel became a man I put away
childish things." — I Cur. 13;11.
How mature are you? I wonder
how many of us ask ourselves
that question. All about us daily
we see evidences of immaturity.
Unfortunately for many of us we
feel that because we have reach-
ed our twenty-first birthday we
are mature. Nothing could be fur-
ther from the truth. It takes more
than the mere passing of your
twenty-first birthday to make you
a full grown or matured individual.
The tragic thing about the whole
matter is that far too man of us
think that because we have reach-
ed a degree of maturity in one
area or another we are mature
in all areas.
In this verse Paul makes it
known that in the development of
man we pass through stages that
should make us better day by clay.
At every point in human develop-
ment each day, week, month, or
year should evidence some degree
of maturity in all of us. Life is
so designed that under normal
conditions each of us will auto-
matically grow. Sometimes some
of us mature slower than others
but we mature nevertheless.
Paul was saying in an many
words that the man should be a
vast improvement over the boy.
Through varied experiences ma-
turity is inevitable. The childish
dreams cherished by many of us
vanish in thin vapor into a land
of nothIngless as many of us labor
in a world of delusions. With the
rise of realities in each of our
lives we mature. Many times we
cannot account for the maturity
but it takes place nevertheless.
Not only is it true that we en-
counter physical growth in our on-
ward march to maturity but other
areas — moral, intellectual, cul-
tural, and mental must of neces-
sity take place. All about us now
we see evidences of people failing
to mature as should be expected
of all of us. Those individuals
among us who have failed in abil-
ity to discioline themselves to the
point that they are able to con-
form to the best of which man is
capable. Only to the point that
man matures to the point that he
is able to dedicate himself to the
better things of life can we say
that he is mature.
Needless to say growth brings
about a change. Paul says with
the arrival of maturity I spoke
differently. I thought differently,
and I understood differently. Ac-
tivity on a higher plane is in keep-
ing with maturity. No one can tell
me that he is mature and has the
same prejudices he had twenty
years ago. No one can tell me that
he is mature and still, has not
arisen above the plane of hating
people. No one can tell me that
he has grown up and is still at
the same intellectual, moral and
spiritual basis from which he is
supposed to have started years
ago.
Sometime ago I read an article
relative to the growth of man, Ile
concluded that man has failed to
grow when he does not have the
'universal' mind. I nhis idea of
the 'universal' mind he sphke of
a people who were more concern-
ed about others than themeelves.
He spoke of people who wire de-
veloped to the point that they were
willing to lose themselves in those
things that would benefit human-
ity rather than themselves. These
are the people whom we can say
have matured. Unless we have
these outlooks on life we just have
not matured.
We could go on further and say
that people who are mature are
also people who have developed a
sense of responsibility. Daily mar-
riages, family life, political activi-
ties are going on the blink because
they have gotten in the hands
of people who are immature. Our
George Meany, president of the
AFL-CIO, called upon the men
and women of his organization to
join in the 19th annual observance
of National Bible Week, °father.
19-25.
In a letter to li. E. Humphreys,
jr, chairman of the board, Unit-
ed States Rubber company, and
nativnal chairman for this year's
Bible Week, Mr, Meany wrote: "It
is my sincere hope that the 1959
observance of Bible Week will be
a national success."
In his statement on the Week,
Mr. Meany said: "In these tense
and trying times, all of us cars
find sustenance and support in
the wordr of the Holy Bible. The
guidance and the hope which the
Book of Books has meant to men
for generations are there today
to help us in our hour of need.
"It is with this thought in mind,
that I am happy to call upon the
men and women of the AFL-C10
to join in the 19th annual observ-
ance of National Bible Week from
October 19 to 25 designed to in-
crease reading and studying of the
Bible by all people of all na-
tions."
National Bible Week is sponsor.'
ed by the Laymen's National
Committee, Inc., of New York, an
interfaith organization founded in
1940 to encourage religious
thought and study. The theme for
the Week will be, "The Bible and
You."
Words of the Wise
If things do not turn out as
we wish, we should wish for
them as they turn out.
—(Artrtotle1
world is slowly getting to the place
where there is no place for 'im-
maturity. In order that men might
make their greatest and noblest
contributions to their day and
time they must grow up! This is
imperative. We cannot expect boys
and girls to do women's and men'.
work. They must grow up and i
the growing up process they will
be able to assume responsibilities.
make decisions, and man the world
that is just around the corner.
QUALITY STAMPS!
- QUALITY STAMPS!
1YEA!YEA! YEA!
Yes, Mother, You'll Cheer for Quality Stamps
Too, When You Know How Helpful They Are
For Those Back To School Items. Need A Briefcase • •
Or Pen? Visit Your Redemption Center Today!
Yes Madame,
In order to please dad and
the small-fry you have to keep
up or ahead of the weather,
holidays and all special events.
Since we consider desserts
and breads the basic of all
good meals, why not let Jack
Sprat with that wonderful. en-
riched wheat flour and that
uniformly ground creamed
meal come to your rescue.
Bake that delicious apple pie
or your favorite chocolate cake
on a cool morning — freeze it
— serve it on a hot burner of
a day — Pie A La Mode —
Cake with sherbert. Dad will
be amazed as to how you do
It.
The rest of the meal could
consist of a vegetable salad
with meat added, hot spoon
bread or hot cheese biscuits
and iced tea. What a feast for
your king!
CHOCOLATE FUDGE CAKE
2 cups Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
3 tsp. baking powder
tsp. salt
IS cup shortening
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
1 tsp. vanilla
34 cup milk
Sift flour, measure, add bak-
ing powder and salt, sift again.
Cream shortening and sugar
gradually. Add well beaten eggs
and beat thoroughly, add vanil-
la. Add dry ingredients alter-
nately with milk, stirring only
enough after each addition to
THESE YOUNG PERFORMERS presented as excellent show on a
recently staged Big Star Food Stores radio show over the vast
50,000 watts WD1A. First row left to right: Ruby Lindsey, Delores
Washington, William Alien, Carrie Peeples, Ida Pate, Jimmy
Citron. Second row: Robert Honeysucker, Maws Bolden, Percy
Wiggins, and Lenora Thomas. Standing In frost is Ronald Turner.
blend thoroughly. Do no beat.
Pour into eight-inch layer tins.
Bake in moderate oven for 20
to 25 minutes.
FROST WITH FUDGE
FROSTING
Z cups sugar
2 oz. chocolate
2 tbsp, white corn syrup
.4 cup milk
2 tbls. butter
1 tsp. vanilla
Cook first four ingredients to
soft boil tage. Add butter; re-
move from heat. When luke
warm, add vanilla. Beat until
it's right to 'spread, and it's so
good.
More beat the heat ideas next
time.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter
If you or your singing group would enjoy making an appearance
on this highly popular talent show, just notify WDIA for an
audition try-out. The Big Star show goes on the air every Satur-
day morning at 11:30 from the WD1A main studios. Out-of-town
groups are invited to write WDIA, 2074 Union Ave., Memphis,
Tenn.
CASH FOOD STORES
47.!. •••„ •
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CHICAGO MOVIE goers who Johnny Mathis. — NUMEROUS
saw the picture "Deck Ran Red
starring Dorothy Dandridge and
James Mason will witness screen-
ing of the France-made original
"Tamange" next month. — THE
"ORIGINAL" from which the U.S.
version was made stars Miss Dan-
dridge and Curt Jergins. — PRO-
DUCERS SIG SHORE and Pete
Yearer of Hal Roach Studies will
attend the premier here in Chi.
cago with Dot Dandridge a pos-
sibility in the "personal appear-
ance" parade. — HOWEVER ON
OCT. 13 Harry Belafonte will be
in Chicago (for certainty) to wit.
ness the premiere of his latest
starrer, "Odds Against Tomor-
row". THE BELAFONTE pix,
made by Harry's own company,
"HarBel" is a robbery.murder
piece with plenty sock. MOVIE
CRITICS witnessing press, radio
and television preview of the film
acclaim it a3 one of season's best.
• • •
SAMMY DAVIS, jr., through
his offices signed contract call-
ing for his appearance at Rob-
! ert's Show Lounge in Chicago
for five days starting Oct. 28.—
THE FAMOUS "MR. WONDER.
FUL" accepted the engagement
te fulfill a promise made last
season when he assured Her.
Mill Roberts he would play the
club whenever his very crowded
schedule permitted. — INSIDERS
ARE SAYING there won't be
much to the case wherein Yin-
cent Tubbs, former Chicagoan is
suing Davis for eight grand al-
legedly owned for public rela•
, Hons. — FRIENDS OF BOTH
are saying Vincent would be very
happy to have the case settled
out of court and at a much lower
figure than the one asked, or
, charged In the suit.
. • •
I HEADLINER AT THE annual In-
ternational Music Fair to be staged
on Navy Pier in Chicago will be
NZW YORK — It all started
ip when a famous Jazz trumpeternamed Miles Davis came out of
Birdland for a breath of fresh air
and so far he's been beaten, haul
ed into court, released on $525.
bail, headlined in the newspapers
• — and striped of his police card
w'lich means he cannot work in
New York.
Miles, as he tells It, was doing
nothing wrong—yet he was knock.
'Porgy 'N Bess'
To Open Next
In Washington
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Samuel
Goldwyn's motion picture produc-
: ten of "PORGY AND BESS" will
go premiere here this week at the
11, Uptown Theatre before a dis-
tinguished audience of society and
political personages.
The formal opening will he a
benefit on behalf of two organiza-
tions: International Student House,
and Foreign Students Service Coun-
cil.
The two groups are expected to,
realize about $10,000.
An invitation to attend has bees.
forwarded to Producer Goldwyn
and Mrs. Goldwyn, who are ex-
pected to be in the East at that
, time, before leaving on a tour
t abroad.
• Starred In the film version of
:the Gorshwin classic are Dorothy,
Dandridge, Sidney Poitier, Pearl
Bailey and Sammy Davis, jr. The
film, being shown on a reserved
seat only basis, Is establishing box
office record, throughout the Eat'
OTHER RECORDING greats will
be on the program starting Nov. 13
and running through 22 but Mathis
will be THE MR. BIG of the huge
music spectacular a "recording
ball of fame" will be launched. —
OPENING NIGHT FOR Lena
Horqe's engagement at Savoy in
London (Sept. 21) has been sold
out for weeks it was announced
early this week. — WHEN DORO-
THY DANDRIDGE plays return
engagement at New York's Wal-
dorf Astoria starting Feb. 8 she'll
receive almost double the pay giv-
en her for date in same hotel two
years ago. — JACK PAAR sorta
went Hollywood past week when
he presented both Earl Grant and
Arthur Lee Simpkins on his show.
THE TWO ARTISTS claim Holly-
wood as their hometown.
• • •
OUT OF TOWN FANS attend-
ing the world series (In Chica-
go) will face no housing prob.
lem, thanks to Bill Veock's op-
timism.—HOTELs HAVE BEEN
alerted and agreed to take care
of all who arrive for the big
classic. — P.S. DON'T WRITE
is, rather contact one of the
many hotels here and if your re-
quest for reservations cannot be
supplied by that hostelry request
wilt be turned over to setup han•
dling such matters at all hotels.
• . •
—POPULARITY OF DUKE El.
lington In Chicago CAN BE NO.
TICED on marquee of theatre
where pix "Anatomy Of A Mur-
der" is on screen. — THE DUKE
WHO WRITE music for the film
appears on marquee along with
acting stars. — ALTHEA GIB-
SON who made her Hollywood
debut in plx, "The Horse Sol.
diets", a civil war drama, says
her original choice of a career
was performing on stage and not
tennis, the sport that brought her
fame.
ed down and hit on the head and
face many times right on the cor-
ner of 53rd and Broadway in front
of Birdland, and dragged away In
", a radio car to the police station as
any common thief or criminal
might be. On-lookers would not
have imagined the man In the
light suit who, a few minutes ear-
her had been calmly smoking a
cigarette and signing autographs,
was the great jazz exponent whose
current recording of "Porgy and
Bess" is considered a classic.
Friends and fans of Miles have
come to his aid by the hundreds,
urging him to "sue the city" —
"sue somebody" — "don't let them
push you around." Miles had this
attitude at first when he told the
cop boldly "arrest me"—and later
stated he said that because he
wanted to know on what charges
the cop could arrest him. "He
wasn't doing anything " But it
seems the cop found some charges
—aril how the matter has gone so
far that the local Musicians Union
602 could not intervene except to
ask for a "complete investiga-
tion."
How such an incident can hap-
pen in New York, where real
criminals loiter on every corner
Of Broadway engaged in many
shady businesses — is fantastic.
How the policeman ignored Mlles'
first explanation that he was just
out for "a breath of fresh air" and
that he worked on the spot — is
also animaqinable But the facts
remain — Miles -vas arrested on
assault and disorderly conduct
charges. received the had end of
the night stick, and will have to
r^(ern for a tri-I in Snecial Ses-
CAROLYN CRAIG Is one of the
newer glamour girls in Hollywood.
Carolyn, tested for sex appeal lure
was outfitted in several skin tight
gowns, one of which she wears
her... Then she was asked to turn
her betty in different directions
for final check. Successfully? Are
You kidding!
Lloyd Price up to Number 2 with
his ''I'm Gonna Get Married" but
his kid brother. Sammy Turner,
who doesn't want to ride on his
name, is right behind him with
"Lavender Blue", an oldie he's
i turned into a swinging favorite . .
By HILDA SEE about to take place.
NEW,YORK — Here is one you! We figured out that if any in-
may sleep ever — we are doing formation on the subject was injoffl files Madison Street "rest-just that — even though our in- 
,dents" would have the key. That
torment, a self styled insider, is why we wanted to know more
claims to be direct from the about the proposed show that our
' horse's mouth." informant in saying isn't just a pro-
The claim? That Eartha Kitt posal by any means.
and Dorothy Dandridge will be There is no doubt about such a
co-starred on an all-sepia tee- 'program making a hit on tele-
% ision program due on one of the vision if it is presented. With
major chains this fall. Digging femmes as top stars it might even
deeper with the "facts" our infor- be accepted in some parts of
mant suggests a musical with sev- Dixie. It is well known that sepia
eral ether sepia names cast as
specialty guests. He would not say femme, are acceptable to Dixie in
who is due to appear in a manner a greater sense and area than are
!hat required naming names but 'males. However, before going too
left us with the understanding that far toward accepting this state-
such names as Sammy Davis, Jr., ment about such a show being
Olga James, Four Step Brothers in the cards let us check a bit
and the like were probables. further. There have been num-
• • • erous promises In the past that
In as much as we were enroute didn't jell. Promises that came
to Madison Avenue when we en- direct from Broadway, if not,
countered t h e informant w e Madison avenue, the big control-'
naturally wanted to know more ing center, and not from a self
about what was happening or styled "insider."
GORGEOUS L'TANYA Grit-
in, California's gift to model
ng row will be in Mcienhis.
Tess.. Sept. 20 when she'll
star in fashion show staged
by two of city's popular clubs.
Dinah Wisht•—'en and Eddie
Heywood will t h
theatrical end of show.
•
41,„b
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DOROTHY DANDRIDGE, left
is shown with Dooley Wilson,
in days before Hollywood step-
ped in to spotlight glamour
she possessed. On right, the
same Miss Donegan is shown
during shooting of "Carmen
Jones" in which she co-star-
red with Harry Belafonte. tila•
mour was there all along —
Hollywood brought it out.
When Glamour Passes
Hollywood Eyes Ifs
Acceptable All Over
By ROB ROY position for being photographed.
Quite often question is asked:I The matter of wearing a bathing
suit cc very little clothes comes
"Why must Lena Horne, Dorothy'
naturally of course after properDandridge, Earths Kitt as well as
Marilyn Monroe, Jayne Mansfield,. dieting and body exercises are in-
ina.n Taheutsreswsheisn Hollywood through a number of modeling leg measurements of ('yd, emit-
CYD CHARLSSE was put Here Tony Schnerieren checks
en and the like be singled out
Brigitte Bardot, Mayme Van Dor-1 delierds
beam.she's "in the world over." 
glamorous 
ed the tlitelefor"eglialm°1o1Yulr°' (dor° e
illargelyo,n VitheiCh means egainse
r. 
when the subject is glamour?"
• • •
That's easy—Hollywood has Ia.
beled 'em so. And when the crit-
ical eyes, and sometimes hands,
of Hollywood's deeisionists corn- w
bined to place a femme in the
"glamour" class the decision is
fli Ina t simply means the part c-
ular artist or artists have been ex-
amined closely and the decision
made after a number of figures
By CLAIRE COX
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. (UPI)—
A record stable of manicured,
are totaled. And there Is no rec- Preened, primped and thoroughly
ord or either of the many selee. trained beauties enter the starting
tions being questioned. gate this weekend for the 32nd run-
• • • ning of the nation's biggest glam-
First of the sepia glamour girls or stakes—The Miss America Pa-
was Nina Mae McKinney who geant
starred in the picture "Hallelu- A total of 55 beauties, repre-
jah", years ago. Then came Lena senting all 50 states plus Puerto
Horne who was selected by MGM
as possessing the qualifications
for being called glamorous. And
when the studio needed a glamor-
ous lead for "Carmen Jones" Dor-
othy Dandridge was chosen.
While there are numerous other
glamorous ones not mentioned
above it is also true that not all
glamorous femmes belong to the
Hollywood scene. But that isn't the
question. What we started out to
prove is fact that when the film
Rico, the District of Columbia,
Canada, Chicago and New York
City, will devote what may be the
most grueling week of their young
lives to trying for the "Miss
America" title and the nearly
$100.000 in money and prizes that
go with it.
For the first time in the history
of the pageant, every state will be
represented. Not even when there
were 48 states did every one en-
ter a contestant in any year. This
colony starts out to locate and of. time, in honor of the two new
states of Hawaii and Alaska, allten create glamour little in that
direction is left undone, are participating.
Experts, not one but several, are Official contest registration
called in and the "subject" is ex-' Monday marks the beginning of
&mined carefully from head to the final lap in a race for which
foot If the wale is absent the the entries have been in rigid
girl is taught how to walk. She is; training.
also shown how to sit and stand, Some began learning to sing,
glamorously and how to locate best, dance or play the piano years ago
in the hope they might some day
be sent to Atlantic City by their
home states, Nearly all have been
at work all summer, exercising
and reducing; taking modeling,
charm and makeup courses and re-
hearsing like troupers for their
talent presentations.
The girl who is crowned Miss
Ameriica next Saturday night must
I look trim in a bathing suit and
glamorous in an evening gown.
She must present a stage act that
amuses the judges, and she must
be able to conduct a breakfast
table conversation with charm and
poise.
She also has taken voice lessons,
kept frequent appointments with a
hairdresser and a figure consult-
ant and attended a class for mod-
els. Her schedule has kept her
busy every weekday and night an I
sometimes on Sundays.
Some of the contestants has e
gone to great lengths to be able
to do their states proud.
Susan Diane Bronson, 19-'
old green-eyed blonde "Miss
fornia," from San Lorenzo, has
been a dance student for 11 years.
She spent the final weeks before
the contest being groomed by may-
ie experts in Hollywood in make-
up, dancing, poise and personality.
UNITED PRESS Johnny and the Hurricanes (War-f "What'd I Say" Ray Charles (At
INTERNATIONAL !wick); "Broken - hearted Melo- 'anti(); and 1 Want to Walk You
For the fourth week in a row dy... Sarah Vaughn (Mercury)Home" Fats Domino, (Imperial).
"The Three Bells" by the Browns
was the nation's top tune, accord-
ing to the United Press Interna-
tional top 10 survey.
Santo and Johnny's "S I e e
walk" climbed back into the No.
2 spot, replacing Phil Philip's
"Sea Of Love," which finished
third.
"I'm Gonna Get Married" and
"Till I Kissed You" took the next
two positions. Bobby Darin's
"Mack The Knife," making its
first appearance on the top 10,
finished sixth.
Back on the top 10 this week
was Fats Domino's "I Want To
Walk You Home," which had
dropped all the way to 19th last
week.
Newcomers to the top 10 were
"Teen Beat," "Bobbin' The Cra-
dle" and "Poison Ivy "
Here are the top 10.
"The Three Bells," the Browns.
(Victor); "Sleepwalk" Santo and
Johnny (Canadian • American):
"Sea of Love" Phil Phillips, (Mer
cury); "I'm Gonna Get Married,"
Lloyd Price (ABC): "Till f Kiss-
ed You" Everly Brothers, (Cad-
ence); "Mack The Knife," Bobby
Darin (ATC0); "Red River Rock"
Guest Starring Stints
Loom Fruitful For Top
Sepian Artists In Fall
There is every indication that star are Harry Belafonte and Sam.
business will ati on the well my Davis, Jr. Belafonte will do a
known beam for top sepian stars
this season and beginning with the
start of fall programs.
NBC-TV has slated a record
full hour program of folk tunes on
the tropical and calypso kick. As
to Davis it is known that a ape-
dal program spotlighting his song
number of spectaculars and vied- a-1 dance talents is already be-
et), shows that call for the better ing cooked up.
performers as regulars and guest Add to this the several appear.
stars as well. Most of the shows ince% in drama planned for Ethel
are "Iongies" running from an' Waters and Earth* Kitt and the
hour to 90 minutes. To cover this, outlook is grand. Then too there is
much time there must be a nurn•I the scheduled appearance of Ma-:
ber of "names" on each and every rlan Anderson in a Xmas show on
show which would seem to put thc1 which she will be starred. Joining
the opera parade, also will be
eepians 'In." I Leontyne Price who has become
In addition to the guest starring somewhat of a natural for such
stints there will le shows starring roles. Leontyne was seen twice
some of the top names Already, last season as an opera star on
listed for long programs and as the, television.
Both "Miss Chicago" and "Miss
Illinois" went to modeling schools
to prepare for the nightly ordeal
of walking down the long ramp in
Atlantic City's Convention Hall.
Carol Rubin, 18-year-old Queen
of Chicago's beauties, has been
ATTRACTIVE NANCY STREETS
who won "Miss Indiana Universi-
ty" contest to qualify for state
finals in which she was nosed Aug
was one of three scpians to reach
the 'finals" for "Miss America
Contest eltniination.. Other two
represented Sacramento and San
Diego in California. Miss Streets
who lives in South Bend. Ind., is
a talented dancer as demonstrated
above in this toe dance specialty.
traiteng at the Patricia Stevens
modeling school in Chicago. "Miss
Illinois," Suzanne Ingeborg John-
son, 21, also of Chicago, has bees
taking charm and modeling
courses at another school.
All of the state winner.s have be-
come veterans at making publie
appearances et n e e they were
crowned earlier this year. Esther
Olney, 18. "Miss Delaware," of
Newark. has made at least 150 J8.
pearenees in her home state and
n New York since she was chose
en last May.
Highlander is part of a world-
wide movement for adult educa-
tion, . .for responsible citizenship
In a democracy. In the United
States alone there are nearly
15,000,000 enrolled in various
adult programs. The primary ac-
tivity of Highlander, nearly
90 percent of its efforts, consists
of residential "workshops" such
as the one on "The Citizenship
School" idea, which was schedul-
ed for the I,abor Day weekend.
The participants will share the
experiences and problems of how
best to serve their respective com-
munities.
Highlander has no special
creed, no program of wholesale
reform, no political affiliation
right or left. Highlander is inde-
pendent of all political and ideo-
logical ties. It is simply a meet-
ing-place for adults of all races
on such subjects as education,
citizenship, health, social servic-
es, and community welfare. The
procedures are democratic a n d
constitutional.
NEW 1010i — The tide has gram indicates an acceptance in
turned in the past year in favor another powerful quarter of re-
of retaining federal protection of
sponsibility for Indian living con.American Indian communities in
the United States for some time ditions on a basis et equality
to come, Out a dangeruus unaer with those of other citizens.
tow still exists which could dis- CLOSING SCHOOLS
solve the new-laid foundations un- Countering the favorable tide,
however, Miss Madigan writes, isder social and economic plans
which many reservation groups the fact that the progressive Inter-
are making these days for the ,r Department philosophy has not
development of their home tern- filtered down nor been transmit- ......
tory. ted to a Bureau of Indian Affairs
This is the estimate of the As- which has had an opposition ori-
sociation on American Indian Af- entation for many years. Indian
fairs, in its August newsletter, of schools of the Navajos and Hopis
American Indian chances f o r are being closed against tribal
community servival in the fore- will, the Association official de-
clares.seeable future. .
Since 1953. and until last year, The Blackfeet Indians of Mon-
a Congressional trend has been in tans have recently received from
the direction of terminating na- Bureau officials on the basis of a'
tional responsibility for the Indian technicality, a serious blow totheir land purchase program, ac-people at an accelerated rate, 
cording MissMadigan. Also,laaving their future destination to — to 
the states. Most of these, in the 
the Interior Department, has fail-
onmion of Indian Affairs groups e, d to ask the Congress for an
like the Association, are not en- Public Law 
consent" amendment to 
thusiastic about assuming the bur- 
280. This law provides
four law and order on Indian res-den the Federal Government has
wanted to lay down. 
ervations — traditionally a tribal
RECENT MOVES 
right — to be maintained by the
The Association's executive di- so
odisvtitdpuualal 
stipulates.
where Congress 
rector, La Verne Madigan, listed The Associations' executive di-
- two recent Interior Department rector describes as part of t he
moves as additional indication current "undertow" in Indian At-that a fresh. constructive Indian fairs, the coup de grace whichpolicy now guides the Interior De- the Senate Committee on Public
partment, and that this is being Works Appropriation last weekincreasingly supported by a sub- gave the Seneca Nauon's laststantial number of Congressmen hope for saving its lands from in-through measures favorable to in- undation by the building of the• • 
vigoration of Indian communities. Kinzua Dam at Warren, Pa,An Interior Department recom-
increased by $15 million to $25 appropriated for the COMMITTEEcon- 
fused 
rAs 
already 
ad yt
Dear Mme. Chante: Being a -IC," 2nd Regiment School Brig-Indian 
to Congress that thethat time 
 REFUSES 
the 
 
Committee re-Revolvin" Loan Fund he o withhold any longer fundsBy CLAIRE COX permanent Jewish community on- was built of 14,000 coral reef rocks The evening service is conducted constant reader of your column ate U. S. Army Air Defense
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The til after Hawaii became a major passed hand-to-hand for a quarter by a Japanese-born minister, ameirlelisonofanaduhmthart itutaHle aton 346,37° sirootinn work. Earlier, a Su- for years I decided I would seek school, Fort Bliss, Texasg I d now preme Court decision rejecting help as others have. I am 6 feet,new state of Hawaii confronts military outpost. The Jews now of a mile by church members in Lahaina church was organized owned by the Government be the Indian's petition for certiorari 
• • •
Instead of gaining ground in the es was formed by the Protestants is called the "Westminster Abbey speaking second generation Jap- mwheiacnhingthe..esAsesnsourailaitylona cmitemsmiat.s wenitilinsganeesfsorto 
an 
  
Allegheny 
reconsider 
    
 a differ-iitver 
by 
inches tall, 185 lbs., medium Dear Mme. Chante: I arn a
my friends to be fairly good much to meet a real nice young
Protestant missionaries with an nave a temple. Emanu-El, in Ho- 1841.
in 1922 with an entirely Japanese handed over to the tribes are the had led the Senacas to
uousual challenge, church leaders Akaka preaches in Hawaiian
two cabinet department acts their last hope in Congressional
Place brown complexion ahd considered young man who would like very
nolulu, with 600 members.
report. The Honolulu Council of Church- and English in his church, which congregation. When English-
50th state of the union as they 
looking. My hobbies are collecting
N I am 25 years old, 165 Ititc
have in the other 40, Christians , 
The Association on American 
stamps and rare coins. W o u 1 d lad-''
in 1945. It now has 82 member of the Islands." anese - Hawaiians began attend-
)," been losing „t to the wow- lee every Sunday from Waikiki to sibly 15 the only IL S. church in Two years ago, a small Methodist comMunity deve/opment. young 
with serious b5ifaecekt,hair,10 1-2 inches tall, black eyes
churches and provides bus serv- The Methodists claim what pos. mg services, English was added. ment to. the principle of Indian dam.
LARGEST CONGREGATION 
like
endetdo brown complexion andHonolulu houses of worship. which members worship in three Filipino congregation lined t h e At the same time, says the As- Indian Affairs newsletter defines ages
 
of 18 and 23 years of age. said to be nice looking. I have a
era of the ancient Eastern religi-
languages. The 9 a.m., service at church, to give it a third Ian. sociation's newsletter, the authori- the Kinzua decision, both in theon founded by Buddha, 
aation by the Congress and Mena- Courts and in Congress, as a fail- 
Will answer all letters received real nice job at the post office
of the prehensive Indian sanitation pro- to honor its old 
-Indian treaties. 
and exchange phatos. Wit b e r t and attend TV school at night. I
The Rev. Abraham Akaka, vice Lahaina Methodist church is de- guage group.
, The Methodist church, the larg- president of the Council and pas- livered by a Philippine-born mm- Methodist leaders feel that this tore by the President of a corn- tire on the part of Governmentest religious body in America, re- tor of Kawaiahoa church, has the ister in a Filipino dialect. At 10:45 church is a true 
ym olT m , 7546 South Calumet Ave., would like to meet a young lady
ports that Hawaii once was al- largest church In the Islands. It a.m., the sermon is in English, Hawaiian melting pot. Chicago, Ill. between 19 and 23, weighing be.
• • 
-
most 95 percent Christian. But tween 125 and 130 lbs., about I .
there has been an upsurge of Dear Mme. Chants. I would like feet, 5 inches tall. Would also like
Buddhism since World War II. ac- West V to meet a nice lady who wants a for her to live in Chicago. I Willcording to the Methodists. home and knows how to take care answet all letters and exchange
With 1.30.000 followers, the Budd
-Adds 
of one. She must be nice looking photos. Race does not matter.
lust sect now is the largest single IeacFIers and weighing around 135 lbs., Jimmy Lawrence, 8614 S Wabash,reltgious group in the islands, brown skin and willing to accept Chicago 19, Ill.
•Methodists report. marriage at once. Please send • •
The National Council of Church- photo in first letter. Race does Deer Mme. Chante I am aINSTITUTE, W. Va.—Dr. Wit- Ohio State, associate professor in-
,s said that only one out of every ham J. Wallace, president of West chemistry. not 
matter. I like children and all lonely person Interested in corre-
three Hawaiians is Christian. That sports. I am 49, 5 feet, 101/2 inch- sponding with a nice ChristianAlfons T. Uhle, B.A., Universityis a total of about 215,000 out of of West Ontario MA., University -
es tall, 160 lbs., brown complex- man between 40 and 55 — oneVirginia State college, has an-
an estimated population of 604,000. nounced the addition of the fol- ' " ion. David Hardin, 78 Weirfield who would like to achieve some-of Toronto, Ph. D. University of
'GARDEN OF RELIGIONS' lowing teachers and staff workers Minnesota, associate professor of 
st, Brooklyn 21, N. Y.
• • • 
thing. I am 40, 5 feet, 81-2 inches
The rest are Jews, Pagans, for the school year 1959-60. tall, 194 lbs. Would like for him
Buddhists, Shintoisis and followers John J. Cook, B. S. Georgia 
German. Dear time. Chante: I am hop- to weigh between 175 and 225 lbs.
Maurice B. Bettcr, B. S. UnIver- ;ng that through your column you Would prefer that lie live in Chi- 'of Confucianism, making Hawaii State, M.A., Ohio State as instruc-
sity of California, M.B., Univer- will be able to help me find a cago or nearby. Mrs. Colmon csowhat churchmen call -a garden tor in social science.
sity of California, as instructor in real friend. I am an Army mis- Mrs. Watson, 2752 W, Monroe atof religions." University of Michigan, assistant
business administration.professor of English-Drama. site student at the U. S. Army Chicago 12, Ill.The Buddhists have scored their 
• • •George Slutsky, B.A., M.A., Barbara I. Lewis, B.S., Dela- Air Defense school, Fort B Ii s s,success, according to Methodist 
Richard Corvin, B. S. M. A. ware, M.A., State U. of Iowa, in- Texas. If at all possible, I would Dear Mme. Chants: I am aleaders, by adopting Western tech- 
structor in physical education for like to meet a young lady around young widow just 37 years old,niques of spreading their eastern New York university, instructor
women.beliefs. Young Buddhist associa- in English. 18 years of age who resides in tan complexioned, 128 lbs., 5 feet,
lions, for example. have adopted James R. Makoney, B.S., Bos- Other new appointees are: Chicago. She should be around 53½ inches tall, Very easy to get
ton, M.A., Harvard, instructor in Carolyn Leftridge as clerk, busi- feet 2 inches tall, 120 lbs., fairly along with — more on the slowmany of the Western social meth- 
ness office; Billie M. Harris as nice looking. I ant 19, 5 feet, 7 side. I am sincere, true and hon•ods of Protestant youth groups. Audio Visual Aids.
Carroll T. Smith, B. A., Morris matron, Dawson Hall; Casimir inches tall, 137 lbs. I am also a est. I desire to correspond withThe first known American mis- 
. E. Scoon, resident dormitory iii- college sophomore majoring in single, middle aged men in t Is esionary group to reach the former • Harvey, M. A. Columbia, assts. 
rector of Prillerman Hall; Charles law and CPA training. My hob- Armed Forces — clean-cut andSandwich Islands was a hand of tent professor of psychology.
aboutEugene J. Dineen, B.S., Nia- H. Redd, Dorm P r o c t o r of bies are just  everything but sober-minded. Color doesn't mat-New England Congregational- Gore Hall; Barbara J. Joyner, I especially enjoy surfing. Very ter—will answer all lettersists who arrived there in 1820. gars U., M.S., Notre Dame, Ph.D. 
secretary to the business mans- easy to get along with. Pfc. Jim- promptly. Mrs. Bessie Spear, 233
ger. my Young, RA 16625956, Battery Kunnard Ave Dayton, Ohio. ,.
NEWLY COMMISSIONED Offic-
ers — These summer gradu-
ates of Florida A&M univer-
sity were commissioned as
second lieutenants in the U.S.
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Only One Out Of Three
Hawaiians Is Christian
This was some years after two
English missionaries went there in
1794 at the request of the Islands'
king. Their first convert was the
queen, who died clutching a bible.
As a result of being the first
organized missionary group to go
to the islands, the Congregation-
alists have the largest Protestant
membership — 15,000 to 18,000 in
113 churches.
After the Congregationalists
came the Mormons, now second
In membership; the Methodists,
who have 4.000 members in 27
MAFFETT GETS Century
Club Ward — Dr. James E.
Carter. jr.. right. oromlnent
Augusta, Ga.. dentist, pre-
sents the Rev. Charles Maff.
ett a Century Club Award in
ELTC3
se>
recognition of his outstanding
service during the annu a I
membership enrollment cam-
paign held at the Ninth Street
YMCA. The Rev.- Ma f f et t,
chairman of the World Serv-
ice Committee at "Y," is su-
perintendent of the Georgia
Training school for Boys, and
a former leader in the Negro
Division of the United F' n d
Drive.
Order Action Against
Highlander Folk School
MONTEAGLE, Tenn.—The Dis- cers alleged that they found a the sLle, furnishing, storing and
churches, and the protestant Epis. trict Attorney General of the 18th small quantity of whiskey. By this consumption of intoxicating bever-
copalians, The, were followed by Judicial Circuit of the State of time the four mentioned above ages are carried on, and a hoist-
Lutherans, Seventh Day Ad. Tennessee has PublielY announced had been arrested for over 20 mm- erous, noisy, rowdy, and drunken
ventists, Disciples of Christ, Sou- that he has been ordered and di- utes• crowd makes a habit of gathering
them n Baptists, Pentecostals, and reeled by the General Assembly Following preliminary hearings and becoming drunk." Also: "The
Assemblies of God Missionaries, of the State of Tennessee to on August 6, and August 12. he- Place has a reputation of beingThe Presbyterians only recently bring an action against Highland- fore two justices of the peace, one where people drink and en-
established their first church in er Folk School. Mrs. Clark and the three men gage in immoral, lewd and un-
Hawaii. He further said "that he had have been bound over to the chaste practices."
ORIGINAL INHABITANTS the school watched every day County Grand Jury, which will The real complaint, HighlanderChurch officials said the origi- since the close of the Legislative meet in Grundy County on Nov. officials declare, is the fact that
nal inhabitants of the islands, the hearings to try to find something 2. Highlander has always been an
Polynesians, were Pagans. They that he could use to padlock the The nature of the hearing on integrated school, and has in re-
could not read or write. Mission. interracial institution." August 6 was described in the cent years placed its emphasis on
aries educated them and convert. On July 31 at the close of a words of attorney Cecil Branstet- race relations.
ed them in growing numbers. dynamic workshop on Community ter, quoted in the ChattanoogaThe American Bible Society Leadership, State and County of- Times of August 71 "I have nev-published its first Hawaiian New ficers, acting pursuant to a search er been so mistreated as I haveTestament in 1832, seven years warrant, raided the School a n (I by the Attorney - General in this
after the islands' first code of searched for liquor. They found court. I have never before seenlaws was enacted, with the 10 no liquor at the School but placed witness so abused as the Attorney-
Commandments as a guide the director of education, Mrs. General has abused our witness—The first Jewish residents of Septima P. Clark, under arrest perhaps because she is color-Hawaii were English and Ger- along with three white men work- eel ."
man traders who went there in mg at the school, who asked only FILED pETEum
184.5. An American Jew establish- a simple question, walked behind Immediately following the hear-ed the first coffee plantation in the officers as they searched, or ing on August 12, the AttorneyHawaii. The first known Jewish just strolled in the main lobby. General filed a petition to securemarriages were performed in THREATENS BREAKDOWN an injunction for padlocking the141, but it was not until after While these four were under sr - school. A copy was served onHawaii became a U. S. Territory Ohl and sitting in a patrolman's May Justus. secretary - treamor-in 189R that the first regular Jet,,, iar, an officer allegedly threaten- er of Highlander.Ink religious services were hv'sa eu in use an axe on the doer The petition alleges that t hthem in Myles Hot-ton's private home, school is a public nuisance. Speed-Early Jewish settlers In Hawaii The officer was given the key by kitty, the school is charged withIntermarried with other religious one of the men under arrest and ''. . .maintaining a place. , .Paula. As a result, there was no at Horton's private home the offi- where conducting and engaging in
Richard Fort (right), Braden-
ton Is having his bars pinned
by Miss Doretha Hall, Pal-
metto. (A&M staff photo by
Horace Jones, Ir.).
Army during the commence.
meat exercises recently. Clin-
ton E. Brown (left), Miami is
having his bars pinned by
Mrs. Sylvia Render, assistant
professor of English; a a d
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SERVING 1,000,000 NIGROIS IN TME TRI-STATI ARIA
Hawaiian Senator Starts Wrong
The state of Hawaii, that new and ex-
otic acquisition to the Federal Union, got
Its first baptism of racial intolerance, the
other day, when the delegates to the Ameri-
can Legion Convention voted down a reso-
Sition to remove the racial bar against N
.-
roes and Orientala in the Legion's fun.
making organization, 40 and 8.
This humiliating experience should jolt
the Hawaiians into realizing the damnable
character of the color line, and should
awaken them to the brutal fact that they
are not likely to escape the flames of dis-
crimination on the main land.
"Those who would introduce bigotry in
our organization," cried out the Rev. Ed-
ward Goodwin, chaplain of t h e Hawaiian
department, "are bastards of Satan." It
was hoped that with the admission of Ha-
waii to statehood that the liberal forces,
which were suffering with acute anemia in
Congress, would have had a blood-transfu-
sion and acquired new vitality and fortitude.
It was a vain hope. No sooner Hawaii's sen-
air Sen. Hiram L. Fong took his seat among
is legislative colleagues that he served
notice he would not add his voice to those
of the people who are clamoring for civil
rights as a means of changing the pattern
of life in the South.
In fact Senator Fong insisted that he
Haiti And
was against any legislative attempt at
coercing the Southern white folk into
abandoning the racial traditions so dear to
them.
As the son of an indentured Chinese im-
migrant, and representing a state which is
so admixed raciall that it knows and tole-
rates no racial line of demarkation, we had
expected Mr. Fong to display a keen sen-
sitivity to the biased policy that has im-
peded the march of democracy and held
down millions of American citizens solely
on account of their racial erigin.
If Sen. Fong had the sagacity to say
that, "we all must work toward giving
greater dimensions to this noble experiment
called democracy, and that the ultimate aim
of this doctrine should be to lift all men to
the full measure of their dignity, happiness
and self-respect," he would have heighten-
ed his own stature in the eyes of the masses,
and would have allayed any apprehension
as to where he stood on so crucial an issue
as civil rights.
No doubt Mr. Fong's reasoning flows
from the presumption that Hawaiians of
whatever racial stock will suffer none of
the humiliating pangs of discrimination.
But he is sadly in error. He will soon dis-
cover that Hawaiians, whether they wear
leis and do the hula hula, will be greeted
with the enthusiasm shown a nest of cobras.
Catholic Priests
Since his advent to power, Haiti's Presi-
dent Francois Duvalier has been struggling
against insufferable odds to restore peace,
obtain necessary foreign credit and fashion
a stable economic structure for this troubl-
ed 'land. That he is administering the af-
fairs of his country with competence and
honesty can be gauged from the coopera-
tion he is receiving from Washington.
Unusually large loans will soon be made
iivailable to the Haitian government, somewhich may have already reached t h
Haitian treasury. Many independent sur-
veys are going on now by American firma
which are disposed to invest substantial
capital in the island's market.
But rumblings of invasion from Cuba,
internal unrest are doing much to retard
progress that might be made under more
reassuring conditions. The most disturbing
of all was the report that some Catholic
priests were actively engaged in a plot to
overthrow Dr. Duvalier's regime.
This is probably the saddest report that
has yet come from Port-au-Prince. For
''reasons of internal security" two ranking
French priests have been deported, and the
island's highest prelate, the archbishop of
Haiti was ordered arrested for violating the
1860 Haiti-Vatican Concorde, which binds
ghe People Speak
Inquires About Jobs
Dear Editor: School integration
fs something that will be a cer-
tainty in time, but what about
the adults that are held to menial
low paying jobs that keep them
in semi-poverty.
In this area, in fact in the whole
town, the federal agencies, name-
ly the post office, have adversions
to hire Negre employees even if
they have to lairs white non-vets
for the temporary jobs that are
available.
The only non-whitem at the La
Marque sub-post office are two
classified carriers and a janitor.
ut in the past there have neen
proximately 12 temporary em-
oyees hired and all of them were
white inspite of all the Negro ap-
plicants.
I believe this ratio is impossi-
ble if all of the applicants were
considered by merit instead of
race.
Raymond J. Keefe
Box 614
La Marque, Texas
priests "to do nothing against the interests
3f the republic."
If these allegations are true then, of
course, the government had no other course
to follow but quick removal of those whose
presence in the country constitutes a con-
stant menace to peace and security. For the
offense with which they were charged,
these priests, in some other countries, would
have received far greater punishment. They
would have been jailed and sentenced to
death, if found guilty.
This is indeed an unfortunate situation.
The French priests have done much in the
past to advance Haitian cuiture. In fact
they have been the supporting girders of
the island's intellectual life. For years and
years young Haitians were Accustomed to
looking to their learned French priests not
only for spiritual guidance but for intellect-
ual discipline and orientation as well. To
mar a relationship that has meant so much
to the people is a matter that cannot be dis-
missed too lightly.
It is our sincere hope that the whole af-
fair will be settled quickly and amicably, so
that Dr. Duvalier may proceed with his dif-
ficult, yet well begun, task ef rehabilita-
tion, and the Catholic church continue to
function in its legitimate area of Christian
activity.
An Appreciation person or group who wishes to
Dear Editor: A word of appro. organize a t
ruly democratic vet-
dation for clearing up the state- erans organ
ization
ment naming Robert Pries a Mizell M.
Realtor
Merrill
Human Relations Exhibit
Dear Editor: On behalf of the
Illinois Commission on Human Re-
lations. I want to thank you for
giving us a number of excellent
Fed Up With The Legion 
photographs which were used in
the Commission's first human re-
Dear Editor: I am fed up to lotions exhibit at the I
ll i n o i a
the neck. The recent Un-American State Fair.
Legion Convention beici at Mui- Many thousands of 
people from
neapolis has convinced me that over the State viewed th
is exhibit
there can be no compromise with depicting the Peo
ple. of Illinois
hypoeracy and bigotry, of various races, rel
igions a n d
The decision of a majority of creeds. Your pictures were pant.
the delegates • to exclude non cularlY useful since they 
'Nitre-
whites from the 46 and 8, clearly milarlY useful since they 
illustrat-
shows that a double standard con- ed imth problems and 
progress
tinues to exist even in this organi- which we have made in housing
nation, supposedly dedicated to employment and other aspects 
of
the principles of justice, freedom intergroup living. Your newspa-
and democracy. per is doing an important job in
This infamous decision m u s t interpreting human relations prob.
have our enemies abroad laugh- lems and progress.
ing up their sleeves for when the Aimee M. IsgrIg
Faith In Dixie Un-American Legion, comprised 
Executive Director
of those of us who have laid their Illinois Comm. on Human
Dear Sir: As a former resident
of the State of Mississippi, I wish 
lives on the line for the afore. lations
mentioned principles will not rec-
to express my confidence in both ognize the dignity of the individu-
the Governor's office and the Pe°- al nor the Integrity of his soul,
pie of the State of Mississippi, in these so-called principles of
the meting out of proper Justice democracy become a hollow mock-
In the case of Mack C. Parker of 
Poplarville, Mississippi 
cry, devoid of all truth I can no
It in my firm conviction that 
longer remain 0 member of this
Un-American Veterans Organise-
/0e individuals involved will re- lion, nor can I understand how
IIIKive impartial justice. any American Veteran who has
Samuel Murray 
6144 S. Bishop Street 
been called upon to make the su-
Chicago 
preme sacrifice can do so.
,..........3- I stand ready to join with any
We are grateful for your fine
spirit of cooperation.
Anthony G. Allison
Executive Vice President
Chicago Real Estate Board
Re-
79 Africans Off
For Study Grants
NAIROBI, Kenya — (UPI) —
Seventy-nine African and two Asi-
an students left here by chartered
plane for London en route to take
up scholarships there. The higher
education grants were arranged
by African Nationalist' Leaders
Tom Mboya and Gikenyo Kiano.
prospective employers ask, ac- age students, young and old, to
cording to Al Prejean, Youth persist in school attendance and
Guidance specialist at the Chica- attainment to develop their cepa-
go Urban league. cities to the fullest."
"They want to know," he said, Edwin C. Berry, executive di-
''for two reasons; (I) high school rector of the Chicago Urban lea-
education is a minimum require- gue staled, "This program is of
ment for most jobs; and (2) em- fundamental importance, because
ployers are skeptical about train- the way in which a man earns
ing anyone with less than a sec- his living determines the health
ondary education as a beginning." and welfare of his family. Tech-
Prejean. who directs the activi- nological developments and auto-
ties of the Youth Guidance pro- motion are daily reducing the
gram on a year-round basis is number'of jetaravailable to men
currently concentrating his efforts and women who can only work
on the agency's campaign to get with their hands and backs," ho
cChicago's teenagers to return to ontinued. "but this same devel-
school this Fall. opment is increasing the number
Mayor Richard J. Daley, sup- of jobs available for skilled labor.
porting the campaign, has issued era•"
a proclamation setting aside Aug- Heading up committees for the
. campaign are; Hark Battles, Di.ust 30, to September 6, as "Back
rector, Lower North CommunityTo-School" week. The mayor urg•
. House; Reverend Russell S.ed full cooperation with the Chi
Brown, General Secretary AME
church; Henry Fort, Prince Hall
Masonic Lodge; Florence Wilker-
son. Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority;
and Ralph D. Robinson, United
Auto Workers.
Use Fine Arts
In Promotion
Specially commissioned paint. Africans Slate
trigs illustrating its "Life's Won- 
Picket Of Uderful Credo" will highlight the
sales promotion and advertising
program of Spector Freight Sys-
tem, Inc., for the coming 12
months.
The $400,000 campaign will be
the largest and most integrated
ever conducted by the Chicago
based motor freight carrier, Val
J. Williams, vice president, mar-
keting, said.
Three paintings — named "Spec-
turas" — interpreting the com-
pany's philosophical outlook to-
ward community in general will
appear as part of two-page, full
color spreads in leading nation-
al trade magazines. They also
will be used in direct mail.
At the present rate of increase,
the amount of money being spent
on highways in the free world will
total 35 billion dollars in 1965,
more than double the 1958 figure.
.N.
The United African Nationalist
Movement sent out the following
call by distributing 10,000 circu-
lars which read, "Wanted, SOO
black men and women to picket
the U. N. on behalf of a free
Africa in general and Algeria in
particular on Sept. 15, at 1 p. m."
The circular also appealed for
voluntary contributions to pay for
picket signs and transportation.
James R, Lawson, president of
the UANM, said at an outdoor
meeting on Saturday It p. m. at
7th aye, and 125th St.: "Not only
are we demanding a free Algeria
but we demand the immediate
and unconditionarrelease of Jomo
Kenyatta of Kenya, Dr. Hastings
Builds of Central Africa."
Lawson then demanded the im-
mediate release of all the Alger-
ian leaders kidnapped from a Mo-
roccan chartered plane, including
his personal friend Hussein Ait-
Ahmed, a vice premier of the
Provisional Algerian Government.
GLAMOR GIRLS
IVO C.,. I••• ,•••••••...
'Daddy thinned himaPlt forty-aix sad a half Ulnae.",
Strikes Blow At
Federal Agencies
By WILLIAM 2. EATON
WASHINGTON — UPI — An of-
ficial of one of the government's
independent agencies has startled
his colleagues with a free-wheel-
ing criticism of how they regulate
the nation's businesses
The remarkable frank comment
was made by Louis J. Hector,
mild-mannered. 45-year.old mem-
ber of the Civil Aeronautics
Board.
OVERHAUL AGENCIES
Hector told a meeting sponsor-
ed by the American Bar Associa-
tion in his native Miami, Fla.,
that such agencies as the CAB,
the ICC, FCC, NLRB and SEC
need to be thoroughly overhauled.
He said they have become bog-
ged down in judicial trappings
that add to delay in deciding air-
line, railroad, radio-TV and labor
cases without contributing signif-
icantly to due process.
Hector, who as a practicing at-
torney, ran his family business
and worked for the Justice De
Partment, State Department and
War Assets Administration, has
no pat solution for this dilemma
SET GUIDELINES
But he advocates that indepenc
ent agencies set down guideline,
for their staffs instead of makir,
new rules for each new major
Case.
He also believes hearing exam-
iners should have more help in
evaluating rival claims. In addi-
tion, he says, some of the judicial
proceedings should be trimmed.
The federal government, he
noted, does not decide on the lo-
cation of highways or select in-
tercontinental missiles by holding
• trial complete with witnesses,
cross examination and hundreds
of exhibits.
Suggests Feeding
Small Tots Akohol
CINCINNATI, Ohio—A aocioio•
gist suggested the best way to
prevent alcoholism may be feed-
ing children small, frequent doses
of liquor.
Dr. Albert Ullman of Tufts
University, spoke before seven
thousand psychologists and mem-
bers of related fields attending
the American Psychological As-
sociation convention here.
He said alcoholism generally
occurs in cultures in which drink-
ing is introduced late in life and
In which anxiety and mixed feel
inss create the psychological con-
dition' for developing addiction to
drink.
"Parents who are members of
high alcoholism groups may at
least be able to insulate or vac.
cinate their children against ad-
diction," he said.
"Small, frequent doses of alco-
hol, beginning early in the child's
life, may be what is required to
make alcohol psychologically un•
available as an addictive sub-
stance."
Stresses Values
Of Education
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Africa, The Land of Apartheid
South Africa has the largest live peoples it is, next to Kenya, Other fine cities are Cap* Town
white population of any country the worst place to live — and at the foot of Table Mountain;
on the continent, about three mil- even educated natives are seldom Durban with miles of sandy beach-
lion, almost evenly divided be- permitted to travel outside the is on the Indian Ocean, and Kim'
tween those of Dutch and those of country. berly where the deepest man-
British descent. It contains near- The South African theory of made hole on earth is located,
"How much education has he cago Urban league, "In its highly ly ten million Africans, a million white supremacy permits them al created by t
he diamond mining
got?" That's the first question commendable efforts to encour- and a half mixed bloods, and a most no freedom at all, therefore 
operations.
half million Indians and Malays the colored peoples today are in In the Transvaal
 there are love-
-so people of color far outnumber a state of semi-rebellion which ly old Dutch town
s surrounded by
the whites, newspaper men predict is likely orchards and vine
yards. And the
But South Africa has the strict- to burst into violence at any time. world's la
rgest sanctuary for wild
est color bars of all the countries The Union of South Africa has 
animals is Kruger Notional Park •
in the world (Not even Mississip- a British governor general, b u t near the
 border of Mozambique.
pi can compete with it). Under its the country is actually run by it, South 
Africa has s high cultur-
system of White Supremacy, call- own parliament, a premier and 
al level compared to the rest of
ed Apartheid — which means Jim his cabinet. And it has two capi• 
the continent. Famous writers like
Crow plus — black Africans may tall, the executive center being at 
Alan Paton, white, who wrote
not vote, or attend schools with Pretoria and the legislative cen- 
"Cry, The Beloved Country" and
whites, or travel without a pass. ter at Cape Town. 
Peter Abrahams, colored, w h o
There are separate living areas The descendant& of the Dutch, wrote "Te
ll Freedom," are South
in the cities, separate buses, and called Boeraw ifiltrikaners, are of- 
Africans.
separate railway cars for personsjen bilingual, speaking their own And in Johannesburg the lug
-
of color. Forced labor is not on- language, Afrikaans, as well as 
eat magazine for African read-
common, and the workers in the English. The Afrikaners have the 
erg, -Drum," is published with
gold and diamond mines are treat- balance of power in the govern- 
writers and editors of color on its
ed almost like slaves. ment and, having for generations 
staff. Nevertheless, from t is •
Even missionaries are hindered fought against the Bantu tribes in 
standpoint of enlightened race re-
in their work In churches a rid the old days, they now oppose any lations, 
South Africa, like Kenya,
schools. Those who protest against advancements for the natives or is most backward.
these unfair conditions are arrest- East Indians in the country. New and increas
ingly harsh sea.
ed for "treason" whether they be The climate of South;,Africa is regation laws have lately been
black or white, temperate, there is surret and passed to keep the native 
peo-
With its great wealth of dia- winter as in Europe, and fine pies from advancing any farther
monds, uranium and gold, for beaches and high mountains. Its educationally 
or politically. Al-
Europeans, the Union of South At- largest city, Johannesburg 
is though all of the South African
rico is the most advanced coun- more than a mile high, on the 
mines and industries are depend.
try on the continent. It produces Witwatersrand Ridge where gold 
cot upon native labor for their
more than a million tons of steel was discovered in 188,. There are 
productivity, the natives them-
e year. Its cities are the largest skyscrapers in 
Johannesburg and selves are not permitted to share
and most modern. It has excel- —for whites only 
— beautiful the- in the benefits derived from the
lent universities. But for the na- +tree and parks. 
wealth of their land.
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
Stories about life and liberty in headman to refuse 
to work for the
Southern Rhodesia on the els tgovernmen
t In collecting t a x,
side of the African continent have though 
he is not paid; the TM-
been popping up in the newspa- 
MORALITY AND INDECENCY
pers all over the British Common- ACT — 
which makes it illegal for
wealth with increasing frequency an African
 mate to have sexual
Perhaps most Americans ar relations wit
h an European worn.
not greatly interested in this re- an, but 
legal for an European to
there
mote corner of the world, but 
have relations with an African fe-
friisea 
sliivnelwyhaintteirseshtapapmenotnngg male;
all 
an   
A c ns PUBLIC ORDER ACT 
—
there as well as in Nyasaland, which has the same 
purpose as
Kenya, South Africa and the oth the Subversive Activities Act; 
the
er African hot spots. DETENTION 
ACT—which makes
Some conception of what life fo it legal for t
he government to ar-
a man of color is like in Southern rest and 
detain an African with-
Rhodesia and many other Afri- out explanation; 
the UNLAWFUL
can areas can be gleaned from ORGANIZATIONS
 ACT — which
an interesting letter written by makes it an offense 
for the Afri.
two Southern Rhodesians, A. C. cans to boycott the business 
of a
Maguranyanga and J. B. Chikan- man they do not like; and the NA-
Y,. • TIVE 
PASSES ACT—which makes
The letter appeared in a recent every African a criminal until he
issue of the Manchester Guardi- produces a pass at the demand of
an, one of the most influential a policeman."
newspapers in the world despite The long letter goes on to list
its comparatively small circula• and describe other forms of color
(ion and provincial home base. In discrimination which seem incred-
England. I should note, that if you ible, even to one who comes from
are not in London, you are in the Georgia. The letter writers con-
"provinces." etude their long epistle as f o 1-
Here are excerpts from their lows:
letter: "As long as there Is no one to
"The backbone of the colour lift his voice against this colour
bar in the country is the Land bar, absolutely nothing will be
Apportionment Act. Because the done about it. And with the pro-
Europeans so love this act, which scription of Congress, there is no
gives them 75 percent of land and one to criticize the Government, to
Africans 2.5 percent, they have tell them of the African's griev-
called it "Our Magna Carta." mires and aspirations.
"About three - quarters of our "But though there may be si-
laws restrict the Africans. Among lence and calmness on the sur-
them are the NATIVE INSO- face of African society today.
LENCE ACT — which makes it there is a massive undercurrent
an offense for an African to argue of discontent. We strongly appeal
With a government official; THE to the fair-minded people of Brit 
SUBVERSIVEACTIVITIES ACT am n never to rest in their opposi•
-which makes it an offense tor lion and criticism until every Af.
the Africans to criticize or com- rican can proudly say — as the
plain to the government; the NA- European says — that this is also
TIVE AFFAIRS ACT — which called black Africa, will become
makes it criminal for an African his country."
Here in Nigeria on the western
side of the African continent, the
African is virtually free and soon
this big nation, the largest in so-
independent.
Dr. Nlummah and the leading
Africans in British West Africa
are honored and treated with
proper respect by the same Brit-
ish officials who seem deaf to the
cries of anguish of oppressed Af-
ricans in the eastern and southern
areas.
British statesmanship Is one of
the wonders of the modern world.
The English can be at once kind
and cruel, compassionate and cal-
lous and their statesmen seem to
be able to jump from one role to
another like professional actors in
Hollywood. They are playing the
game of empire and doing it with
finesse. It is a ghastly game which
hey must lose if we are going
to create a free world.
Chicago Sports Capital Of World During Third Pan - Am Games
• CHICAGO BECAME THE sports capital of the
world for 12 exciting days when the third annual Pan
American Games were held in various sections of the
Windy City. New laurels were also bestowed on the
United States with this country coping most of the first
places in the competitive games and again proving that
some of the best athletes in the world are found here.
Throughout all the games though, United States specta-
tors and athletes showed the fine sportsmanship for
which they are noted. Photo above: Philip Mulkey of the
USA is showing his prize winning form for the shot put.
Photo Top Left: First, second and third place winners
of the marathon race are being congratulated by a Pan
Am official. Photo Top Right: Althea Gibson, tennis
champion, chats with an official and former USA Olym-
pic star. Photo left (second from top): Bill Veeck, presi-
dent of the White Sox, readies to throw the first' ball
at Comiskey park at a baseball game during Pan Am
activities. Photo Right, (second from top): With out-
stretched hands members of the Venezuela baseball team
welcome in a winning runner. Photo Left, (second row
from bottom): Women relay winners line up to receive
the applause of the crowd after being introduced in
Soldier Field. The national anthem of each country was
played after the announcing of first, second and third
place winners. Photo Left, (second row from bottom,
right): The West Indies swept the field when they cap-
tured the first three places in the men's 400-meter run.
This was the first time in Pan Am history that the U.S.
missed out on all three places. Winners were (from left)
Basil Inc, second; George Kerr, first and Mal Spence,
third. The best that the Americans (North and South),
had to offer in a hletics was on display from August
27 to September 7. Some of the stars were back to break
their own records while others were there to set new
records. Regardless of whether they won or lost the
Americans received a special thrill by playing together.
Photo Left, (bottom, from left): Intent on winning- were
participants in the relay, broad jump, women's broad
jump and track. Besides being an outlet for athletes in
the Americas, the Pan Am games also prove that Ameri-
cana of all colors and creeds can work and play together.,
Baptist is led by Miss WI!. tette Springer, ht front.
W YOUNG, left. chairman
nt the Deacon's board looks
BEULAH BAPTIST CHURCH the church moved to its pres- church, through the strong ited, Some of the past pastors
was organized in 1904. Its be. ent site at Grand and Doug. legacies of the past, have have been the Revs. KlbrY.
ginning was in Kirby Hall on lass. In spite of its humble made its present rich and for- J. B. Webb, A. F. D. Dixon
I Cable ave. Shortly thereafter, beginning the Beulah Baptist midable, and its future unlim• and W. W. Williams.
MRS. WILLIE R. YOUNG,
standing, and Mrs. Fades.
Holmes go over some favor
lie hymns of the congregation
that they will probably soon
have to ploy. Mrs. Young is
the church pianist, while Mrs.
Holmes, wife of the church
pastor, is organist (All Staff
Piz By George Hardin).
Spectator sports dominated local
interest last weekend—what with
the Robert Wright Invitational
Golf Tournament out at Fuller
Park—and the Tennis Tournament
at Lincoln Park—both providing
the type of activity that is usually
absent for the many in our town.
Saturday, too, found sororities
bolding their first meeting of the
new calendar — the AKA's doing
log to no end was the fun of toast-
ing the sausages in the softly glow-
ing flames.
Using a Japanese motif( west-
ernized by a satirical charcoal
sketched, pink posters, spoofing
The Lone Star State and its in-
habitants, as a background to the
Buffet table — candles in wicker
covered wine bottles cast lovely
hues on trays of delicious hors
themselves proud with their an- d'ouevres and pink-sequinned paper
ual "AKA Round-up", which is be-wrapped gifts — later won by
eagerly anticipated as a "last Julia Atkins, Gloria Simon and
fling" 1.o Summer and its carefree "yours truly" at an amusing ses-
life. sion of games, and for the honoree
AT THE GAMMON FARMS Juke box music provided the
Scores of AKA's hied over to "heat" for Margaret Rivers and
Marion, Ark. early Saturday even- "Bootsie" Speight to help hostess
ing to enjoy the reknown hospi- Rubye, and show other guests,
tality of the inviting home and the latest additions to "The Medi-
grounds of the estate of Leoda son" — the new dance craze pre-
and John Gammon, With Basileus dieted to provide much fun atCelle Stevens again at the helm,
-fested group focus forthcoming patios and dances. COFFEE FASHIONS — T h •funed some
business attention on the chapter's Rubye chose a lovely ensemble three fashions above are but a
booked engagement of the Louis of ed silk linen featuring a floral few of the many exciting styles
that will be featured in theJohnson Dancers, who will appear
at Ellis Auditorium on Sunday,
February 21. Committees having
made their reports — attention was
given full vent to the enjoyment
of a supper of piping hot fish —
lucious hot dogs — plenty of soft champ, Helen Sawyer, Sallie Bar-
drinks and snacks — topped by. tholomew, Ezelle Parks, Jewel
crisp, cool watermelon. There was Gentry and Erma Lee Laws,
ABOUT TOWN
Dr. Marjorie Lee Browne is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Lawrence Lee at their Mississippi
Blvd. home, following a year of
fellowship study at UCLA, thus
Then cards, badminton, table,adding another rung to her bril-
tennis and a trip to the lakes pro- liant career in the field of higher
vided the real fun of the occasion. mathematics. Dr. Brown is re-
Photographer B. T. McChriston turning to the U. of North Caro-
was along to take pictures of the tins, where she is resuming her
antics in the boats Enjoying the duties as head of the mathematics. 
delightful afternoon were Betty department.
Stokes, a transfer sorer . visit- Christopher Booth has flown In
lag sorors Edith Wells, Jean town for a few days with his par-
Black, Carol Jamison, Gloria ents, Mr. and Mrs. Philip Booth,
Spight and Lillian Watson • and
among chapter members Hattie
Swearengen, Gertrude Walker, Ju-
lia Woodward, Georgia Harvey,
Sheridan Hicks, Clara Hobson,
Frances Johnson, Velma Lois
Jones, Elms Mardis, Wilma Sue-
log, Ethel Perkins, Georgia Quinn,
Allie Mae Roberts, Helen Shelby,
Ruby Spight, Lucy Suttles, Ann
Benson, Lillian Crowder, Bebe
Fingal, Leoda Gammon (the host-
ess) Fay Parker and Carolyn
Rhodes. Looks like they. are off
to a stellar year.
MEDICAL AUXILIARY
Mrs. W. 0. (Jewel) Speight and
Mrs. J. H. Seward were hostess-
es to the September meeting of
the Bluff City Medical Auxiliary
at the lovely South Parkway home
of Mrs. Speight. With president
Mrs. J. S. fOrphelial Byes presid-ing, Mesdames Stanley Ish, Leland
Atkins, C. M. Roulhac, W. C.
Speight, Sr.; Browner — West'brooks, Thomas Watkins. M. L.
excitement to anent the mysterious
numbers which had been given
out on arrival. Turned out that
the lucky one—Anne Belle Saund-
ers—was the recipent of all the
trimings' for Sunday dinner!
Adams, Floy Johnson and Miss honored Tony Walker and JamesMarion Speight and Miss Alpha S. Byas, jr., who will leave nextBrowner enjoyed an interesting 
week for prep schools in the Eastmeeting and attending refresh- Tony going to Oakwood atnylitS. Miss Alpha Brawner, as Poughkeepsie N Y (as will his
a
Memphis knows won the Mari. 
cousin Jean L'atllng).— and Jameson Anderson scholarship last year returning to Milford at Milford,7 and we hear she is the red- Connecticut.ment of another scholarship while 
MEMPHIS CO-ETrEgattending Juliard School of Music.
Also, her debut of New York's The Memphis Chapter of Co-
famed Town Hall is already book- Ettes were delightful hostesses,ed for November. 1940. We are in-' when they entertained associatedeed proud of this lovely young members ( who attend school away
and talented Memphian who is des- from Memphis) Jean Letting
tined to take her place in the (Oakwood, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.)
ranks of outstanding artists of the and Crystal Tarpley (Montclair
world. Miss Speight has been visit- If. S. Montclair, N.Y.) — and hon-ing her parents and brother — and orary members (who have graduat-
returned to her duties as head ed from high school) going to col-
a the Foreign language depart- lege — Carol Lotting (U. of South-
merit at Bethune-Cookman college I ern Illinois), Danese Hancocklast Thursday. (Xavier, New Orleaps, La.), Pat
FETES LOVELY TEXAN
Texas — world noted for its
size, resources and out
-going citi-
zens — was well
-represented bythe, presence of beauteous Mrs. Jo
Louise Lattimore Johnson of Hous-ton, Texas — who with her equal-ly beautiful daughters — Jo Louise
and Carmen Camille — have been
visiting her uncles and families —Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Beauchampand Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Beau-
champ. Her presence again at the
scene of some of her college schooldays, gave classmates and familyfriends an opportunity to enjoy herlevel personality and radiant beau-ty. So 'twas natural that Mrs.
Ruby Gadison, a family friend,
would toss a party for the charm-
ing Jo — that well matched the
honoree, Rube is not only a talent
ed fellow
-scribe, but a designer
and artist of note, she's one of
Memphis' "Ten Best Dressed" and
an outstanding hostess. Dainty in-
vitations beckoned guests to come
to Tony's Inn last Friday night —
where amid the cozy confines of
the Marine Room — interesting
mint juleps, screwdrivers, and
party snacks set a convivial at-
mosphere to talk about Jo's Inter-
esting career as a guidance coun-
selor in the Houston public schoole BEAR MOUNTAIN — (UPI) —
— and the talents and accomplish. The New York Giants have rear-
meets of her dsughters. quired defensive halfback DickMoment supreme, indeed. was Nolan. They purchased him fromthe acclaim of the impact of Gam- the Green Bay Packers where he
Mg melons festooned with savory had been sent by the Chicago Car
eheese•filled minature sausages dinals. The Giants traded Nolan
tooth-pined there.on•atop hand- a former Maryland star, to thy
some sterling eompotes. which Cards before the start 01 the Jess
centered each table. And, intrig• National Football League season.
empire bodice — and the honoree
wore a tunic cocktail dress of
turquoise and black trimmed with
a wide black velvet belt. Chic
guests also \Isere Grace Collins,
Euvalia Fletcher, Ruth Beau-
Fashions for Coffee slated for
Ellis auditorium come Sept. 20,.
at 8:30 p.m. On left We have
"Stomboli's Snowpetals" of red
silk taffeta bodice with white
tulle skirt. The gown features
an une,,en hemline; and the
Empire type bodice is covered
by white flowers, for the soft-
ened continuity of design. In
the center is "Burnished Moon'
glow" which features gold silk
shantung vAth trailing silk
chiffon. The sheath is broken
at the bottom, by slits on both
sides of the gown. The chiffon
in back is crowned by sit
orange rose that accentuates
the rear view of the shoulder
line. At right is "The Voyager"
which is a combination skirt
and blouse. It features a skirt
of black embroyed silk organ
za lined with white silk shan-
tung. The French-cuffed shirt
is of male cut in the white silk
shantung, and the collar re-
peats the flower embroidery of
the skirt. The belt is of black
velvet. The fashion show will
be sponsored by ..1-1.;•G-S and
Maryland Club coffee,
Name Committeemen For
Urban League Convention
WASHINGTON — Dr. R. Frank
Jones, president of the Washing-
ton Urban League, has announced
names of committee chairmen for
the National Urban League Con-
ference which will be held in
Washington Sept. 5-10. Conference
headquarters will be the Sheraton-
Park hotel.
Two highlights of the conferencebetween his summer-camp study will be addresses by Arthur S.and regular sessions at
 Milford Fleming, secretary of Health, Ed.Prep school, where he is a sen- ucation and Welfare; and Archi-tor this year, and basketball co- bald Carey, member of the Presi-captain. dent's Committee on Government
Dr. and Mrs. W. O. Spelght, Sa., Employment Policy. Fleming will
will leave this week for Chicago, speak Wednesday, Carey will be
where they will be the guest of banquet speaker September 10.Dr. and Mrs. 3, B. Martin. The banquet is open to the public.
Don't forget to make your date A three-day institute for profes-
with a ticket for the J-U-G's and sional staff, board and committee
°tub's stellar fashion show at members will precede the confer-
ence. Lester B. Granger, nationalEllis Auditorium on Sunday, Sept.
DO — benefitting St. Jude Inter. executive director will keynote
racial hospital.
Terry, registration and hostess
committee; and George 0. But-
ler, summary and findings com-
mittee.
Discussion areas during the con-
ference will include community
planning, urban growth, employ-
ment opportunities, school isle
,gration and orbs family life. Ap-
proximately 900 delegates from 63
affiliated branches in 31 states
and the District will attend.
Chicken Thieves
Disappear From
New Jersey Scene
TRENTON, N. J. — (UPI) —
Chicken farmers are living peace-
ful lives in New Jersey these days.
Col. Joseph D. Rutter reported
to the attorney general over thethe institute with an address en- ternational Night committee; Lt. weekend that only two chickentitled, ''On the Threshold of the Lawrence Oxley, presidents' re- thieves had been collared duringUrban League's Golden Anniver- ception committee; Mrs. Lewis the last fiscal year.
BACK TO SCHOOL
School bells rang for the child-
ren o f our local schools — and
those preparing to leave for dis-
tant ivy-covered compasses were
busy inspecting the last minute de-
tails of packing those coveted new
wardrobes of Fall and winter garb.
Billy Speight, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Speight, jr., had a "Back to
School" party for his schoolmate
Pals at Hamilton high school, and
Jones (LeMoyne), Rose Marie
Whalum (Spelman, Atlanta, Ga.),
and Crystal Strong (already gone
to the University of Buffalo).
The party was held at the Green
view Circle home of pert Marilyn
Harris — and her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Marion Harris, who along
with Mrs. Louise Davis and spon
sor Miss Erma Laws served as
chaperones. Group fellowship last-
ed from 6 to 8 at the last Thurs-
day "doings" — at which the act-
ing hostesses were new oficers
and members Lynn Marie Howell,
president; Carol Ann Springer,
vice president; Marilyn Harris,
treasurer; Jana Louise Davis,
secretary; Velma Spencer, assist-
ant secretary; Betty Phillips, busi-
ness manager; and Sylvia Willi-
ams, reporter. They were joined
by their dates at 830. who were
Albert Yates, Osborne Moore, Har-
vey Duff, Richard Grady, Ken-
neth Cox, Cleveland Cox, Edward
Harris, Terry Harris and "Art"
Gilliam — the latter who leaves
for Yale university next week.
Dancing in the Harris Garage-fam-
ily room to the hi-fi found much
evidence of a keen liking for cha-
cha — and a tasty patio supper.
COETTES ENTERTAIN —
These are the lovely Memphis
Co-Ettes who entertained their
associate and honorary mem-
bers at a "back to school par-
ty" held at the home of mem-
ber Marilyn Harris and her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Marion
Harris, last Thursday. T is e
sary, 1910-1960."
Co • chairmen of the conference
are:
Fleming, Leon Chatelain, chair-
man, D. C. Commissioners' Coun-
cil on Human Relations; Dorothy
Height, president, National Coun-
cil of Negro Women; Mordecai W.
Johnson, president, Howard uni-
versity; Milton S. Kronheim, or.,
president, Milton S. Kronheim
Co.; Robert E. McLaughlin, presi-
dent, D. C. Board of Commis-
sioners; Guillermo Sevilla-Sacaso,
Ambassador of Nicaragua; a n d
Harold H. Schroeder, assistant
vice president, American Tel e-
phone and Telegraph Co.
Other committee chairmen are
John B. Duncan, committee on
sponsorship; David Apter, public
relations committee; Victor R.
Daly, banquet and reception com-
mittee; Mrs. James E. Scott, In-
charming bevy are, left to
right standing, Marilyn Har-
ris, Jana Louise Davis, Velma
Spencer, Betty Phillips, Sylvia
Williams and Lynn Marie
Howell — the latter the newly
elected president. been front
left to right, are their two asso•
date members who attene
school away from Memphis,
Jean Letting and Crystal Tarp.
ley.
FASHIONS FOR COFFEE
Sponsored By
J-U-G-S
And • •
MARYLAND CLUB COFFEE
Ellis Auditorium
September 20-8:30 P.M.
TICKETS ON SALE AT.
GOLDSMITH'S DEPT. STORE
Bradley's Place-2461 Park
Walker's Setric• &
Sh•w's Cleoners-1693 Sw.ft
Charmer, Beau. Shop-324 Hernando
Ruby's Beau Salon-1 SO W Tripp
Central Confecti5nery-330 Vaasa
Central P 4tion-1014 Miss, Blvd,
Premier's Drugs-2192 Chelsea
friendly Cab-2167 Chelsea
ON THE CAMPUS
The last little bit of Summer
vacation is certainly over as the
Labor Day weekend brings it to a
close. It is one last holiday for
cookouts and what have you as
well as finding many enroute to
schools of higher learning.
Lane college opened its faculty
seminar on September 3 with
many new additions to its facul-
ty. Returning to the faculty after
a two-year leave of absence is
Herman Stone, jr., who has com-
pleted the requirements for is i s
doctorate at the University of Col-
orado.
Additions are Dr. E. H. Miller,
foreign languages, a graduate of
the University of Dejon, France;
Dr. G. C. Wong, business, a grad-
uate of Columbia university; Dr.
Carrie Pembrook Biggers, English
a graduate of New York univer-
sity: Preston Stewart, M.A., Ten-
nessee State university, Dean of
men, Merle Banks, M.S., mathe-
matics, a graduate of the Univer-
sity of Kansas ;Clarence 0. Epps;
M.S., chemistry, a graduate of the
University of Oklahoma; and Mrs
Edna Cowthon, M.A., a graduate
of the University of Wisconsin to
serve in the Department of Edu-
cation.
Dr. Biggers comes back to Lane
after several years of teaching a
Arkansas State.
Sen. Eastland
Ties In Film,
School Fight
WASHINGTON — Jay Lewis
writing in Variety, the theatrical
publication tosses a bit of light
on proposed legislation sponsored
by Mississippi Senator James 0
Eastland, Says Lewis:
Proposed Constitutional amend
ments by Sen. James 0. Eastland
(D-Miss.) would not only overturn
the U.S. Court's decision in "Lady
Chatterlee's Lover" case b u t
could provide 'Southerners with a
new weapon to challenge the
school integration edict.
"Word is around that this was
a concealed purpose Eastland,
foremost Senate segregationalist,
had in introducing his amendment
proposal following the "Chatter'
ley" decision, Lawyers and Capi-
tol Hill aides point out the sweep-
ing implications of the Eastland
amendment. Its working makes
this apparent. It would add a new
article to Constitution reading:
"The fight of each state to de-
cide on the basis of its own pub-
lic policy questions of decency
and morality, and to enact legis-
lation with respect to prohibition
thereto.
"That mixing of races in schools
is 'immoral,' if not 'indecent,'
is a hoary segregationist argu-
ment. And the Eastland proposi-
tion would lipparently confer on
states carte blanche authority to
break up what integration bag
taken place, and make it difficult
if not impossible, for the Supreme
Court to do anything about it.'
ed in Wayne university, Fred Co-
ger at Southern university and the
campus of Tennessee State univer-
sity will be the scene for (Airline
Long. Lutricia Willis, Lynwood
Jones, Sharron Kindrick, Region-
aid Green, James Young, James
Ratliff and Cecil Mitchell,
rc at home entering Lane
college there will be the Shipp sis-
ters, Linda Kay and Patricia,
Ezell Perkins, James Butler, Via
Askew, Marion Baker, June Car-
ter, Marie Creighton, Nellie Ruth
Brinkley, Patsy Ewing, Jeannette
Johnson, Martha Jeffries, Marie
Pugh, Frances Neal, Mary Sabi
and possibly others I have not had
the chance to get a line on. We
wish for all of the happiness in
their college life.
MAJORS OFFERED
Lane offers majors in biology,
chemistry, business, elementary
education, English, French, his-
tory, mathematics, physical edu-
cation and sociology. Students
may certify to teach in all major
areas and in speech, drama Bi-
ble and Spanish.
A record enrollment is expected
for this school year. Freshmen or-
ientation begins on Sept. 7 and
extends to Sept.- 11 with cl 
tveenning for all students on Sept 
15.
OFF TO SCHOOL
A large percentage of Merry
High school graduates will be
found attending college. Some at
home and many going away. Miss-
es Annie Wortham and Alice Ed-
monds left for Tuskegee institute
last week. Eddie Moore goes to
Atlanta to attend Morehouse col-
lege Lincoln university will find
Willie Givens along with his broth-
er. Birge, who is a upper Class-
man.
Ross Cheairs will be enrolled in
Fisk university in Nashville and
Vencent Merry, Howard univer-
sity in Washington. Detroit willfind Albert Sidney Johnson enroll-
• Coetalivs pure, Imported Olivs 01
and genuine Oil of Bergemet1
• Perfect as a dressing, tool
• Keeps the 'lose Leek" le YOE
heir!
Noel Guy Berry, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles N. Berry, leaves this
week for Morehouse college where
he wilt enter as an early entrant
student as a result of an above
average score made on the test
sponsored by the Ford Founda-
tion given to high school students
of exceptional ability. Noel corn-
pleted his junior work last year,
In the sports world, football fans
are anxiously waiting for the sea.
son to get into full swing. Merry
opens this Friday night with the
Hornets meeting Stigall high
school in Humboldt. The coach is
a former Merryite, Milton Bonds.
The Jackson team is coached
by V. Jack Gilmore, assisted by
Alexander Moore, jr. Let's get in
the swing, although it's still hot,
and follow and cheer our team os
to victory.
Millions of women-wouldn't4
dream of using home•styler
douches! They know .that,
'Lysol': is to much surer!,
4111 Because "Lysol" kills gerritimeill
=contact—the ,very germs that, 1. 
=
cause odor!
1.17.4
Because "Lysol'..,, keeps yotii
Ern=sure of yourself—sure you're 
=
awed and nice inside!
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Try "Lysol" brand disinfectant.,
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held Sept. 28 in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. William Baskervill.
After the business the members
demonstrated flower arrange-
(rents. Mrs. Drucilla Tuggle re-ived first, a beautiful pot plant
f„r having the best arrangement.
Mrs. Martha Lacey had second Jack And Jillbest. All of the arrangements
were beautiful.
Tile members showered baby Pays Tribute
Ronald K. Garrett, the newest ad-
dition to the U. M. Garrett family.
The mother, Mrs. Garrett, accept-
ed the gifts for the baby and. Tribute is paid to Benjamin
spoke words of appreciation for' Banneker, author of the famous
both. Birthday gifts were receiv- Banneker's Almanac, in the Sep•
ed by some members. Assorated tember issue of Jack and Jill mag-
sandwiches, soft drinks, mint s, azine. Four pages of text by Ann-
nuts, home-made ice cream and King includes three illustrations i
cake was enjoyed by all. color.
STIGALL WINS The true story, entitled "Benja-
On Thursday August 27, the Sti- min's Clock," details the life of
gall Coach, team, facult mem- the humble farm boy from Elk
berg. cheering squad and students Ridge near Baltimore whose
traveled to Lexington, Tenn., to amazing memory and mechanical
plan the third game of the season.
The Hornets won the game 14-6.
Rufus Stewart made the first
Ouchdown and extra point. Earlewhouse made the second TD.m1 Thomas Sherron made the ex-
tra point. The next game will be
Mrs. A. J. Martin is the advisor
to the Health Council at Dunbar
hin school and she is doing an
admirable job with the children.
Council officers are Oh a Mae
NEWS. Simpson, president; Teresa Dean.1:SilltC11 
vice president; Dobbye Abram,
.- Morning Star Baptist church
osed a very successful revival secretary; Barbara Tribble,
assistant secretary; Louise Mcriday night August 25. Rev. H.
Clendon, treasurer; Catherine
Booker, chaplain; Georgie Wiley,
parliamentarian; Mahe Shannon,
sergeant - at - arms, Paulette
Mitchell, reporter; and Activity
Committee members Mossie J.
Jones and Jeraldine Jones.
Members who attended a recent
meeting on health in Crawfords-
ville were Jeraldine Jones, 0 I a
Mae Simpson, Catherine Booker
and Georgie Wiley.
George Lathom celebrated h I s
birthday rtcently. On hand to en•
Jo: the festivities with him were
Harold Gumm, McArthur Johnson,
Leroy Johnson and Nathaniel
Wakefield.
G. HirPer of Memphis was e,,an-
gelist/pr the week and 46 per-
rim
-vide decisions .idor Christ.
-two-were restored to the member-
;slip, and one joined OD christian
Zperience.
7-The pastor, Rev. S. A. Owens.
VW members are deeply grateful
to Rev. Harper tor such wonder-
Int success.
• .The Gloxinia Art and Garden
meeting Tuesday night Sept. 1, in
the home of Miss Lila Northcross
with Mesdames Addie Rawls and
Dorothy McKinney co-hostess-
es. The president, Mrs. Jennie
Vance, presided ow.•r the business.
..s,r_were made for tt•.e observ• Mrs. Evelyn Meacham and Mrs.the fourth annivers..ry . Steel were here from St. Louis,ore•aub. The Celebration will be Mo., recently to visit their sisters,
Mrs. Emma Terre! and Mrs.
Mary Malory, and a brother.
Bruce Battle.
Accompanying them on the
trip was a nephew, James Webb.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND f 100R
STERICK BUILDING
tclik1 iii id)
1,11 PRIIIRINISAI
StkVILI
To Banneker
played on Stigall's field Sept. 4.
Miss Jovada Ballard, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Edgbert Ballard,
a recent graduate of Lane college
has accepted a pmition as secre-
tar to the President of Fisk uni-
versa, Nashville, Tenn.
FAMILY REUNION
On Sunday August 30, the ram.
ilies of Mr. Elmer Potter and Mrs.!
Parthenia Patrick Porter had a.
family reunion at the Humboldt'
Lake., from 4 to 6 p. m. Thirty-
eight members of both families
were present.
Out-of-knell persons attending
were Mrs. Annie Porter Hanna, 
CHARMING COED — Miss Venal Duckworth Is now li‘ing in Jack.
Mae Duckworth, sophomore at son. Miss, and is a top sales girl
Campbell College, makes a fetch- at the Earish News and Studio.
log picture as she enjoys the At Campbell she is majoring le
waning Summer months. Miss business education,
ability brought him international
fame back in 1792.
Besides his almanac, the article
mentions the famous clock he
carved from wood whose intricate
works amt accuracy amazed the
people who came from as far as
formed, although in some affairs,
Mr. Leroy Johnson and mother competition seems overwhelming'
Mrs. Sadie Johnson from Chicago, lly strong. 
Some of these dream lovers
Sorry you did not call in more 
news. See you next week. 
are; Bett Morrow and John Wil-
liams, Maxine Talor and
Charles Bowers, Bettie Hobson
and Charlie Price, Lola Jefferson
and James Watkins, Fannie Wash
and Leonard Bolden, Juanita
Whitmore and Leroy Rhodes, Ida
Spencer and Lee Williams, Paul-
ine Keath and John Howell, Aza-
ter Kee and William Anderson,
Melba Winster and Carl McKin-
ne. Some of the events that are
The latest jive words are "L7" scheduled to happen are: Septem- Pan-Am Athlete
and "don't need you." Interpreta- her 12, the Fayette Chapter of the
New Homemakers of America will NAPERVILLE, III. (UPI) —
attend their first district meeting Police said Tuesday a Brazilian
at Webb high school in Macken- athlete competing in the Pan
zip. Also on September le, s,o- merican games who was found
GO BY EiUS11111111111111111111111111
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Highlights
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 9
1:30 COLONEL FLACK. "The
Big Wheels:" Garvey becomes a
French bicycle rider In order to
help get ship fare home from
France for himself and the Colo-
nel.
7.30 TRACICDOWN. Drama of
the Texas Rangers starring Rob-
ert Culp as Ranger Hoby Gilman,
who returns home when his sis-
ter informs him that her life has
been threatened.
8' 00 THE MILLIONAIRE. A
young woman from South Ameri-
ca competes in a beauty contest
and winds up getting an American
sailor as a prize.
9:00 U. S. STEEL HOUR. "The
Case of Julia Walton:" a woman
pleads self defense in the slaying
of her husband, only to have her
testimony contradicted by Is e r
young SOD.
THURSDAY. SEPT. II
7:10 YANCY DERRINGER. San
Francisco's famous Chinatown
provides a suspenseful setting fdr
Yancy Derringer when he comes
there from New Orleans.
8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE;
"The Doctor Keeps a Promise:.
a frontier doctor endures a beat-
ing rather than reveal identity of
robbery suspect he treated for
gunshot wounds.
8:30 PLAYHOUSE 90. "0 1 d
Man:" Horton Foote's dramatiza-
tion of William Faulkner's famous
short story about a convict and a
woman thrown together during
Mississippi flood of 1927.
FRIDAY, SEPT. ii
6:30 RAWHIDE. A rival trail
boss tries to beat the Rawhiders
out of their herd at giveaway
prices.
7:30 SILENT SERVICE. U. S.
Army fliers get surprise of their
lives when submarine USS Tit-
grone rescues 31 of them as Jap-
anese destroyers close in.
9:00 THE LINEUP. "The Drug-
store Cowboy Case:" an ex-con-
vict threatens a forgery ring in
effort to protect his daughter, but
loses his life.
10:00 U. S. MARSHAL. A weal-
thy socialite is kidnapped by an
escaped convict who requests
$100.000 for her safe return.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 12
11:45 GAME OF THE WEEK.
Detroit Tigers play Yankees in
game in New York City.
6:00 ANNIE OAKLEY. Robbers
kill mail room clerk, but not be-
fore he is able to tape out tele-
graph message identifying t h e
thugs.
7:30 RECKONING. 'The Dee-
Happenings around FCT are he- 1 the Stars Up Above, Poison ley perate Age:" an absorbing story
ginning to become normal again. }ley Little Girl and The Angels about an attractive hut seemingly
Recently many couples have Listened In.
Last week marked the end of
our first six weeks of the 59-410
school term and as usual was cli-
maxed by the six week exam.
School day pictures are schedul-
ed to be made during the week-
end. Most of the cats and chicks
have long lists of names to whom
they have promised photos.
The month of September has
been outlined for the student body • •
school and practically each day Weigh Suicideat the Fayette County Training
in Death Ofhas been checked on the calendar •for memory's sake.
Baltimore to see it. It also tells
how Banneker reproduced a sun-
we: map entirely from memory
which was used in building the na-
tion's capital after the engineer-
in-charge took the original map
and walked off the job.
man-shy secretary who is enmesh-
ed in a romantic crisis. ,
9.00 MISS AMERICA PAG-
EANT. Two-hour telecast from
Atlantic City showing selection of
Miss America of 1960. Hoot and
hostess will be Douglass Edwards
and Marilyn Derbur, Miss Amer-
ica of 1958. Bert Parks will be
master of ceremony.
tion: "L7" means square and the
second expression means we are
through.
Among the girls, the latest fad
is black gym shoes with white dents from FCT will cow, and killed under mysterious
rgl soles and lace. with Mt. Pisgah high on W. 
instances mght have taken
'Em On the Air." )wn life.The most popular hits arounct-"quizFormerly — Somerville are: Hold On, Count :t seems he was despondent,
t over what we don't know,"
1g MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO. : said Police Chief Irving Lichter.The body of Ronaldo Duncan
,Araentes, 26, of Pernambuco, Bra-
zil, was found Monday by North
Central College football players
reporting for early practice.
A .38 caliber pistol was found
near his right hand. He had been
shot with the weapon and his shirt
was scorched with gunpowder
burns.
Arsentee was a member of an
eight-oar crew in the games. His
brother, Romulo, trainer of the
crew, said he was positive Ronal-
do had been murdered.
Lichter said pollee were con.
tinuing to investigate the possi-
bility of murder despite the indi-
cations of suicide.
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APPLIANCE REPAIRS
RADIOS TOASTERS LAMPS FANS
oven
Nttes
Free
Parking
Radio •nd TV Tube. Chocked Plao
760 Union Ave.-IA 7-2631 - 2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
Men and Women Over 65
Can now qualify for hospital insurance, that pays for 365 days
or $3,650 Life and Burial Insurance to age 70.
No Medical Examination Is Required
it costs you nothing to find out — call day or night including
Phone JA. 8-5385 or mail a card with your name,
address and nearest phone number to:
The Century Insurance Agency
734 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee
Bonded underwriters and brokers for the highest rating com-
panies in America. W. A. Adkins, Life Insurance Counselor
with 21 years experience
Part Time Agents Needed — Geed Pey.
Dear Carotta. With so mu(
teenage crime going on, do you
think that if the ministers would
lower their sermons to the level
of teenagers; if parents were not
so strict; and if names of teen
age vandals be published: this
would help the problem? Worried
parent.
Dear Worried Parent: The long-
er we live the better we under-
stand that what is big today will
be little tomorrow, and that what
may seem important now will
soon be trivial. The truth is that
the teenagers don't know what is
good for them any more than
grown-u1 5 do. A great many
adults never have that much un-
derstanding, so why expect that
of youngsters? Adolescents them-
sevels contuse the issue. In one
breath they ask to be treated like
adults, and in the next beg the
adults to excuse their shortcom-
ings because they are so young
and inexperienced. Nobody c a n
claim to be an adult unless he
behaves like one.
We have always had juvenile
delinquents and probably always
will, for one reason or the other.
But part of today's big crop has
been produced by men and wom-
en who commit the unpardonable
sin of pushing their children into
temptation long before they are
old enough to meet it.
Too many fathers and mothers
are snatching their children out
of childhood by encouraging them
or permitting their girls to heavy
date. That is a crime in itself.
And that is what is being done
by a great many parents. They
are willing to sell their children's
souls for a mess of social popu-
Isrity. Adolescents do not possess
the judgement to make the right
I them to do so, we throw
them to the wolves,
social and moral decisions. When
1.111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111111111111111101Mtli
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NEW TEACHERS
The new home economics teachl
er of Rosenwald high school is
Mrs. Pearl Elliot, former teacher
of Milan and Rosenwald. She was'
born and reared in Gibson county
and attended Tennessee A & I
State university.
K. C. McKinney the new band
teacher at Rosenwald is a mem-
ber of the Alpha Phi Alpha frat-
ernity. He has anpeared on radio
programs, WDX-TV, and per-
formed with the Lane college
choir. He has received an A. B.
Degree in music.
Mrs. Josie Anderson, our
French teacher and librarian at-
tended the University of Tennes-
see for 10 weeks. She was an hon-
or student at that university.
This year Rosenwald sent three
students to Girls' and Boys' State.
They were Rose Mary Rodgers,
Ever Zinc Miller, and Terry
Nance. Rose Rodgers was pre-
sented with the probability of se-
curing a scholarship from State
Music Department. She partici-
pated in the Girls' State Glee club
receive an "A" in the mental test
that was administered to 80 girls.
Ever Zine Miller was the sec-
ond best all around girl. She par-
ticipated on the worship program
the day her city had worship serv-
ices. She received a "B" in her
mental test.
Rosenwald High school Music
Is there a fountain of youth? No
ono has ever found it but if
you want to prolong the vigorous,
enjoyable period of your life and
escape many discouraging dis-
tresses of the later years, chanc-
es are ou could do this
You could forget about such
things as vitamins and minerals—
you could make sure that each
day, every morning you helpe
yourself to a good hearty bre
fast.
Yes, we sincerely belle that if
the secrets to perpetu youth are
ever discovered ony would be to
start the day with a stomach-
full of nouris g food. Let's look
at it this y: In the morning,
12 to 14 urs have elapsed since
your regular meal. While you
sle our body stores of energy
we"re depleted It's the same as
With a furnace. Just as the jani-
tor banks the furnace at night, 
thso sleep banks e fires of human
vitality. And as the janitor piles
on fresh fuel in the morning an
we should stoke our personal fire-
boxes with breakfast.
The nutrition experts tell us
that breakfast should contain one-
fourth to one-third of the total
day's calorie need. They say firm-
ly that regular intake in small
amounts is better for your metab-
olism, our efficiency, and your
mental alertness.
Man studies show that persons
who eat a good breekfast are
more efficient than those who eat
a poor breakfast. Factory em-
ployees who skip breakfast a r
more prone to accidents and are
likely to be less productive than
those well fed in the morning.
Those in the field of family re-
lations believe that the best way
to get an authentic insight into
the quality of a family's life to-
gether is to catch 'em at the
breakfast table. You can observe
not only, is there good nutrition
In this house, but also, is there
harmony in this house? Is there
security? Is there mutual confi-
dence? Is there love?
Children especially, before they
take off into their tremendous lit-
tle world of buses and books and
blackboards, sports and scuffles,
and pell-mell pursuits, need those
steadying and reassuring mo-
ments in which to imbibe not only
milk and their orange juice, but
also that sense that only home
can give of belonging to a well-
loved group.
September, Better Breakfast
DISTAFF MEMBERS
KANSAS CITY. Mo. (UPI) --
A greeting card manufacturer be-
lieves it's good business to "pick
the brains" of the salesmen's
wives for ideas on selling and
product design.
For that reason. Hallmark
Cards brought the wives of 400
salesmen from all over the -U.S.
Canada, Hawaii, Alaska and
Great Britain to the companY•s
headquarters here sit in on the
annual sales meeting.
NEW YORK — CUM — Leon
Ames, famous fireball pitcher of
the New York Giants, set the ma-
jor league record of 30 wild pitch-
es in one season In 1905.
department Is engaged in a bulb-
selling program. The bulbs are of
high quality, and extra long life.
K. C. McKinney Is the head of
that department.
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
Jim Dandy's Platter Party for
the benefit of the band fund was
a tremendous success Sept. 1. All
appreciate the interest of t h e
young men and women and invite
them back to the "Harvest Ball"
on Sept. 10. Phillip Reynolds's
Band will furnish the music for
the affair.
Charles Lee, our new faculty
member of junior high school, has
his masters from Tuskegee Insti-
tuite and is also a member of Al-
pha Phi Alpha.
By ELTON CSATEWOOD
NEW COLUMNIST
Hello there,' boys and gtels, this
is Elton ' tewood signing on with
a y;r , supply of the down to
ear happenings around Melrose
ore getting into the happen-
ngss, I will aquanit myself with
you. I am a senior at Melrose,
where I am affiliated with such
,
organizations as the Photography.
Club, Art Club, Hi-Y and otherl
clubs on the campus.
In religious life I am a niem.
ber of the New Era Bapt. church
where I ain a member of the'
Youth choir and active in Sunday'
school duties.
In social life I am a member
of the fabulous Pentmore's sing.
ing group, who are recording on a
Peak label.
Now let's get to the happenings.
We have a few new teachers as
well as students, but we are very
fortunate to have our same prin-
cipal. Mr. Campbell, due to the
changing and replacement of
teachers and principals of other
schools throughout the city. We
are proud to have most of the
faculty with us with the exception
of six whom we will name in next
week's column.
FOOTBALL TEAM
We are proud of our football
team as we are everything on the
campus. W e also have three new
coaches in the persons of Charles
Evans, line coach and Jessie Wil-
burn, back coach, and Eldridge
Mitchell, the new head coach.
We also have new faces who
will step into the spotlight this
year; Roy Kinner, Fred Malone,
Wardie Parks, James Perkins, an
a host of other members of the
team.
With one look of school on the
way, one can see new fashions on
the agenega, all the kids around
Melrose are sporting them. Book-
Month, is a good time to start
the good breakfast habit at your
house. The "basic" elements are:
fruit, egg (every day if possible,
if not 3 or 4 times a week) cer•
cal, milk, bread and butter.
To prove that there is no real
reason to skip and lump.
QUICKIE BREAKFAST
Chilled Tomato juice
Quick-cooking oatmeal
Milk
Toss* Rutter Jam
er Cole, Kenneth Cox, Doris Oak
Icy, Dorothy Burnett, Arthur Hull
Robert Jackson, Carolyn Love
Clara Smith and a host of others
are showing some tough threads
around the campus.
TOP TEN
The top ten around the campus
are rather difficult to tell at the
present. but I will attempt to give
my version of the uppermost.
In the male category we have
Arthur Hall, Kenneth Cox, Charles
Glarl, Robert Jackson, Cleveland
Cox, Eddie Stephen, Charles Oh'
-'Cr, Booker Cole, Raymond Park-
er and Jewel Reed. Females line
up something like this, Dorothy
Barnett, Carolyn Love, Clara
Smith, Doris Oakley, Jackie
Briggs, Emma Moore, Thelma
Jones, Margaret Sherod and Pat
Young. I can't think of a tenth.
So this is Elton signing off until
next week.
Merry high school began its in-
service study for the school year
195940 with inauguration of an en-
larged guidance p rogram. This
will be used as a basis for broad-
ening guidance ssrvices for the
pupils of Merry High school.
was selected to study guidance
this summer at Atlanta university •
Atlanta, Ga., under the National
Defense Act. Title V, heads the
program for the school. She is
note serving as teacher - counsel-
or.
A meaningful study has been
given by the staff in defining
guidance services as the roles of
the administrators, class r o o in
teachers and counselors. Much at-
tention is given to making use of
the curriculum, the extra - curri-
culum, and community resources
in helping students meet their per-
sonal needs.
Words of the Wise
Thera are two days about
wbinh nobody ahould ever
worry and thee* are yester-
day led
L 
tomorrow.
—(Robert J. Btirdelittil
Welt cad EASY RICE
(WM NOT PRE-CONED
So quick, so easy to cook, so delightful to server So much
better because Riceland Rice has the full, natural flavor of
the gleaming
-white whole grains. No "cooked-out" taste!
It's wonderfully fluffy—guaranteed fluffy, tender.
It's qaturully better. Get Riceland Ricel
No "Cooked-Out" Taste!
Naturally Better
—with fluffy whole-grain flavorl
Jordan, Chicago, corresponding
secretary.
• . •
Lamar "Buddy" Allen has been
to the campus? Well, that is per-added to the Arkansas AM & N
fectly understandable. Not long College coaching staff for the 1909-
ago I took a shopping trip to the IMO school year.
loop and was so amazed to ob- Coach Allen will
serve what one college gent was serve as line
buying. New shirts, ties, suits, coach for the
sports jackets, socks, and even the Golden Lions.
latest style hats. n Brief, how The Lions open
could the men ever complain about their 1959 season
us girls and our shooping nprees at Holly Springs,
Miss. against
"gr
DEFENDER
Sat., Sept. 5, 959
BETTY JONES DON HUNT
By CAROL JOHNSON
Hi there: Bow is the packing
coming along? Bought many new
garments to accompany you back
William Bradly (Physical Educa-
tion), Elizabeth Bell (English),
Charles Asbury (Psychology), John
Jones (History), William King
(Geography), and Page P. Saun-
ders who will serve as teacher and
the coaching of basketball.
• • •
Vice president of the United
States, Mr. Richard Nixon will be
guest of the Theft College to par-
ticipate in the dedication of the
college's new Science hall. Mr.
Nixon also will be an honored
guest at a dinner to be held in the
college dining room.
• • •
FAYETTEVILLE STATE
TEACHERS COLLEGE will re-
ceive thirteen new faculty mem-
bers. Six of the newcomers are(
Approximately 1,000 new stu-
• • •
Dr. Thomas A. Hart, assistant
professor of physical education and
varsity basketball coach at Howard
University, has been granted a
leave of absence to accept an 18-
month State Department assign- Other events connected with
ment as coordinator of physical freshman orientation included
education in the public schools of Freshman Talent Show, Freshman
Ghana, West Africa. ' Worship Service and the Presi-
dent's Reception.
Mississippi Indus-
trial, Sept. 19.
• ••
Coach Ages
Dr. Hart will also establish a
series of coaching clinics through-
out the new republic, as well as
organize and coach the Ghanaian
track team for the 1960 Olympic
Games at Rome.
• • •
Delegates from 30 private col-
leges will meet at Hampton Insti-
tute for the ninth annual planning
conference of Cooperative Inter-
collegiate Examination Program.
This year is the first time that
high school administrators are in-
vited to attend the conference.
They will take part in planning
the testing program for the coming
year.
• • •
The opening of the fall term be-
gan at Bishop College on Wednes-
day, Sept. 2. Faculty and staff
members gathered on that day for
the annual Workshcp and Retreat.
They were joined on Friday, Sept
4 by the Freshmen who came for
a three-day orientation program.
dents entering A&T College this
fall will began the rounds of fresh-
man orientation early Monday
morning, Sept. 7.
A busy, weeklong program had
been arranged to aid the new-
comer in adjusting to his new sur-
roundings and to clear away de-
tails connected with registration.
The progrem got under way with
an assembly of all new students
freshmen and transfers) beginning
at 8 a.m., on Monday. From Mon-
day through Wednesday the stu-
dents took physical examinations.
placement tests in English and
Mathematics, had photos made,
met academic and personnel deans
and advisors and toured the cam-
pus to learn the general purposes
of the college.
• • •
Bennett College will join more
than 250 U. S. colleges and uni-
versities offering credit for the
Continental Classroom courses in
Modern Chemistry to be telecast
during the 1959-60 academic year
over the NBC network.
The 160 lesson series, to begin
Sept. 28 and terminate May 27,
may be seen locally from 6:30 to
7 a.m. over Station WSJS.
• • •
Northwestern University Medical
School announces that on Sept. 29,
they will hold a Centennial Cele.
bration for the founding of this
fine school.
• . •
Allen University along with Clat
lin and Morris colleges were In-
corporated here last week by the
State of South Carolina as the
Foundation for Independent Negro
Colleges.
2 Youths Receive $4,000 Scholarships
New China
Club Prexy
Makes Gift
Music and
Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE
Louise Parker, young American
contralto, will be presented in a
series of concerts in Germany dur-
RENO, Nev. — Two excited Ne- tog the coming concert season with
go, kids were the honored guests the aid of a Martha Baird Rocke-
last week at a dinner at the feller Grant which she was recent-
swank Riverside Hotel attended by ky awarded.
the Mayor and mayoress of Reno
and representatives of the Univer-
sity of Nevada and of Nevada
state schools.
The occasion was the presenta-
tion by Bew Hong Fong, the don-
or, president of the New China
Club, of two scholarships to the
University of Nevada for the four
years starting next month. They
are worth $1,000 a year, or a to-
tal of $8,000.
Recipients of the scholarships
were Betty Ann Jones of Las Veg-
as and Don Lee Hunt of Haw-
thorne.
MAKES PROMISE
In awarding the scholarships,
Fong congratulated the two stu-
dents on "exemplary scholarship
and conduct" and promised them
that the New China Club would
stand behind them throughout
their college career and find them
good jobs afterwards.
Betty Jones was an outstanding
scholar at Rancho High school in
Las Vegas, and an honor student.
Don Lee Hunt won high academ-
ic rating and is accounted one of
the most promising youth athletes
LOUISE PARKER
Miss Parker, who made her
American debut in 1958, will leave
for Germany in late January.
Concerts in Scandinavia, Austria
and Yugoslavia will extend her
tour. Prior to her departure, Miss
in Nevada. He has already madeiParker will be presented in con-
the all-state teams in basketball, cart at Town hall Jan. 2,4, under
football and track, the auspices of the Town Hall Fes-
Bew Hong Fong, better known tival sponsored by New York tun-
in Reno as "Bill," recently made versity.
national headlines when he found- Miss Parker was one of two so-
ed the Nevada Casino Operators' loista to be Invited to the Berk-
association. The billion • dollar shire Music Festival at Tangle- 
Ranney said, "One of my first
undertakings as the new presidentNevada gaming industry hitherto wood this year. of the Welfare council is to broad-'had no organization to prctect its She sang the contralto land in en the base of our citizen supportinterests. the Chamber Opero, "Diary of One and to add to our contributors eer-CATERS TO NEGROES who Vanished," composed by Leos, tam members of the Chicago corn-
"Bill" Fong is a young Canton- Janacek (1814-19281 and heardimunity who know the Import-sac who was formerly a earbure- for the first time by an American ante of the Council's work buttor expert for the U. S. Navy. audience, 
' who have never earnestly beenHe came to Reno six years ago asked to support it."
and fcunded the New China club Lois Winrow, vibrant mezzo so-,
in a small room, catering to the prano who won the title of "Bestl He said that as the years go by,Woman Singer" in the Chicago-
land Music Festival and sang be-
fore 80.000 music lovers at Soldier
Field is being sought for engage. natinrgviefeogr inewtheweml featreopoalni Id healthnarleka
rnents left and right since she re-
turned home that night.
Mrs. Winrow, whose singing hal
brought this high honor is a na-
Uve of New Orleans, La., and grad-
uated from Dillard university be-
fore she came to Chicago to con-
tinue her musical studies at the
American Conservatory of Music.
Born in the rich musical city
of New Orleans where grand op-
era was heard long before there
was a New York, Miss Winrow
has always wanted to sing.
Her training has been careful
Jind well directed and her voice
has been groomed for the type of
thing she is bound to find since
she has won this top honor of the
year.
She sings in Halton, German, This is not the case. While the
French, and English, with a rich Council performs certain services
for the Community Fund and re-background in Creole, and folk
ceives generous support from ti-
the Council is an independent
agency which must finance its
own program," Ranney said.
Belafonte Pix
Stopped After
First Day Run
ATLANT, Ga. — Owner of 65
Drive-In Theatre, in nearby Fay-
ette County, stopped a showing of
"The World, the Flesh and the
Devil," Harry Belafonte starrer.
Friday (28) night after a delega-
tion of citizens voiced objection to
screening of film.
Oscar Kilgo, owner said one of
the men, acting as spokesman,
told him not to show any more
"immigrant type" motion pictures
on his screen. Theme of pie, one
Negro and two whites, femme and
male, working toward a common
gal, apparently incensed those
who came to see Kilgo.
Kilgo said he complied readily
with request and said that he sug-
gested that county (Fayette) set
up some sort of censorship he
could use as a yardstick in book-
ing films for his theatre. He said
Welfare Council
Head Sees Need
For More Aid
Name Committeemen' For *
Urban League Convention
WASHINGTON — Dr. R. Frank
Jones, president of the Washing-
ton Urban League, has announced
names of committee chairmen for
the National Urban League Con-
ference which will be held in
Washington Sept. 5-10. Conference
headquarters will be the Sheraton-
Park hotel.
Two highlights of the conference
will be addresses by Arthur S.
Fleming, secretary of Health, Ed-
ucation and Welfare; and Archi-
bald Carey, member of the Presi-
dent's Committee on Government
Employment Policy. Fleming will
speak Wednesday, Carey will be
banquet speaker September 10.
The banquet is open to the public.
A three-day institute for profes-
ternational Night committee; Lt.
president, Milton S. Kronheim Lawrence Oxley, presidents' re-
Co.; Robert E McLaughlin, presi- ception committee; Mrs. Lewis
dent, D. C. Board of Commis- Terry, registration and hostess
sioners• Gunter/no Sevilla-Sacaso, committee; and George 0. But'
Ambassador of Nicaragua: and
Harold H. Schroeder, agsistant
vice president, American Tel e•
phone and Telegraph Co.
Other committee chairmen are
John B. Duncan, committee on
sponsorship; David Apter, public
relations committee; Victor R.
Daly, banquet and reception com-
mittee; Mrs. James E. Scott, Ire and the District will attend. -
eclares Negroes
refer Jim Crow •the group that came too see him members will precede the confer- •atonal staff, board and committeeonce. Lester B. Granger, national
exhibited no belligerence, a n d executive director will keynote
wenton their way. the institute with an address en- BIRMINGHAM. Ala. — (UPI)
titled, "On the Threshold of the — A prominent Negro leader who
Urban League's Golden Anniver- claims most Dixie members ofhis race prefer segregation asked
President Eisenhower Tuesday In
poll Southern Negroes to see
whether they want enforced in-
tegration.
Samuel H. Moore of Birming-
George A. Ranney, Jr., newly-
assigned president of the Welfare
Council of Metropolitan Chicago,
has shown concern for broadening
citizen support 1 the Council.
colored people of the Bay Area
who were not welcome in the big
Reno clubs.
Since then his club has expand-
ed five times and is now the fifth
largest in Reno and the biggest
interracial institution of its kind
in the state. Ile is the only Ne-
vada paid-up life member of NAA-
CP and has acted with generosity
toward many Negro causes.
Next month the New China
Club's annual Keno Queen contest
ends with the election of the
Queen for 1959. There are 13 can-
didates from Los Angeles, S a n
Francisco, Portland, Las Vegas
and Reno. On Sept. 20 there will
be a parade followed by the coro-
nation. As a prize the Queen is
*weeded a complete new ward-
robe, from bead to foot and from
"the skin out," from any store
she chooses. The crowning is al-
ways done by a Negro celebrity.
Last year Jesse Owens officiated.
New York
Named as officers of the non- ELMIRA• • • profit organtation are President By G. MARIE GREENECommencing Sept. 6, each Sun 0. R. Reuben, Morris college, pres- William Bell Sr. of 515 Madisonday morning at Langston Culver. Went: President F. R. Veal, Allen ave., has been a St. Joseph's bos-sily, -The Seminars on Religious university, vice president; and pital patient.Knowledge" will be held. The pur- President H. V. Manning, Claflln „lames McClain, 12, of 5161,')apose of the seminar movement is college, secretary
-treasurer. Perry at., was one of the winners
The charter for the three found- in the city-wide Fishing Rodeo
ins church-related colleges an- held Aug. 29.
pounced need for a joint effort to Miss Mare' Cohen has returned
solicit funds to meet the mounting to Albany after visiting relatives
costs of their educational pro- in Elmira.
grams. Mrs. Robert Devis of 810 Jay at.,
A 21-person board of directors Miss Hattie Lewis of 79) E. Water
will meet soon to complete plans at., and William Lewis of 110 High
for a nationwide fund-raising at., were called to Greenville, S.C.
drive, by the death of their brother John
Foundation officials warned that Lewis. 
theirgroup should not be confused Miss Shirley Ann Jones and
with the United Negro College James H. Harden, jr., were mar-
Fund which now distributes funds ried by the Rev, Bartholomew .I.
to 33 private accredited colleges. O'Brien in St. Peter and Paul's
"The primary purpose of t h e Church Aug. 29. The bride, the
FINC," said President Reuben, "is
to provide a medium for senior
colleges outside of the UNCF to
also secure financial aid from Phi. Mrs. James M. Harden, sr., of 115
lanthropy and t h e general pub- S. Plain at., Ithaca are the parents
ik." , of the bridegroom. Only attendant
• • • of the bride was her sister Miss
Many candidates reported for Brenda Jones of 762 E. Second at.
the initial football drills at Albany William Lee of Fenwood. N. J. was
State College on Sept. 1. Head best man. John Gould and Herbert
coach 0. W. O'Neal announces reeve, both of Ithaca, and Anthony
that due to the many candidates, LaVoie of Jamestown were the
there will he two sessions dilly. ushers. Two hundred fifty attend.
Tri captains Eddie Robinson, Mil- ed a reception at the New England
ton Bostic, and Robert Bowen.; 1 Kitchen, A graduate of the Elmira
to provide a means of placing be-
fore the members of the fellow-
ship an opportunity to think on
and discuss objectively questions
and problems pertaining to moral
and spiritual values, and to do so
within the framework of religious
concepts.
Also included in the projected ac-
tivities for the year are mid
-week
devotional periods under the lead-
ership of students; conference ses-
sions in which faculty and students
may talk over their personal ques-
tions and problems, answers to
which he in the context of the re-
ligious; and opportunities for cam-
pus organizations that have a re-
ligious phase into the framework
of the religious activities proposed
for the year.
Bernard Flood, former Golden
Tiger basketball star, recently re-
turned to the Tuskegee Institute
campus for a brief visit. Mr. Floodis a former baseball catcher on
the Tuskegee team. Bernard is
now a member of a New York
Orchestra.
A group of talented feminine
baton twirlers will be appearing
during 'Skegee's 1950 football sea-
son. The lovely personnel of the 
Free Academy and Miss Beards-will be very cagey representatives
from Albany in this very sine. ley's Private Business School, themajorette corps a r e as follows: sports event, Leader Alean Howard. Rosa L. • • • 
bride was employed as dental as-
Webb, Willie Belle Tripp, Rose Fifty-five candidates of JohnsonMarie Smith, and Imogene Smith. C. Smith University campus willEllis R. Moorer will serve as drum begin twenty long days of footballmajor. practice. Coach Eddie McGirtThree talented football managers states that he hopes to find twentywere recently announced They two good football players so thatare: Carl Horton, Eddie Dixon he will be able to alternate twoand Ernest Salter teams,
The Detroit Chapter of the Ken- "We have a talented group oftacky College Alumni Association freshmen scheduled to report andwill host a regional meeting in De- if our sophomores perform as welltheft Sept. 5 and 6. The first meet- this year as they did in theiring will he registration and get- freshmen year. we will have sometogether in the home of Mr. Eu-
gene Toomer, president of the De-
troit Chaptee, 1990 Longfellow st.
Officers of the Midwest Associa-
real scraps for positions."
• • •
If North Carolina College men
students go wrong this year, itnon are Al Coiling, Clevelanti. pres- won't be that college officialsident; J. Franklyn Fisher, Cincin- haven't tried to give them proper
nati, vice president: Eugene Tom- counseling. Three meetings areer, Detroit, treasurer; Josephine scheduled for two groups of menHiggins. F.est Chicago. Indiana, re- Thursday morning, Sept 17 Cam
cording secretarr: and Robert H. pus men will be briefed in Chidley
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
H. Jones of 762 E. Second st. was
escorted by her father. Mr. and
songs. In addition to singing she is
a musician and pianist of brillaut
attainment.
While many engagements a r e
already on her schedule for the sea-
son ahead Miss Winrow is still
eager to prepare herself even more
for the things which seem to be un-
folding to her each day.
Appearing In debut recital mezzo
soprano, Roberta Bowers, will be
Presented for the first time in Chi-
ago at Abraham Lincoln Center.
700 E. Oakwood blvd., Sunday,
October 4, at 7 p.
While Miss 2swers has sung
on many occasions in Chicago this
will mark her first major solo re-
eital for the public where she has
already won a fine following, announced that coffee exportc in
A product of Illinois Wesleyan August set a 53-year-old record
college, she has studied at Boa- for the month with 2,179,884 bags,
ton Conservatory of Music and boosting the total so far this year, 
is presently studying with the to 11,530,410 bags.
famous Anna Rurmeigter, and
coaching with Frederick Schau-
wrecker, at Roosevelt university.'
Chicago Musical college.
She has been soloist in such'
wprks as Handers Messiah: Men-I
d6Issohn's "Elijah," and has sung'
the Alto Rhapsody by Brahms.i
and The Requiem by the German
master.
She is a member of the Chicago
Music Association and the Im-,
penal Opera Company which re- ,
cently appeared in Porgy and Bess
at Grant Park.
The Chic-ago Community Arts
Guild will present its eighth an-
nual concert Sunday, Oct. 18. at
4 p. m. at Lincoln Center, 700
E. Oakwood blvd.
eistant to Dr. Kenneth H. Moore, Lewis Davis, is founder chair.
Her husband is an alumnus of men of the Guild and Maurice
Ithaca High school and Ithaca col- Cooper is the accompanist coach
lege whore he majored in physical for the Guild.
education. lie is director of Ails- This group is composed of mu-
leties for the Jamestown Boys' sicians who are hendleapped by
Club. The couple's address will be blindness, hut who enjoy the WA-
S* Spring It., Jamestown. lege of making musk in this man-
 ner
more and more demands are
made on the Welfare council to
take an aggressive role in plan-
and to coordinate existing prob-
lems.
"We welcome and expect such
demands from the community and
our 261 public and private mem-
ber agencies, because this, after
for the Council's existence," Ran- 
Urges Ike Toall, is one of the major reasons
ny said.
sary, 1910-1960."
CO-CHAIRMEN
Co - chairmen of the conference
are:
Fleming, Leon Chatelain, chair-
man, D. C. Commissioners' Coun-
cil on Human Relations; Dorothy
Height, president, National Colin-
eit of Negro Women; Mordecai W.
Johnson, president, Howard unl-
Baptists'
Literature
Sales Rise
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—The trend
is upward for Christian education
activities in the National Bantist
Convention, USA, Inc., according
to the annual report the Rev. C.
R. Williams, secretary of the
NBC's National Baptist Training
Union Board, will give at S a n
Francisco, Sept. 8-13.
The new high interest in Chris-
tian education, the report adds, is
reflected in a sharp 33 percent in-
crease in sales of all NBTUB peri-
odicals since last September,
Ranney emphasized that the
more than 600 citizens who serve
on Council committees and staff
are working on most of the major
social welfare problems confront-
ing the Council in Metropolitan
Chicago.
"I find that many people think
the Welfare Council is a part or
division of the Community Fund.
Ranney added, "The plain fact
is that at the present time short-
age of funds is keeping the Coun-
cil from doing many things it
ought to be doing an even threat-
ening its ability to continue cer-
tain urgently needed services."
Hall and off-campus men in Room
301 of the Administration Building.
All men return to Chidley Hall for
an "integrated briefing" of cam-
pus and off-campus men. Dean of
Men John L. Stewart and his staff
will be in charge of this part ei
the program.
NCC men are organized into the
Men's Assembly. the Men's Steer-
ing Committee and the Men's
Dormitory Council.
• • •
'Til Next Week, Keep The News
Pointed Our Way—Wont-chs?
Brazil Coffee Exports
Set A 53-Year Record
RIO DE JANEIRO — (I-Pt)—
The Brazilian coffee institute has
PIG-WATCHEIR SQUEAL
ERTORTON. N Y (UP11-.4s.
forth Parry. 34. was thrown Into
the same "pen" from which he'd
tried to get some pigs
Perry was given 30 del,' In the
Monroe County Penitentiary for
sending word into the 1111 that'
he would pay cigarettes, liquor
and money if the two trusties
guarding the prison's 300 pigs
would let him have some of them
The trusties told on him.
Broaden Talks
varsity, Milton S Kronheirn, sr. ,
ham, president of the Southern
Negro Improvement Assn. of Ala-
bama, which claims 5,000 mem-
bers, said he sent Eisenhower a
telegram requesting the poll.
The telegram urged Eisenhower
not to use force to integrate the
ler, summary and findings com-
mittee.
Discussion areas during the con-
ference will include community
planning, urban growth, employ-
ment opportunities, school inte-
gration and urba family life. Ap-
proximately 900 delegates from 63
affiliated branches in 31 states
schools and deny our race a ma-
jor symbol of our progress — all
— Negro schools.
"Since this is free America, why
not put your racial policy upon
voluntary action of the citizens,
not forceful compulsion? Why not
have the government take a poll
of the majority of the Southern
Negroes?"
The poll should be confined to
Southern Negroes because "Our
northern Negro brothers do not
live in the South and therefore
do not understand our Southern
bicultural society," Moore said.
Relates Escape
From Miss. Mob •
NEW ORLEANS — The Rev.
Harrison D. Dupre, a Baptist min-
l ister from Fort Adams, Miss., re-
cently told of how he narrowly es-
caped from a Mississippi mob bent
on lynching him for "collecting
funds for the NAACP."
According to Rev. Dupre, last
Thursday night, he received a
telephone call from a friend in-
forming him that a mob was com-
ing to his home to "get him."
Upon looking out his window, he
saw men approaching the howl
from the street, Rev. Dupre re-
calls.
ESCAPE TO LOUISIANA
The minister and his family es
caned to a neighbor's home where
Congressman Charles A. Boyle.
12th District of Illinois, and a
group of 35 Democratic colleagues
of the House of Representatives
has urged that President Eisen-
hower in his forthcoming meet-
in.,1 with Soviet Premier Khrish-
obey, go beyond short - range cold
war issues and boldly express the
determination and vision of t h e
United States to establish a world
community of free nations, with
or without Soviet cooperation and
support.
A "bold approach" promoting
the American visior of a world
tree from military aggression
would have the solid support of
the group and would enable the
President to assure Khrughchev
that he speaks for members ofboth political parties.
N. C. Judge Recalls
'Name' Only Got
Him Pair of Pants
CHARLOTTE, N. C. — (UPI)—
Judge D. E. Henderson recalled
Thursday on his 80th birthday
anniversary that his parents
named him Jackgon Ezekiel Da.
sid James Nathaniel Sylvester
Willie Edward Demosthenes
Henderson in honor of his uncles
in the hopes at least one of them
IF. placed in an automobile
and carried to Baton Rouge, some
50 miles away, it was reported.
Rev. Dupre denies that he was
collecting money for the NAACP
but was soliciting funds for the
Antioch Missionary Baptist Asso-
ciation, of which lie is moderator
Several weeks ago, a white
friend told him that he had been
singled out to follow O'Quinn, •
Negro whose mysterious murder
has not been solved, the minister
said.
Ile is presently living with rela-
tives in New Orleans.
Rev. Dupre is a member of the
Mississippi general convention and
Is a trustee of Natchet college.
Williams Plans Over 500
Africa Sojourn Chicagoans
Attend Meet
The president of The First of
Friends of Ghana plans to make
an independent trip to West Afri-
ea on October 1, 1960.
Sidney Williams, former Chica-
go Ur)) sue executive, said
the scheduled trip, his third to
the continent, will be in connec-
tion with Nigeria's independence.
Williams said he will make a
documentary color film treating in
depth the country's geography,
life and culture. He said he will
emphasize the vast Islamic House
populatiors of the Northern Re-
gion, the Yoruba of the Western
Region, (whose language is still
spoken in Brazil), and the ibo of
the Eastern Region (from whom
lbo's Bend in South Georgia is
named).
would leave him something in
the way of a legacy.
Henderson said all he got out
of it was the name and a pair
of pants from one uncle.
•
Among delegates to the 34th An-
nual Congress of the Metropolitan
Spiritual Churches of Christ, meet-
ing in Los Angeles this week are
some 500 church members from
Chicago's First Church of Deliv-
erance. A special train was char-
tered to convey delegates and
choir members to the annual
meeting which is presided over
by the Rev. Clarence FL Cobbs,
who serves as president of the
Congress.
The delegation numbering up-
wards to 2.000 officers, members
and leaders of the denomination
was hosted by Rev. John ff. Bran-
ham, St. Paul Baptist church, with
Rev. Emma D. Hicks, Jesus of
Nazareth Spiritual church, a n
Rev. Pearl C. Wood, and the Tr
angular Church of Religious sci-
ence helping to entertain the hug*
assembly.
NEW YORK CITY Transit
Authority personnel presents
14.611.44 check to W. J. Trent,
jr.. eserulave director of the
United Negro College Fund.
The check represents the eon-
tributIon of Transit Authority
employees to the 1959 appeal
of the College Fund, It Is the
second largest voluntary col-
tertian ever taken In the
Transit Authority. (left to
right) James .1. Conley, direc-
tor of the Drive; Railroad
Clerk Landis 0. Lee; Lloyd
•
Peterson, TA secretary;
Trent, Erich Rniwn, Aimed*
ed Transit Guild Board Cha,il).
man; and Vardelle Washing.
ton, TA staff member.
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THE INSTALLATION Com-
mittee arranging for the week
• • 
ln pong c:17.Q); Eituncetzienr, Bt ahpe.
list church, Rev. Frank K.
Sims, was composed of Jack-
- all
son Malone, (seated in cen-
ter) chairman, left to right'
Mrs. Valentine Murphey, Mrs.
Camille Robinson, chairman
of the banquet held at the
Sheraton Blackstone Hotel
(August 17), Malone; Mrs. As-
alene Lowery; and Mrs. Haz-
el Stillwell, Standing left to
right: John Garrison, chair-
man of the Deacon Board;
Calvin B. Williams, music di'
rector of the Senior choir and
program chairman; John C.
Rogers, director of the Gospel
choir and II. C. McKay, chair-
man of the Trustee Board.
izens,
upon William-s Comments On, whyy not
a pal
ed to 'Africa, Defender Issuethemour
,0 not
refore Sidney Williams, president of the
uthern First Friends of Ghana, in a re-,
'Says Ed LI cationsaid. cent letter to the Defender, em-phasized his concern for a freeAfrica and praised the newspaper
for its Africa coverage in the Au-
comments based on Williams let-
" • 
ejter:
"Your August 15th issue Was
Splendid! I was especially impree-
ed with your notices on African
news developments and Senator
Kennedy's proposals.
"These are my reasons. Firet,
I am convinced that here in the
United States we of African de-
scent will never walk in true dig-
nity and self-respect till Africa
is free and powerful. In the sec-
ond place, full news and comment
on Africa, such as the August 15th
Chicago Defender carried, exposes
the prejudicial treatment Africa
has had at the hands of most West-
ern historians, writers and, above
all, 14pllywood.
I 'When their misformation is re-
placed by truth, this will give rise
to a new generation that will be
proud of our African ancestry,
that will be intellectually and spir-
itually ready to walk with
ry; allps
melte I
d Chases
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Following are excerpts from and Needed For Jobgust 15, edition.
SIDNEY WILLIAMS
right-thinking Englishman is no
only worth quoting but should be
driven home to all Americana.
PRESS REPORTS
"Press reports on what is going
on in Ghana are singularly mis-
Africa to its newplace in the sun." guided. The situation there is a
Williams' said that while he lot more encouragement than we
greed fundamentally with theDe are often allowed to think.
ender's editorial entitled "Tub-
man Calls for African Unity,"
which also appeared in the Aug. 15,
edition, he"questioned the correct
ness" of the conclusion that "'.
the postponement until next year born to African mothers survive,
of the Community of Independent and where those who do can look
African States was unwise." '
He cited the following reasons:
"The African leaders whn reached
this decision are in en wh o are
accustomed to making major de-
cisions. They are dedicated and! countries which have been own-
perceptive men They know 'the ing and running this, perhaps the
richest continent on earth, have
been doing so for the benefit of
London, Paris, Brussels, and Lis-
bon, and most decidedly not for
the benefit of Africans. This ex-
plains why Africans are demand-
ing freedom.
"Sen. Kennedy Is correct when
he points out that we ought to
help train more health workers for
for Africa — and America, too,
might add. Would it be wiser
said the word "native" as Jsde
in the editorial would be offensive
to Africans.
Williams praised columns in the
isset by Langston Hughes and Lou-
is Martin,
and the forward-looking white rest. 
Schenley Gets"The black people, of Africa
. 
into on the continent hope Ghana
11 succeed in its progress toward New Sales Aidea modern state. But some white
colonizers like those in Kenya or PHILADELPHIA—The appoint.
South Africa hope that Ghana will ment of Charles T. (Chuck) Wit-
hin, and thus diseourege. further name as Resistant national sales
efforts at freedom on the coati- manager for Long John Scotch
tient." • has been Announced by Eugene
Williams said no one writing in Frank, president of Melrose Die-
the English language has Lang- tillers company.
ston Hughes' ability to simplify will assist Frank in
and make understandable heavy directing sales operations I o r
subjects. He said if it were not Long John in all major markets
for race prejudice. Hughes would A national Schenley sales rep.
hi writing a syndicated column resentatlee for More than eight
which t h e Defender, of course, years. "Chuck" is a well known
would carry but which also would figure throughout the country. He
be carried by all segments of the has developed numerous sales
powerful American press. and merchandising projects for
"Who 1 o s .i! Maybe one day company brands, including a
soon Hughes will be syndicated by West Coast community service
a chain of African newspapers award and scholarship program
such as Louis Martin I's now help- which won wide acclaim.
addieeli 00, quoting a leading andl the affable sales emissary h a a• g to organize in Africa." Lou-
score' on the vast African conti-
Bent."
Williams said these African lead
its know the world-wide 'replica
(ions of African affairs and tha
they have the facts at hand re-
quired to make major decisions.
"Perhaps there wasn't a Ph.D
among them, but they are sue
cessfully running governmental(
all the hundreds of Ph. D's there
are among us here in America nad
the heads of our national organize. for our government to organize
(ions were to be invited to Sit in a first rate medical college some-
"hey would have little conception
r understanding of what was gc- 
where that was designed to train
thousands of health workers for
ing on, nor be much at home win service in Africa than to be spend-
problmes and issues under discus- ing that much and more on some
, military project that well may besion."
Williams said there is a world outmoded in a day or two7
of difference between complaining -This could be done if we of
about discrimination and segrega- African descent were properly
tion and running a government. 'organised and foresighted enough.
DISLIKES 'NATIVE' No one else will do it. And as
The head of The First Friends good as these senator's proposals
of Ghana. with headquarters at are, they'll die on the vine unless
6359 S. Rhodes ave., had one other we organize to help put them
comment. He urged that the use through. The European powers
of the word "native" be dropped now still in Africa don't cherish
in referring to Africans. Williams the seenstor's proposals. What's
more, they stand thier best chance
when Africa is free or in those
eections where freedom has ben
won."
"I close with a comment on Sen.
Kennedy's recent speech. It w as
sound on proposals to help improve
health conditions in Africa, where
only three out of four children
forward to living only 28 years as
against 70 here in America. This
dreadful condition is a result of
many factors, outstanding among
which is the fact that the European
— ST. LOUIS, Mo. — A continuing
education program for nurse lines
thetists will be held at the Pick-
Melbourne hotel here Sept. 21-25,
sponsored by the Catholic Hos-
pital Association of the U.S. and
Canada. Approximately 75 nurse
anesthetists representing hospitals
in 18 states will attend.
Faculty f o r the five-day pro-
gram will be: Byron A. Barnes.
St. Louis colege of Pharmacy;
Dr. Seymour Brown, assistant pro-
fessor of anesthesiology, St.
John's hospital, St. Louis; Dr. Ed-
ward R. Levine, Chicago Medical
School and director of the depart-
ment of inhalation therapy Edge-
water hospital, Chicago;
Dr. Trier Mord, Cook County
hospital, Chicago; Dr. John F.
Schweiss, department of anesthe-
sia St. Louis university School of
Medicine and anesthesiologist,
Cardinal Glennon Memorial hos-
pital, St. Louis; and Dr. George
J. Thomas, chairman Of the sec-
tion on anesthesiology, University
of Pittsburgh.
The pregi aro will open Monday,
Sept. 21 at 9 a.m. The Rev. John
J. Flanagan, S,J., executive direc-
tor of the Catholic Hospital Asso-
Miss Aretha Collins.
Other additions include: James
E. McCoy, assistant professor of
art; Miss Florence V. Sowell, and
Francis A. Covington, both assis-
tant professors of business ad-
ministration.
Also employed are; Howard S.
Jackson, instructor in Institution-
al management: Mrs. Julia B.
Spight, assistant professor of
public health nursing; Miss Thel- momflmnmommommommummumm
ma Bradford, easistant professor
of mathematic; and Miss E.
Bernadine Booker of Greensboro,
instructor in music.
Among the new persons beine
added for instruction in the Air
Meet Sept. 21-25
21 To College
Faculty Staff
GREENSBORO, N. C.—Twenty-
One new instructors, three of
them former members of the fac-
ulty, joined the /OJT College in-
structional staff ir.st week.
The nestles of the additions
were announced by Dr. Warrnoth
T. Gibbs. president of the college.
Among the returnees are: Dr.
H. P. Kuang, professor of mathe-
matics; Mrs. Cynthia Chivers, in-
structor in physlcal education
and dance; and Or, Sylvester M.
Broderick, visiting professor from
Sierre Leone, West Africa.
Other additions or replacement,
include: Dr. Darwin T. Turner,
professor of English; Dr. Marie
D. Rivers, professor of English;
Dr. Margaret Y. Jackson, orgies.
sor of English; Dr. Burleigh C.
Webb. professor of chemistry.
Persons added to the Biology
department, include Dr. Alfredo
elJohnson Webb, Dr. Roland S. ation; John T. James, director
Jeffries, associate professor and. of the Association's department of
continuing education and Paul R.
Donnelly department of hospital
administration, the Catholic Hos-
pital Association will speak.
Dr. Edwin R. Levine will ad-
dress the group on the "Latest De-
velopments in Inhalation or Oxy-
gen Therapy." Sessions will he
from 9 a.m., until 4 p.m., each
do y.
Lighter Load Days
Never Got Around
For This Postman!
INDIANAPOLIS. Ind. — (UPI)
Force and Army ROTC units are: 
—Mall carrier Frederick Boylee,
C a p t, William Campfield, jr 22, began a one-year prison termProfessor of air science a n d
Capt. Robert L. Thurman, Capt. Wednesday for mall theft.
Harold Leiner and Capt. I. V. Boyles said he withheld mall
Oglesby, all professors of mill- with the intention of delivering
tary science. it on days when his load was
lighter. "But the lighter days
never came," be said.
911111111111/1111111/11111111111M111/111111111111111111111191111111
There are about 7,900 officers
and enlisted men in the U. S.
Military Assistance Adv i sory
Groups which are helping to train
Allied armies overseas.
made notable progress in the
Schenley organisation.
Married and the father of three
children, the Scherdey executive,
who is a brother-in-law to former
baseball star Jackie Robinson,
brings a varied and interesting
background to his new post.
"How much education has he'
got?" That's the first question
prospective empioyers ask, ac-
cording to Al Prejeen, youth guid-
ance project specialist at the Chi-
cago Urban League.
"They want to know," he said,
"for two reasons: (1) high school
education is a minimum require-
ment for most jobs: and (2) em-
ployers are skeptical about train-
log anyone with less than a sec-
ondary education as a beginning."
Prejean, who directs the activi-
ties of the youth Guidance pro-
gram on a year-round basis is cur-
renUy concentrating his efforts on
the agency's campaign to get Chi-
cago's teenagers to return to
school this fall.
Mayor Richard .7. Daley sup-
porting the campaign has issued
a Proclamation setting aside Au-
gust 30 to September 11 as "Back-
To-School" week.
Edwin C. Berry, executive di-
rector of the Chicago U r ban
League stated, "This program is
of fundamental importance, be-
cause the way in which a man
earns his living determines the
health and welfare of his family.
Technological developments a n d
automation are daily reducing the
numbet of jobs available to men
and women who can only work
with their hands and hacks,'' he
continued, "but this same devel-
opment is increasing the number
of jobs available for skilled labor-
ers."
Heading up committees for the
campaign are: Mark Battle, di-
rector. Lower North Community
House; Rev. Russell S. Brown,
General Secretary, AME church;
Henry Fort, Prince Hall Masonic
Lodge; Florence Wilkerson, Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority; anti Ralph
D. Robinson, United Auto Work-
er/.
Anes e is s o at Gibbsrecipienttr Co'ofile h^ee't1 "isfalituition-hooks award is Miss Mattie Ruth
Lewis, a sophomore who attended
Gibbs .IC last term while working
48 hours a week at a local hos-
pital.
An anonymous donor set up the
scholarship for the 19-year-old girl
after becoming impressed with
her "industry, ambition, and de-
votion to family."
'ASKED FOR NOTHING'
Commenting on the gift, Presi-
dent John W. Rembert said, "an
angel seems always to come to
the aid of deserving people like
Mini Lewis. She asked tor noth-
ing: she only worked to help her-
self, and outside help came."
The girl's plight came to the at-
-
DEFENDER
Sot., Sept. 5, 1959
Hail Rev. Frank K. Sims,
New Pastor Of Ebenezer
Climaxing a week-long installa• given by Dr. J. P. Reeder, pastor
lion ceremony of Ebenezer Bap- of Zion Baptist church. Columbia,
list church's new minister. Rev. S. C., who came here for the ecru-
Frank K. Sims, more than 500 mony. Dr. Reeder was Rev.
members, friends and distinguish. Sims' father in the minister>, hat-
ed guests filled the crystal ban- ing counseled him at the begin-
quet hall of the Sheraton•Black- ning of his career
stone hotel to welcome the new Rev. Sims served as assistant
parson and his family to Chicago to Dr. Reeder, in his first minls•
and the community. terial position.
Prior to the lavish bang us t Rev. Sims who comes to his
which Was addressed by Miss Sa- present charge from Nashville,
die B. Wilson, National Baptist Tenn., where he was pastor of
l'ublishing Board, Nashville, the famed Mt. Olive Be pt I at
Tenn.; and Dr. A. A. Thompson, church, of which the late Dr. Hen-
professor of sociology of Tennes- ry Allen Boyd was a member,
see State A&1 university, a series holds a M.S. degree from Tennes-
of public services had been held
at the church at 4501 S. Vincennes
ave., during the week.
The services at the church, one
of Chicago's largest congregations
attracted city-wide attention and
meetings were addressed by such
outstanding pulpiteers as Dr. Mor-
ris Ii, Tynes, pastor of Monumen-
tal Baptist church; Rev. Louis P.
Rawies, pastor of Tabernacle Bap-
tist church; Rev. William A. John.
son, pastor of Greater St. John
liaptist church, and Rev. Richard
('. Keller, pastor of Beth Eden
Baptist church.
These ministers and members of
their respective congregations
Joined with the members of Ebe-
nezer in welcoming Rev. Sims,
who accepted the call to tho
church, upon the retirement of the
venerable Dr. J. 11. L. Smith,
who held the reigns of that churcli
for nearly 4 years.
A major highlight of the instal-
Janos ceremony WAS .11) appear-
ance of Dr. C. D. Pettaway, presi-
dent of the National Baptist Con•
vention of America, Little Re,i.
Ark., who preached the itistall
lion sermon.
Dr. Pettaway's participation on
he week long program was con.
sidered a distinct tribute not only
to Rev. Mr. Sims, but to the es-
teem in which Ebenezer church
held by the president of the con-
vention.
Also giving a significant touch
of deep and abiding interest to
the installation was the sermon,
EBENEZER'S new pastor,
Rev. Frank K. Slum and his
family, at right Is Mrs. films,
see A&I State university; a 13.1).
degree froin Biblical Seminary,
New York City and has his bac-
v ursete 'agree from Benedict
college, Columbia, S. C.
B in Union, S.C., his leader-
ship has been demonstrated as
pastor of churches in Orangeburg,
S. C., Georgetown, S. C., and
Nashville, Tenn.
Rev, Sims, the new minister at
Ebenezer, is married and is the
father of two homely daughters.
Mrs. Sims is a former school
teacher in the public schools of
Nashville.
Already Rev. Sims with his offi-
cers have set out to revamp the
church program in light of its
present needs, and with the hope
of bringing about a more effec-
tive ministr.
The committee arranging for
the installation ceremony includ-
ed Jackson Malone, chairman;
Mrs Camille Robinson, banquet
chairman; John (,arrison, chair-
man of the Deacon board; Calvin
B Williams, program chairman;
Prof. John C. Rodgers, program:
Mrs. Ititel Stillwell, Mrs. Millen°
Lowrey, Mrs. Valentine Murphey
and H. C. McKay, chairman of
the Trustee board.
a former public school teach- ents are left Frankye, 14, and
er in Nashville, Tenn., and Sylvia, 12. 
standingback of their par-
'Angel Of Mercy' Aids World Medical
Georgia College Student Educators Meet
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. — Attention of junior college officials
teenage coed, whose responsibill-last week when the GJC public
ty of earning a livelihood for herlrelations director learned that the
mother, brother and two staterastedent was the solo provider for
threatened to force her to drop a family of five.
oet of school, will receive a schol-
arship to continue her education
She rented a three-room apart-
ment at the close of last semester
after her family was forced to
leave their Sardis, Ga., farm
home and come here to live with
her,
Other members of her family
include two sisters, ages 11 years
and 11 months; a seven-year-old
brother, and her mother. The
mother has been unable to find
regular work, and the teenage
coed has supported the family
with her $30 a week pay check.
This; obligation prevented the stu-
dent frotn saving enough money
for her books and tuition this
fall.
This scholarship is one of about
75 grants from organizations,
churches and Individuals for stu-
dent. to attend the Junior col-
lege this semester. wasMilli
rent housing project). Mrs, (Rich-
ard C.) Smith, the lady who works
there, promised to help me get
an apartment as soon as one is
vacant,"
A native of Sardis, Ga., Miss
Lewis came to St. Petersburg
three years ago after graduating
from a high school in Waynes-
boro, Ga. Soon after moving here,
he be‘mn working at St. Anthony
hospital here where she is still
employed She attends evening Remains can still be found near. 
lasses at Gibbs J.C, York, England, of a stone road
The student's benefactor said,
"I tithe and I would rather give
he money to someone I know Is
deserving."
The college is not responsible
for soliciting this scholarship, but
members of the institution have
been trying to help the girl solve
NEEDS HOUSING
"The only major problem I now
have," the teenager said, "Is get-
ting suitable housing. I am on the
The president of the second
World Conference on Medical Ed-
ucation, Dr. Raymond B. Allen,
chancellor, University of Califor-
nia at Los Angeles, termed the
opening of the Chicago meeting "a
waiting list at Jordan Park (low- great international fraternity of
men and women devoted to health,
welfare and happiness of people
everywhre."
In officially opening the confer.'
ence this morning, Dr. Allen com-
mended the 1,500 educators from
all over the world for coming to
Chicago "to exchange experienc-
es and ideas about the art of edu-
cating and training the physi-
cian."
planned and built almost 200 years
ago by a blind man called Blind
Jack of Knarresboro,
her problems, Rembert said.
"All this is just another meas-
ure of Gibbs junior college's serv-
ice to the Community," he added.
,000 Baptists Off To
West Coast Convention
Twenty thousand delegates will
move on San Francisco for the
annual meeting of the National
Baptist Convention, USA, Inc.,
Sept. 8-13. Dr. J. H. Jackson is
president.
This is one of the largest or-
ganizations of its kind among the
Negro people, representing about
one-third of the total Negro popu-
lation. An unusual Interest h a a
been manifested in this annual
session. This is indicated by the
number of special trains that are
scheduled to depart for San Fran.
deco, according to the presidents
of state conventions and leaders
of delegates.
President Jackson of Chicago
will carry the largest train ever
to be carried to this national body
by its president. His will be a
train of about 50 or 60 cars which
will be broken down into three sec-
tions or three trains. They will
leave Chicago Sept. 5 at 12:30 p.m.
from the LaSalle Street Station,
arriving in San Francisco Tues-
day morning, Sept. 8, 9:30 a.m.
The Board of Directors will open
with a Noon Day Communion serv-
ice among all the pastors of the
convention.
OUTSTANDING SPF.AKERS
Speakers will be presented rep-
resenting different phases of de-!
nominational life as well as civic,
leaders of distinction. In addition,
to many great preachers address-1
es will be delivered by the gov-
ernor of California, the mayor of
San Francisco, the president of1
the Southern Baptist convention
and the president of the American
Baptist convention.
versity will represent the educa-
tional field. President Clark will
bring the traditions/ Booker T.
Washington Night address.
The keynote address will be de-
livered as usual on Thursday
morning by President Jackson. He
is one of the outstanding cham-
pions of peace, first-class citizen-
ship, and the cause of democra-
cy and freedom. Ile has repre-
sented the cause of his race
and his nation in many foreign
countries. The most recent this
year was' a visit to the Middle
East. Because of the contribution
made in this connection, diplo-
mats and writers have hailed him
as a statesman, world leader with
an international mind.
OTHER FEATURES
Other features will be the spe-
cial services by the Minister's
Wives and their contribution to
the Minister's Retirement fund.
There will be reports from the
representative of the United Na-
tions, Rural Life commission, and
matty other assembled commis-
sions, and also the annual Oratori-
cal contest, out of which $1,750 is
given to help high school students
to enter college.
The National Baptist Convention
has made and is still making a
great contribution to the mime
of racial progress, democracy,
and freedom, according to offl•
cers. It is also a great relieirms
force in the United States and inj
Dr. Samuel D. Proctor, of Vit. 'other sections ot the world. Of fl- being giveo a chance for Chris.
ginia Union university and presi- I cers further stated that through its than education, churches are being
dent Felton Clark of Southern uni- missionary program thousands of built, and the Kingdom of God isbuys and girls in other lands are corning in great force and power.
AFRICAN. oFFicsms
PRAIRIE VIEW — Pictured
from left are Dr. 1•:rnest Neal,
representative of the Interna-
tional cooperation Adminis.
tration (IC): Nathaniel V.
Maesommi, Secretary of Pub-
lic. Inetruction. Republic of Li-
beria; Prairie View A it 111
College president. Dr. E. D.
Nyasa: and Dr. Hussein H. Ab-
be, Chief Animal Industry Of-
ficer, Khartoum, Sudan. MI+
ea. The two foreign leaders vis-
ited Prairie View to connec-
tion with the United States
Department's OverseasA former U. S. Air Force pilot,
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Stork Stops
Born At John Gaston Hospital:
AUGUST 29, 1959
A son Johnny Ray, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Covington of 1398
Horace.
A son, David Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Sledge of 89 W.
Shelby.
A daughter, Debra Leslie, to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lacey of
629 N. Third.
A son, Carl Darnell to Mr. and
Mrs. Allen Merriweather of 824
Mansfield.
A son, Ronald James, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie J. Netter of 394
So. Orleans.
AUGUST 30, OH
Twin son and daughter to Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Phillips of 618 Ex-
change.
; A son, L. C. Taylor, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. I... C. Taylor of 368 S.
Fourth.
A son, Willie, Ill, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Houston of 1516 Orr.
A son, Lamar, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Miller of 402 Pontotoc (RS
A son, Leroy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Brimmer of 1401 N. Deca-
tur.
A son, Derrick, to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward L. Rice of 1351 Kennedy.
A daughter, Deidre, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Harrell of 500 Till-
man.
A son, David Bernard, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Bailey of 235
Vaal.
A son, Billy Jack, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Williams of 287 So.
Lauderdale.
A sem, Kelvin Dwayne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie J. Jouston of 1992
Frisco.
A daughter, Deborah Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie W. Fulwiley
of 394 So. Wellington.
A son. Kenneth Earl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie E. James of 979 Ran-
dle.
A daughter, Wanda Gale, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Hooker of 481 Till-
man.
A son, !tickle Lynn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Howard Johnson of 2161
Hunter.
A daughter, Vicki Winnette, to
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jones of
1377 Hemlock.
AUGUST 31, Ita
, A daughter, Minnie B., to sic.
and Mrs. Charles S. Perry of 242
N. Second.
A daughter, Patricia Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Smith of 1707
Oakwood.
A son, Rickey Dale to Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin Britton of 1615 Sid-
ney.
A son, Rickey Marcell, to Mr.
and Mrs, Walter J. Cox of 1597
Brookins.
A daughter, Linda Kay, to Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Harden of 2232
Kerr.
A son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert D. Anderson of 410 N. Dun-
lap
A daughter, Anna Vanessa, to
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Eason of 2001
Carver.
A daughter, Mary Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Steve Dowdy of 1549
Ash.
A son, Elijah, to Mr. and Mrs.
West Patrick of 1499 Rayner.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
W. Burchett of 1338 Hyde Park.
SEPTEMBER 1, 1959
A son, Donald Bernard, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Whitelow of 638
Gillis.
A daughter, Angela Sophia, to
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Mitchell of
851 Haynes.
A son, Frederick, to Mr. and
Mrs. liash Hopson of 308 Manas-
sas.
A daughter, Tern Lynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. L. C. Conner of 3148
Millwood.
A daughter, Felecia Michelle,
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson
of 2923 Mt. Olive.
A daughter, Paula Renee, to
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mosley of
650 Jeanette.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Emmett
T. Johnson of 695 Vollentine.
A son, Bobby, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie L. Williams of 909 Arkan-
sas.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
James Slabone of 822 Mississippi.
A son, Allen, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Robertson of 659 Robinson.
A daughter, Charles Etta, to
Mr. and Mrs. James Faulkner of
968 Hix.
A daughter, Shirley Patrick, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sledge of
1424 College.
SEPTEMBER 2, 195$
A daughter, Janice Kay, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Crawford of 1520
McMillan.
A son, Tyrone, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Riddle of 590 Driving Pk.
Ct.
A daughter, Tammie Yolanda,
to Mr. and Mrs. Haywood Hook-
er of 843 &ram
A son, Paul Edward, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Drane of 1557 McMil-
lan.
A daughter, Tequella Regina, to
Mr. and Mrs. Odell White of 97,..;
Saxon.
A son, to Itris and Mrs. James
Nichols of 945 Alaska.
A daughter, Dianna, to Mr. and
Mrs. Earnest Jones of 1508 Hamp-
ton.
A son, James, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. James Orr of 276 Lucerne
PI.
A daughter, Jeanette, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Jones of 2090
Farrington.
SEPTEMBER 3, 1959
A son, Ralph, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Bond of 1389 Kennedy.
A son, Henry, Jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Bishop of 1205 Looney.
A son, Nathaniel Ray, to Mr.
and Mrs. Allen Franklin of 1962
Swift.
A son, Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Carter of 222 N. Manassas.
A daughter, Chareta Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. Everette Garette of 1587
Michigan.
A son, Leslie Wayne, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Carwell of 1547 Kan-
sas.
A daughter, Sylvia Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Johnson of
1472 Gold.
A daughter, Sheryl Renee, to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Mason of
1254 Smith.
A son, Howard Douglas, to Mr.
and Mrs. Cleophus Halmon of 2162
Brown.
A son, Tony Andrew, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Williams of 1801 N.
Hollywood.
A son, Terry Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. David Mitchell of 921 Annie
PI.
A son, Richard, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Nehus of 635 S. Welling-
ton.
SEPTEMBER 4, 1959
A son, Reginald Quarles, to Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Avant of 727 Wal-
ker.
A son, Alfred, to Mr. and Mrs.
Esker L. Anderson of 900 Wil-
loughby.
A son. Columbus, to Mr. and
Mrs. Theodas Segrest of 1015 La.
son.
A daughter, Brenda Carol to
Mr. and Mrs. John Beck of 1227
Azalia.
A daughter, Brenda Delois, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Harris of 301
S. Lauderdale.
A daughter, Lillian Kay,sto Mr.
and Mrs. James Pirtle of 618 Ex-
change.
A son, Fredrick Douglas, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hill of .577 Han-
dy Mall.
A son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Williams of 250 Jones.
A daughter, Deborah Ann, to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richardson
of 1415 Rozelle.
A daughter, Shonda Tilynn, to
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Taylor of
1391 N. Decatur.
• • •
at E. H. Crump Memorial
Hospital:
AUGUST 21, 1959
A daughter, Vicky
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
sis)tt of i31}1 Gleason.
A daughter, Sharon Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brown of 1099
Chicago.
A son, Reginald Flynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Hendrix of 3076
McAdoo.
A son, Rory Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Smith of 959 Porter.
A daughter, Janice Lynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Fulton of 229
Dunlap, Apt. 3.
AUGUST 22, 1959
A son. James Daniel, III, to Mr.
and Mrs. James D. Armor, jr.,
of 741 Persdletibn.
A son, Michael Everett, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Banks of 1160
N. McLean.
A daughter, Priscilla Lynne, to
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Taylor of
1616 Arkansas.
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BEAUTY QUEENS — Strik.
ingly beautiful Joyce Thomas.
center, of Yazoo City, was
named "Miss Mississippi" in
Jackson last Saturday night in
the Annual State Wide Peg-
eant held in the College Park
auditorium. Alternates were
Mary Hughes, left, and Amen-
da Humphrey of Jackson,
Miss.
Hamilton High
ORIENTATION AT HAMILTON
The principal, faculty and stu-
dent body welcomed all new stu-
dents who have chosen Hamilton
for their next years of study.
There was an Orientation assem-
bly program given in their honor
Friday, Sept. 4. New teachers
Born
Renee, to
Leroy Ar-
Nate Pr4.1
to:
PHONE JA 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
458111
were formally welcomed by our
principal, Prof. II. T. Cash and
by William Terrell, vice president
of the Student Council. All organi-
zations within the school invited
new students to join their ranks.
The program ended with refresh-
ments being served to all of our
new fellow students.
We are inspired to have Mrs. J.
P. Brinkley as one of our senior
class teachers. We hope she will
enjoy working with us as well as
we will with her. She is taking
the place of Mrs. L. P. Campbell,i
who is now our guidance counse-
lor.
NEW FACULTY MEMBERS
Miss Cleo Jackson, Arthur D.
Bowles, Cleophus Hudson, Clance
Brownley, Victor H. Williams, jr.,
Raybon M. Hawkins, Sr., Mrs. M.
Hubbard Strong, Mn. Lucy Eliza-
beth Peterman, David Prewitt.
FOOTBAYA "
The final words have been spok-
en concerning the mighty Wild-
cats. The Captain is Robert
Flynn; co
-captains are Lawrence
Fant and Ervin Freeman. The
captain and co-captains as well
as their fellow teammates are
looking forward to a terrific sea-
son. When they bring home the
bacon it will be in first place.
The mighty Wildcats on their first
trip of the season, Sept. 3, went
to Helena, Ark., to meet the Mill-
er High team. The starting lineup
was as follows; Centedr, Ervin
Freeman; left tackle, Robert
Flynn; Left guard, Ralph Jack-
son; right guard, Leon Leewis;
right tackle, Steven Payton; left
end, Malfred Bolden; quarterback
Lawrence Fant, Right half, Clai-
bon Burros; left half, Walter
Powell, Fullback, George Mo t-
ton, right end, Oliver Ingram; de-
fensive players, James Pope, El-
roy Cs rroll.
Coming soon will he top cou-
ples, top 10 and spotlighting.
••••••••••••••••••••••••4P
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By MRS. CATHERINE JOHNSON
BIRTHDAY PARTY
Mrs. Dorothy, Searcy and her
husband gave a birthday party for
their daughter. Carolyn, last week
It was her 13th birthday.
Guests at the party included
Odessa and Shirley Davis, Mary
L. and Fannie Cottrell, Kathleen
martin, Gloria Jean and Linda J.
Johnson, Faye and Brenda W i
1 11ms, Robert L. Cottrell, SandraTaylor, James and John Simmons
Lonnie and Leonard Searcy, Dan-
, y Ray Cottrell and Nathan John-
The youngsters played the lat-
est recordings during the party
and all enjoyed the delicious re-
freshments.
VISITORS
Visiting with Mrs. Ora Lee Pat-
rick on No. 20 Highway is her
sister, Mrs. Minerva Gaddis of Al-
amo, Tenn. Mrs. Gaddis is 85
cars of age but is very active.
Mrs. Ruth Conley has returned
home after a trip to Beloit, Wisc.;
Chicago and Michigan City, Ind.
In Beloit she visited her daugh-
ters, Mrs. Shirley Grady and Mrs.
Jimmy Ruth Yarbrough. She was
a guest in the home of her sis-
ter, Mrs. Richard Green in Chi-
cago, and she went to Indiana to
visit her sister-in-law, Miss Mil-
dred Conley.
A DEATH
Sam Higgins, a lifelong resident
of Crockett County, died and was
buried last week.
Everyone in the community ex-
tends deepest sympathy to mem-
bers of his family.
THE SICK
Lonnie Mathis is in Memphis, a
patient in Kennedy VA hospital,
where he has undergone surgery.
Mr. Mathis is a senior deacon at
St. John No. 1 church.
Almond Stewart is also a patient
at the same hospital where he has
gone for an operation. He is re-
portedly doing very well.
MORE NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Profit Epperson
had as their recent guest, a
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Hattie Cobb
of Brownsville.
Miss Josephine Whitthorne is
hack home from the campus of
Tennessee A & I State university
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Whitthorne. She will re-
turn to school at Nashville for the
Fall quarter on Sept. 15.
On the sick list in the area are
Miss Betty Bodykin, Mrs. Mary
Jean Twitty, Mrs. Clydell Green,
Mrs. Ester Twitty Sangster a n d
Mrs. Kate Franklin. Mrs. Frank-
lin is one of the oldest members
of Fairview CME church.
Mrs. Vinnie Liggon and Mrs.
Posy Henry, both officials of the
Sunday school, sponsored a pro-
gram last Sunday and served free
dinners to those who attended.
The news is still flashing in and
around Bells about the glorious
time that was witnessed by all
who attended the third annual
Okra Festival, September 3 on the
Negro school campus.
Mrs. Ida M. Logan, president of
the Negro group, and members of
the faculty of Bells school as well
as individuals from surrounding
communities worked very effici-
ently to make the affair a suc-
cess.
Nine organizations were compet-
ing in the queen drive and five
cash prizes were given. Toping for
first prize was Miss Lillian Tay-
lor, Bell Baptist church; second
prize, -Miss Kathy Walker, St.
John school; third prize, little,
Shirley Davis, representing t h
American Legion; fourth prize,
Mrs. Balms Williams, Fairview
CME church; fifth-prize, little
Odessa Davis, Bells school; and
six, seven, eight and ninth prizes
Tr -City
NEWS
CHURCH NEWS
Martin Tabernacle CME church,
with the Rev. A. J. Buckley as
pastor, evidently closed out t h e
season on homecomings on Sun-
day last. With Paris CME church
as their afternoon guests, and
many varied personnel as night
guests the day closed successfully
with a very nice offering and a
huge crowd.
Several persons appeared on
the program but the feature of
the night was the sermon by the
Rev. J. A. Hodges of Murray, Ky.
Springhill Choir Was the guest
choir and Mrs. Elsie Chatman
was the honored guest as being
the oldest lady of the church. She
was presented flowers by Dr. 0.
W. Boush, who served as chair-
man on arrangements.
Mrs. Ida Belmont served as
Mistress of ceremony.
Visitors appearing on and at-
tending the program were too nu-
merous to mention so let us say
it was a wonderful day. Dyer
CMEs journeyed to McKenzie on
that afternoon to worship with
Johnson Temple CME chore h.
The Rev. W. C. Rogers delivered
the message and the music was
furnished by the junior and senior
choirs of the Dyer church. The
Rev. J. H. F.. Strayhorne is pas-
tor of this very fine church in
McKenzie.
VACATIONING
Several persons from this area
spent Sunday in Kentucky at Cher-
okee Park. Mr. and Mrs. Coley
Ramsey accompanied by his bro-
ther. Roden Ramsey and their
mother, Mrs. Pearlie Ramsey, all
were given to Jerusalem, Mace-
donia, Church of God In Christ,
and Wortham churches respect-
ively.
The Negro citizens of Bells
would like to thank all of their
white friends who helped to make
this a success and special thanks
to Mayor Barnes, Warren Slack-
burn, Jr. Chamber of Commerce;
Harry Wise, Bells Lion club; Joe
Reams, American Legion; and to
Mrs. Arnold and Mrs. Blackburn.
— — - -
DYER
RUTHERFORD
TRENTON
of Toledo, Ohio motored to Dyer"'
and Trenton, last Saturday. They
were accompanied by Mrs. Lucy
Overall, who had spent several
days in Toledo visiting friends and
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. R. G. Elam ,sr.,
had as their house guests for the
nest weekend, Rev. and Mrs. R.
G. Elam, jr., of Covington, Mrs.
Kathleen Hood of Astell, Ga.,
mother of Mrs. Elam, jr.; Miss
Francis Elam and her escort,
Floyd Rogers, both of Memphis.
Amid this joyous reunion, Mrs.
Elam was called to the bedside
of her stepmother, Mrs. R. W.
Wade of Murfreesboro, Ill. Rev.
and Mrs. Chester Northcross and
daughter of Gary„ Ind., were re-
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Char-
lie Larry and other friends and
relatives.
In error we stated that Home-
coming had closed, forgetting
about the Gibson County Fair
which is to be Sept. 28-Oct. LA
This will be the grand homecom-
ing affair to end them all.
Mrs. Maggie Lou Dickerson of
Petersburg, Va.. is visiting her
parents, Sir. and Mrs. Ivie Alex-
ander, in Rutherford.
Mrs. Ruby Nell Gardner is re-
cuperating nicely at home after
a short stay in the hospital. Mr.
Arthur Jenkins of South Bend, Ind.
is visiting his brother Clarence
Jenkins.
SAD NEWS
The body of the late Mrs. Mat-
tie Howard formerly of Trenton,
but late of South Bend, w a a
brought home Wednesday. Her
daughter, Mrs. Emma Ward and
granddaughter, Mrs. Willie M.
Miller and children accompanied
the body home.
Other survivors are Charlie and
Henry Howard both of Trenton.
one sister, Miss Sin McGee and
one brother, Will McGee both lip
Trenton.
Our sympathy goes out to Mrs.
Alice Coleman, who two weeks
ago buried a sister-in-law, t w o
days later, a sister and two weeks
later a baby sister. The baby sis-
ter lived in Jackson, Mich,
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? neve
A GYPSY
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Ars yea
Is bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at ones. She
will read life to you Just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not • success If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once. s
Located on Highway 5] South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home ia 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an Wire in West Memphis.)
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 11 a m. to 1 p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't mak( any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look fur the right sign and the right name.
EXTENDED! YES, THE
BIG NEWSBOYS CONTEST
z WILL BE EXTENDED TO OCT
 
31
This Will Give Everybody A Better
Chance To Cash In On The $300.00
Which Will Be Divided Among The Winners
Set Your Sights On That $100 Top Prize.
Here Is That HUGE Prize List:
First Prize $100.00 Sixth Prize 
 $ 15.00
Second Prize 
 
$ 50.00 Seventh Prize 
 $ 15.00
Third Prize 
 
$ 30.00 Eighth Prize 
 $ 15.00
Fourth Prize 
 
$ 20.00 Ninth Prize 
 $ 5.00
Fifth Prize 
 
$ 15.00 Tenth Prize 
 $ 5.00
AND FOR THE TOP FIELD MAN $25.00
Remember, The TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Can Be Your Key To A BIG 100 Bucks!
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e SWEDE BLASTS CUS D'AMATO
STOCKHOLM, Sweden — (UPI)
—Sven Ekstroem, sports editor of
the Goteborg Morning newspaper,
Ny Tid, has appealed to Floyd
Patterson in an open letter "to
straighten out faulty conditions"
surrounding world heavyweight ti-
tle bouts.
Ekstroem said the former
ACCENT ON FOOTBALL is
what football coach Hubert It.
ub (center) is saying as the
Medic management at State
that "you did not like boxing poli-
tics and that you never participat-
ed in them."
'I do not doubt that you speak
the truth, but I think you have
not been able to remain complete-
ly uninterested or indifferent to
the strange 'boxing politics' that
surround the re-match as it is of
vital concern to your own inter-1
est." Ektroem wrote,
Teachers college at Fayette-
ville goes into a huddle to
map strategy for the coming
season. He will be assisted by
The letter pointed out that Pat-
lesson in several statements ex-
pressed "complete confidence in
your manager, Cus D'Amato. Per-
haps you have a right to On the
other hand, you certainly realise
that you have made yourself re-
sponsible for some strange maneu-
vers made by D'Amato before the
June 26th fight."
These maneuvers, the letter
cage coach Page P. Saunders
(right) and Harold L. Scott,
former coach who has been
named director of athletics.
added, included D'Amato trying to
get a part of Johansson's earnings
by forcing an American manager
on him; manipulating television
rights, which caused Johanson
severe losses, and threatening to
move the match from New York.
"Considering all these facts."
the letter continued, are you sur-
prised that Ineemar is both dia.
apointed in and suspicious of Mr.
D'Amate"
Reassuring Patterson that Inge-
mar is ready to give him a chance
wrote
'Your 
the title, Ekstroemrote
'You defeat on June 26th has
not changed the Swedish public
opinion demand that Ingemar's
next opponent in the ring be Floyd
Patterson.
"But you should tow we then
assume that no sub-surface ma-
nipulations by Cus D'Amato will
occur, that those men who have
replaced Bill Rosensohn will font
at least somewhat honest policies,
and that no sub-surface charac-
ters will be allowed to get any
influence in this historical boxing
arrangement."
Ekstroem, who Is also presi-
dent of the Swedish Sports journ-
alists National Committee, c o fl-
eluded:
"We also believe that it would
be to the best of your and boxing
sports interest — if you stepped
out of your role as an inactive
spectator and instead try to par-
take in the development, to ex.
press your honest thoughts and do
what you can to straighten out
conditions,"
"You may gladly keep your
confidence in Cus D'Amato, but
do not always let him think and
act for you."
LOS ANGELES — (UPI)—Wel-
terweight champion Don Jordan it
on the California Athletic Com-
mission's Indefinitely suspended
listabecause he failed to report for
a tihysical examination.
Commission secretary Clayton
Frye said the suspension would
appear in the agency's bulletin
and stand "until Jordan clears
himself."
Jordan was scheduled to fight
Art Aragon here Sept. 22 but ask-
ed for a month's postponement be-
cause of illness.
Frye said, however, the commis-
sion ordered Jordan to submit to
a physical examination, but Jor-
dan would not consent to a check-
up by the agency's own doctor.
Frye said Jordan told him his
dodos advised him not to fight
for a month because of reasons of
health.
Frye said the ban would hold in
all states in which National Box-
ing Association rules are recog-
nized.
The commission secretary also
said the commission was "inter-
ested" in Jordan's reported asso-
ciation with Mickey Cohen. Cohen
visited Jordan before the champ's
title bout with Denny Moyer in
Portland, Ore., last July,
BOSTON — (UPI) — The Boston
Celtics led the National Basket-
ball Association in four depart-
ments last season. Aside f r o in
copping the team scoring cham-
pionship Bill Sharman led in free
throws. Bill Russell in rebounds
and Bob Cousy in assists.
Gets $50,000
Fight Offer
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) —
Philippines promoter Vincinte S.
Umali said that he has offered
world featherweight champion Da-
vey Moore a $50,000 guarantee to
defend his title on Dec. 15 against
Flash Elorde at Manila.
We have contacted Willie Ketch-
mum, Moore's manager, and he
indicated that he is interestde in
the offer," Umali said. "We would
hold the fight at Rizal Stadium
and before a crowd of about
60,000."
Bennie Ford, matchmaker for
the San Francisco Boxing Club,
said he did the talking with
Ketchum but that his organiza-
tion was not tied up with the
promotion in any other way.
Althea Takes Pan-Am Net Crown
' Althea Gibson, playing her first
tennis in a year, won the Pan
American women's singles cham-
pionship with ease, while Chile's
Oreeded Luis Ayala, his spin-forehand twisting all overcourt, won the men's title.
Miss Gibson, former Wimbledon
and U. S. women's champ, beat
Mexico's Yolanda Ramirez, run-
nerup in the 1955 Pan American
games, 6-4 and 7-5.
Ayala dropped Robert Bedard of
Canada, 6-4, 6-1, 6-3.
Miss Gibson said she was going
right back Into retirement. "/ just
represent the United States," she
said. "I will make a decision as
to my future in tennis after the
',treat Hills tournament."
Miss Gibson never could pull far
enough away from Miss Ramirez
to relax but the match seldom
was in doubt. Miss Ramirez took
early leads in the opening set but
never had more than a one game
advantage.
Miss Gibson cracked Miss Ram-
irez' service to make it 5-4 In
the first set, and then took her:
own service for the victory.
Miss Ramirez said she w a
deeply disturbed by the relatively
h wind and could not lob be-
st of it.
hit the high ones and the
wind would carry them 3 way,-
she said. "Then, if I tried to ship
them over the net, Althea would
be there waiting."
Miss Gibson's wht saved tit*
United States from a total black-
out In tennis where it took its
TOP GLOVE MEN a. Mt
place gold medal hissing win•
ners in the Pan • American
*Games are (left to right) U.
SET FOR 15TH Yls 1,11-11er.
man H. Riddick, entering his
15th season as North Carolina
college's head football coach,
is pondering over the pros-
pects of the 1959 gridiron
campaign. Riddick's Eagles
open the '59 season on Sep-
tember 10 when they battle
Morris Brown's Purple Wets,
trine' here at Glielly Field.
most severe whipping in the
games. Miss Gibson and Karol Fa-
germ, Miami, came in second In
the women's doubles and the U. S.
picked up bronze medals for third
place iti men's singles and dou-
bles, and women's singles.
Miss Ramirez, who has faced
Miss Gibson five times before, at
Wimbledon and in the U.S., Mexi-
co' and Europe, said Miss Gib-
son's service still was her most
potent weapon.
"She hasn't changed much in
the year," Miss Ramirez said,
"she still plays with the confi-
dence of a Wimbledon champion.
That's the kind of thing you don't
lose."
s Ca Vincent Mom°, light
welterweight class; U. R. A.'s
Amos Johnson, light heavy•
weight; Argentina's Carlos
BLAIRSTOWN, N. J.—(UPI)—
Jim Stansbury, a Princeton Uni-
versity end from Prospect, Ill.,
quit football rather than risk
Sad Sam Jones Proving Key
To Giants' Pennant Sur e
By HAL WOOD —once every four or five days—.
SAN FRANCISCO — (t/PI)-0/' and he also works out nearly ev.
Sam Jones, the toothpick man ery day in the bull-pen as a fire-
from West Virginia, moans a bit man,
and groans a bit. Then he says:
"I don't care what I do, just so
we win that ol pennant."
Sad Samuel has taken on the
role of key man in the San Fran-
cisco Giant pennant hopes — so
important that manager Bill Rig.
ney looks his way every time the
enemy gets A base hit.
The 3.5-year-old hurler, brought
from the St. Louis Cardinals dur-
ing the winter as a starter, has
done everthing the management
expected -- plus.
He has won 18 games against
12 losses. He has appeared in 42
games — just about one-third
the number the Giants have play-
ed this year. He has been one of
the major stoppers of losing
streaks (four in a row is the Gi-
ant limit).
Right now, Sad Samuel Is talc-
Mg his regular turn on the mound
"I seem to be stronger a n d
pitch better when I work a lot "1 onlY two hits. Then he runs into
says Jones. "Of course, when /
work too much, then I think my
curve isn't as sharp."
"Too much" Isn't a phrase that
Sam thinks about. He's ready all
the time.
In the last 10 days, as the pen-
nant race getts tighter, Sam has
appeared in five games. Twice be
went the full nine
-innings as a
starter and won both times. Three
times he appeared in relief, win-
ning one and losing one. During
the 1P-day stretch, he has pitched
22 innings on the mound—a n d
probably double that In the bull-
pen.
Jones, a great team man, Is
embarrassed when he picks up a
"cheep" win, lie got one of these
the other day when he tossed two-
thirds of an inning — not too ef-
fectively, at that — and got cred-
it for the victory.
"I don't deserve It," he a a I d.
"Mike McCormick pitched eight
and one•third innings and allowed
a bit of trouble — and I get cred-
it for the victory. It Is't fair.
The win should have gone to Mc.
Cormick.
"However, I must admit some-
times I get tagged for the de-
feat while pitching an Inning or
less."
Jones has appeared In 228 1-3
innings for the Giants this year,
compiling an earned-run average
of 2.96 — second lowest for the
team. He's good — and the fans
know it. When he comes to the
mound or the plate, he gets a tre-
mendous hand from the adoring
public.
If Willie Mays Is the "most ex.
citing player" in all of baseball,
then Sad Sam must rate that at.
colade, also, among the game's
top pitchers.
permanent injury. Stansbury
missed the 1956 season because of
a back injury suffered the previ- a b Spicier Web b Lionel Broadcasting Company and
ous season. Doctors advised him
ed for training this week. 
Ato drop die sport after he report-,
LAUREL, Md. — (UPI) — The
entry of Mexico's Lea-B raised to
three lie number of foreign cham-
pions named to start in the Wash-
ington, D. C., International at
Laurel Nov. 11. The other two are
up and coming from New Zealand
and Nagami from England.
Aria, featherweight; V. B. he
Wilbert McClure, light middle-
weight, and Argentina's MI.
guel Botta, flyweight. (UPI
Telephoto)
s Fullmer Foe
By JOHN FREDERICKS
TORONTO — (UPI) — The Na-
tional Boxing Association picked
Spider Webb of Chicago to face
middleweight champion Gene Full-
mer for the NBA version of the
world title.
Webb's selection was announc-
ed during the third day of the
four-day NBA annual meeting.
The NBA title Is not moan's-
ed in either Massachusetts or
New York atate, nor by the
World Boxing Federation.
Fullmer captured the NBA's
share of the world title when he
knocked out Carmen Basilio last
week in San Francisco.
Fullmer and Basilio both posted
a $5,000 guarantee bond whereby
t h e winner w a a committed to
fight a challenger for t h e title
within 90 days.
No date was announced for c
Fullmer-Webb fight. Webb was I
ranked immediately behind Full-
mer in the latest NBA ratings
The World Boxing Federatioi.
and the NBA split up two years
ago following a controversy over
voting rights which left New
York State and the Association
with only one vote a piece.
President Irving B. Kahn of the
Teleprompter corporation offered
to give $.50,000 for the formation
of an international policing agen-
cy for boxing.
He said he was authorized by
the board of Rosensohn Enter-
prises to offer five per cent of the
promoter's share of the gate of
the Ingemar Johansson • Floyd
Pattesrson rematch next year to
finance such an organization.
"If the predictions are right,
that should add up to something
in the neighborhood of $50,000
and if the estimates are wrong
I personally will make up the
difference to total that figure,"
Kahn told the delegates.
He invited such parties as thi
National Boxing Enterprises, tb
Madison Square Garden, the N.
the American Broadcasting COM-
Patty to contribute similar amounts
for spolicingfund made up of
qualified persons who would study
the possibilities and prepare a re-
port of procedures, organizations,
financing and so forth.
Kahn suggested finding an out-
standing American from A natio-
ally resogized law enforcement
agency such as the department
of justice to bead such an or-
Penalized For
Fight Walkout
By JOHN FREDERICKS
TORONTO — (UPI) — The Na-
tional Boxing Association upheld
the California suspension of con-
tending light - heavyweight Jes-
se Bowdry despite a protest vote
by Illinois State Boxing commis-
nonce Frank Gilmer.
The announcement was made at
the 40th annual convention of the
NBA.
The decision approved by the
more than 100 delegates, mantels.
noted testimony by California
State Athletic Commissioner Har-
ry Falk that Bowdry walked out
of a fight with Sitio Rodrigues'
two hours before the fight was
scheduled to begin in San Fran.
risco two months ago.
The decision followed a heated
exchange between Falk and Gil-
mer, with an occasional barrage
fired by Bowdry's manager, Bern-
ie Glickman.
Glickman appeared in person,
along with his 14-yearold son, and
was permitted to speak to the del-
egates,
The rumpus started when Glick-
man was denied a license the day
of the fight. Under California laws
he was supposed to have appeared
five days before the fight, con-
tracted by Bowdry only.
John Agnew, chairman of the
NBA grievance committee, re-
ported: "The suspension is upheld
until such time until Bowdryess
until such time until Bowdry satis-
fies such conditions as the Cali-
fornia commission places on him."
Agnew pointed out that the
NBA took no action against Glick-
man because the contract had
been signed by Bowdry alone.
"We have no quarrel with Glick-
man," he said. "However, Bowdry
broke his contract because he
said he couldn't fight without his
manager in his corner."
Gilmer denied that Illinois
would pull out of the NBA.
'I am only the chairman of the
three-man corn%) ission. I don't
think Bowdry was allowed to tell
his side of the story. We may not
go along with the suspension but
WE Will not withdraw from the
NBA," Gilmer said.
Bowdry's suspension means be
will be withdrawn from the NBA
rankings when they are issued
next month. Currently he Is rank-
EBONY MAJOR OPENS
Monday, on the lanes at the
Hollywood Bowl, the Ebony Ma-
jor opened with 12 teams.
The teams were Brown Bomb-
ers, Club Pyramid, Our Clean-
ers, Dodgers, Theresa's Tavern,
Robin's Eight, Jackson Funeral
home, Poinzianna Inn, Harrison
Homes, Hardy's Portsiders, Pabst
Blue Ribbon and Freddie's Food
Mart.
The Brown Bombers have added
Henry "Billy" Hampton and
Charles Ellison. Team manager,
Harold DuFauchard has J. Wilbert
Sims, James "Lank" Williams
and Maurice "Ace" Kilgore as the
"big guns" of the team.
The Bombers are to be in St.
Louis this week end for the official
opening of the Bow1.0-Crat Lanes
under the management of Edward
T. Rollins.
WILSON TOASTMASTER
Charles R. Wilson, N. B. A. pres-
ident will serve Is master of cere-
monies at the First Annual C. B.
S. Breakfast being held in the Ter-
race Casino of the Morrison hotel
on Oct.11.
WILLIAMS AS ORGANIZER
Corinne Williams is now at the
Hollywood Bowl in the capacity of
league organizer. She has been
howling about 12 years. With her
TOUGH WORK — This scene footballers open training for ' grid 'wagon will find the hon.
will be duplicated a thousand- the coming grid season. The ' ors well divided with several
fold as the nation's college , Indications are that the 1959 , dark horses included in col-
ed third.
There was more to the debatia
than met the eye.
Glickman, who Is manager of
ex-lightweight champion Virga
Akins, has been linked with both
Frantic Palermo and Frankis
Carbo. Palermo, according to
report from the grand jury investi•
gations In New York, is said 1.0
have demanded one half of chant-,
pion Don Jordan's manager's
purse.
This action links Palermo with
Glickman, according to the grand
jury.
At this Glickman fleas Into a
rage.
"At no time did Carbo or Blink.
le (Paterino) have any Ming to do
with either Bowdry or Akins," he
declared.
18 Vets Return
At Savannah
Head Football Coach Richard
Washington says that all Savannah
State College Tigers are due to re-
port Tuesday, Seept. 1, for football
practice. There are eighteen vet-
erans on the Tigers' squad which
includes: Donald Davis, junior.,
Quitman, 165 lbs.. 511", center;
James Davis, sophomore, Macon 
186 lbs., 6', End; Charles Gaines,..
senior, Albany, 178 lbs., 6', End:
James Bowens, junior, Albany;
178 lbs., 510", Guard: John Strong.,
Halfback; Jesse Carter, senior,,_
Macon. 200 lbs., 5' 8", Guard;*
Elijah McGraw, junior, Savannah.-
195 lbs.. 6' 3", End; Edward Reid.
5' 8", quarterback; John Owens,
sophomore, Savannah, 181. lbs..'
0', end;
Louis Brown, sophomore, Savan-
nah, 215 lbs., 62", Tackle; Walter :
Browning, sophomore, Savannah. !.
179 lbs., 5'11", Center; John Got-.
don, sophomore, Savannah, 156 lbs. .
5' 11", Center; Hosea Harris, jun.:
Mr, Quitman, 171 lbs., 5' 10", Cent
ter; Eddie Bell, sophomore, Ma+,
con, 183 lbs., 5' 10", Tackle; '
Cyrus Martin, sophomore, SaV1171..
nab, 205 lbs., 6', Tackle, James s'
Whatley, junior, Dublin, 158 lbs., S
5' 6", Halfback; Henry Wesley,'
senior, Savannah, 157 lbs., 5' 6"1,
Halfback: and Joe Oliver, sophos'
more, Valdosta, 173 lbs., 5' 9, '
Tackle,
 errrenrsvi_
assistance several of t
old leagues have increased their
membership. We are very proud of
the job she has done in such a
time. Corinne is bowling in the
Chicago Women's Handicap league,
bronzeville Mixed League, Neofitis
League and others.
BOWLING SEASON OPENS
The Victory Women's League
will start their season on Sept.
8 at the Stevenson Lanes. The
league president is Helen Lewis.
The Hyde Park Mixed league
will start their season this week
with 10 teams under Danny Arm.
strong president.
Among the new groups being
formed at the Hollywood Bowl
league, the Neofite Mixed League,
the Saturday Mixed League and
the Levine's Hardware and Aso
pliance League (two divisions.)
This Friday, the South Shore
BOWLER'S BIRTHDAYS
IN THE WEEK
Florence Mitchell Sept. 5
Grace Walton — Sept. I
Wally Flowers — Sept
Edgar Cheatham — Sept. 6
James Powell — Sept.
Isaac Vining, jr. — Sept. 9
Richard Gary — Sept. 0
Leevertha Alston — Sept, 10
A. H. Jones — Sept. 10
George W. Hampton — Sept. 11
w .
• .
W • *
I 'vitiate play. Most schools rea ' «:
port record tunouts for feel. j :
, ball.
1 A TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Sot. , Sept 12, 1959
The curtain raiser of the Negro
prep league football season wil
pit Hamilton against a strong
Douglas 11, Friday night Sept. 11
at 8 p.m., in Melrose stadium.
The fracas promises to be one of
the most thrilling games that you
will see all year.
Both teams employ the T-forma-
lion. Hamilton's success in this
encounter 'will depend heavily
upon their ability to run against
the fearsome forward wall of the
Millerman. Coach Wynn realizes
the strength of the Red Devil's
line and will probably take to the
air. He has two very capable re-
ceivers In Oliver Ingram and the
"Circus Catching" Malfred Bold-
en. These two lads are key men
in the Wildcats offense. You will
not find a better pair of terminals
than Ingram and Bolden. Anchor-
ing the beefy forward wall of
Hamilton will be 205 lbs., Irvin
Freeman and 195 lbs., Robert
Flynn, both tackles.
Douglass, running from a modi-
fied split-T, always uses a strong
running game built around An-
dren Brown, 195-lb fullback. This
boy has speed to burn coupled
with his 6' frame, brings back
memcries of the heralded Fay
Mitchell and Clyde Kincade of
'52 and '53 Douglas teams. With
all seven of the starting linemen
returning from last season's
squad, I can't single out one at-
dividual for outstanding play, be-
cause the entire line are proven
linemen. Their combativeness of
last season cannot be denied.
They are aggressive, fast a n d
large. So you pick 'ern. Will it
be the hungry Red Devils who
has never won a city champion-
ship? Or will Hamilton's serial
game suffice under the savage
line of Douglas. I pick — the
winner of course!
My second cycle around t h e
camps of the six league teams
gave me a true 'perspective on
how they stack up for the com-
ing campaign. I have just men-
tioned the main assets of Doug-
lass and Hamilton who will meet
face to face Friday, in the prep's
lidlifter.
Now, let me delve into the oth-
er camps and bring you up to
date on the progress of each
school in preparation for their ini-
tial opening.
15TW HIGH
The Green and Gold Warriors
are strong down the middle. A
pair of guards weighing in at 180
lbs., Jerry Kimball and Wallace
McKinney, at center, John Tenor,
a 185 pounder, and that all im-
portant post
-quarterback Walter
Hall, and the bread and butter
hack, fullback, Leslie Roger S.
These are the stalwarts in the
warriors attack. Coaches, Hosea
Alexander and Joseph Carr had
nothing but praise for those lads
who only saw limited action last
mason. The boys who wear the
Green and Gold have taken on a
new look. The potential is there,
but lack of experience will def-
initely be their major problem
when they open next week with
Father Bertrand. But this team
will make rapid progress after
two or three gaMes. I firmly be-
lieve that the Washingtonians will
be in the thick of the fight by the
end of the season. PITTSBURGH — (1.1 P I) —
FATHER BERTRAND Robin Roberts rejoined the Phi-The lone parochial school in the ladelphia Phillies after tests show-
ed the veteran pitcher had a
normal sugar tolerance. Roberts
underwent the tests after a rou-
tine examination disclosed a trace
of sugar in his system.
!Memphis Teams
Upended By Out
The Hamilton wildcats journey-
! ed to Helena, Ark., and took on a
powerful Eliza B. Miller high
schooL The highly vaunted Hain-
: ikonians were no match for the
four year ball club in Helena. The
Wildcats were defeated 37-7.
Coach Jesse Joseph asserted "We
have a long way to go; five start-
ers were Injured in the first quar-
ter. We played a lousy game, but
the contest this week may tell a
different story. We want to win
all of them, but it counts Friday
night."
schools. Coach W. P. Porter's
young thunderbolts of last season
have come of age and will launch
their highly vaunted attack at
BTW next week. This team has
fully matured and the youthful
movement of last year will be dis-
placed by a number of Veterans
The Douglass Red Devils, favor-
ed to take the prep crown, were
defeated by Dyersburg, Tenn., 24-
7 Coach A. D. Miller said "our
team hasn't jelled, but Friday
night will tell the tale." Again he
alleged that the breaks were the
deciding factors in last week's en-
counter with Dyersburg. The Dy-
ersburg squad was larger and had
played two games. By the end of
the season those teams that de-
feated prep loop teams will not
be a match for the Bluff City's
who have been under fire. The weakest foe.
main asset of Father Bertrand 
will be its defensive prowess. It
is likely that another crown will
be absent from the public schools.
MANASSAS HIGH
The growing Tigers from the
far norside are competing with
their neighbors for sectional hon.
On Leave To
State Dept.
WASHINGTON — Dr. Thomas
ors. It seems that pre - season A. Hart, assistant professor of
predictions all favor Douglas and
the boys from Manassas are tak-
ing a leser stand as an early
season favorite. We shall get our
first look at Manassas next week,
when they take on the defending
champs, Melrose. Coach Johnson
and his aids are putting the
squad through the meat grind-
er in preparing for the opener.
The strongest asset of this team
is their speed and the agility of
their linemen and backs. Eugene
Davis, the little 140 lb. junior scat-
back is still making those scintil-
lating runs. This boy looms as a
great threat to any team on any
given night. The Tigers are
young and green, but watch the
team speed which every coach
dreams of day to day.
MELROSE HIGH
Once potent Melrose is still stag-
gering from the tremendous loss
of personnel and coaches. T h e
young coaching staff is busy as
bees trying to maintain the pride
of the Golden Wildcats. It seems
that the "Era of good feeling"
has come to a close as Coach
Mitchell must rely on a number
of freshmen to foster his squad.
After three weeks of rigorous
training, the Orange Mounders
show promise. The youthful coach-
ing staff's main problem is ex-
perience. This is the first year
since the season of '51 that Mel-
rose will field a team with so lit-
tle experience. This was t h e
strong point of Joseph West-
brook's coaching, but the ancient
mentor, Eldridge Mitchell is still
quite optimistic about the team's
potential. There are not any out-
standing players on this squad,
but there is an old saying that
"no team Is strong as its' weak-
est tackle." Two bright spots in
the Melrose forward wall are 190
pounder, Willie Thomas and 180
pounder, Fred Malone. These two
titans are the bulwark in the in-
experienced alignment of the boy
who wear the maroon and gold.
This team could very easily sur-
prise the city by keeping the lau-
rels in the Orange Mound commu-
nity.
In summation on the eve of
our rapid approaching season; I
can foresee a terrific battle for
top honors. The league Is well bal-
anced and any of the six teams
can win. I predict that the win-
ning team will lose at least one
game in the circuit. Until next
week, I'll be seeing you out at
the stadium.
prep circuit will make a strong
bid for the crown. Catholic has .
always won their share of games
with a tremendous handicap of
competing with the larger public
3-PIECE CORDUROY COMBO
SPORTSWEAR
Don't Envy Le Wear 'then,
Thin sensational sport outfit tesure to be the backbon• of routnew Pall wardrobe' The slim-line Jacket is Ancient Madderlined and accented with flash-ing rnetal buttons Styled for e•sgcomfort with nalural shouldersand n•rrow lapels, MatchinePost-Ored slacks are snot, trimand tapered And the matchingvest is re•Ily 3 vests In I — it
reVPrsta to • colorful AncientMadder print All in an — men.this smooth Corduroy Combo isthe ''most! Cetera- Olive. Antelope,Tobacco, Black and Char-Orey.
physical education and varsity
basketball coach at Howard uni-
versity, has been granted a leave
of absence to accept an 18-month
State Department assignment as
coordinator of physical education
in the public schools of Ghana,
West Africa.
Dr. Hart will also establish a
series of coaching clinics through-
out the new republic, as well as
organize and coach the Ghanaian
track team for the 1960 Olympic
Games at Rome.
A member of the College of
Liberal Arts faculty at Howard
since 1948, Dr. Hart has served
as varsity coach of track a n d
field, cross-country, golf and bas-
ketball. He is a native of Wil-
liamstown, Mass., and served on
the faculty at Talladega college,
(Ala.) prior to coming to Howard.
Dr. Hart holds the bachelor of
science degree from New York
university, where he was a mem-
ber of the varsity track team, the
master of science degree from the
University of Illinois, and the doc-
tor of education degree from
NYU. He is married to the for-
mer Adalayne Monroe of Norfolk,
Va. They have three children-
10-year-old Brenda, eight-year old
Elaine, and Thomas, jr., who is 
three. 
—
The Harts reside at 20 Adams Berths; Coach HopefulSt., northwest.
II V1111.10\ WWI'S big guns.
among others this football
year will be, from left. Oliver
Ingram, end; Robert Flynn,
tackle; Irvin Freeman, tac-
kle; and Malfred Bolden, end.
The blr s IN ere hard at work
sharpening up their attack for
the season opener against
Douglass come Sept. 11, out at
Melrose stadium. Hamilton
didn't fare so well in their
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. —
(UPI) — Jon Cincebox, former
Syracuse University star, will Play 
neWiy-tormed New York
team in the National Industrial'
Basketball League next season
Cincebox averaged 19 points a
game during his varsity career at
Syracuse.
U.S. Selects Three
For International
LAUREL, Md. 
—(UPI)— Round
Table, Sword Dancer and Hills-
dale have been chosen to repre-
sent the United States against for-
eign thoroughbreds in the eighth
running of the $100,000 Washing-
ton D. C. International at Laurel
Nov. 11.
Invitations have been extended
to Travis M. Kerr, owner of
Round Table, Mrs. Isabel Dodge
Sloane, owner of Sword Dancer,
and C. W. Smith, owner of Hills-
dale.
The American selection board
of newspaper men stressed the
fact it was seeking the best horses
possible to stop foreign domina-
tion of the mile and one half race.
Fisherman in 1954 was the only
true American winner in seven
previous winners although Mahan.
: English-bred winner in 1957, re-
- presented American owners
Rain and Inclement weather
have hampered the early-season
drills of the Albany State Golden
Rams.
Head Coach 0. W. O'Neal feels
that his team has been held back
somewhat, but indicates that his
33-man squad will be ready to
handle Miler college in Birming-
ham on Sept. 26. No major injur-
es have been reported as State
moves into an intensive series of
drills and light scrimmages.
Line Coach C. K. Dunson ad-
mits a lack of weight in the
Rams' interior line, but noted
that this problem existed last
year when the interior line was
perhaps the strongest ASC unit.
Returning to State's interior
line are "pony" guards Tint Du-
hart and Earl Summerline, and
tri-captaln Center Robert Bow-
ens, all lettermen. Candidates for
tackle slots are being carefully
regarded.
ITTA BENA, Miss. — "Hope-
ful" at best describes Mississip-
pi Vocational college's bead grid
Coach John A. Bell's reaction to
the opening days of football prac-
tice here when some 59 prospects'
from Mississippi, Alabama, Flori-
da, Texas, Louisiana. Tennessee
and Kentucky are bidding for
berths with the MVC Delta Dev-
ils
Coach Bell is hopeful that
enough talent will be found among
the prospects to fill the wide
swath graduation, injury, ineligi-
bility and transfers cut in the
number of returning lettermen
with only 14 "vets" returning to
the Delta Devils' ranks.
Among the returning lettermen
are Ostranda Lane, end; Nelson
Jackson, end; James Hayes,
back; Daniel Dawson, batik; Billy
Johnson. tackle; William Turpin,
guard; George Spicer, tackle;. De-
loyde Sanders, tackle; Henry
Woods, end; Walter Hollerman,
takle; Zelma Clancy, back; Na-
thamel Allen, guard; James Walls,
center, and Fred Smith, tackle.
EYE FRESHMEN
The bulk of the remaining grid
candidates are freshmen w h o
brought with them Impressive
high school credentials, but who
yet have to be judged on their
worth in collegiate competition.
Among the most glaring defects
HAMPTON, Va. — Hampton In-
stitute's "Pirates" scored 29
touchdowns last season and t h•
men responsible for 25 of these
are on campus now, having start-
ed practice Sept. 1.
The man who kicked the team's
three field goals in '58 — Claude
Trotter, now a sophomore — is
back again, too!
It looks, statistically, like a
loaded-for-bear backfield, and yet
Coach Benjamin Whaley's sole
prediction to date has been about
the line. "We'll be toughest in the
middle," he said.
The backs who starred last year,
and who are on the practice turf
of Hampton's Armstrong Field
right now, are: Fullback Norman
Anderson, a hometown boy from
Hampton in his junior year, who
crossed the paydirt line no less
than six times last year while pil-
ing up 651 net yards; Edward
"Mel" Henderson, a senior an d ,
classy halfback out of Hacken-
sack, N. J., (five TDs and 445 net
yards); uarterback Louis Shack-
leford, a senior from Corapolls,
Pa. (four TDs and 2,1; itet yards),
and "Ike" Brown, a senior from
Attend The Bluff City Classic
CHARITY FOOTBALL GAME
Between
MISSISSIPPI INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE
ARKANSAS STATE COLLEGE
Saturday, Sept. 19
Kickoff Time-8 P.M.
Tickets: Advance—$1 At Gate—$1.25
Students .75
Call Mrs. Lois Emery—)A. 6-7884
For Tickets
This Game Is Sponsored By The Frontiers Club
atnd M-1 Club For Their "Annual Shoe Fund Drive"
of the bumper crop of Devil pros-
pects are their relative shortness
and lightness with an average
height of 5'8" and an average
weight of 160 — certainly nothing
to put fear into the hearts of such
adversaries as Jackson college,
Grambling and Prairie View.
However, with Hollerman,
Smith, Turpin and company in-
tact, Coach Bell has a formidable
nucleus around which to build a
line with the big puzzler being the
formation of a backfield with both
punch and power.
NOT EASY
Thus, mentor Bell and his staff.
assistant coaches Curtis Maddox.
Hampton Smith (both MVC
grads).
'out-of-town opener against a
strong team in Helena, Ark.,
but the men of Wynn, Coach
Wynn that is, promise to give
Douglass a better account of
themselves. (Staff Pix by
George Hardin),
Roanoke, Va., who is starting at
left halfback (three TDa and 226
net yards).
Others who scored touchdowns
and who are returning this year
are: Willie Ingram, Waterbury,
Conn., sophomore who scored two
as a freshman; Daniel Austin,Jun-
ior, a halfback from Waycross,
Ga., who scored one, and John
Caldwell, a Durham, N. C., half
who broke lose while on the third
string last year for four TDs,
three of them in one game.
Caldwell, rated very fast, is a
junior now. In the Virginia Union
university tilt, the last one on the
1958 Hampton Institute card, he
tore offf 25 yards on his first car-
ry, then It, then 29 for a touch-
down, then 55 for another tally,
and finally a big 68 yards for the
last TD.
Claude Trotter, jr., is from Ral-
eigh, N. C. As a freshman tackle
in '58, he found foot enough to
kick three field goals. He'll be do-
ing a lot of time out there this
year, although he is not a starter.
Pre-season practice is only a
few days old, but workouts seem
to indicate that all of these boys
will not only be seeing action, but
probably improvement in 1958.
WAITING THEIR TURN to
tee off and get Into the Rob-
ert Wright Labor Day Tourna•
ment are, from left, James
Jordan, Arthur Smith, Percy
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
The season of the year is now
at hand when some fortunate two
or three hundred or more Negro
boys in Memphis will be address-
ing themselves regularly to a cou-
ple of score athletically - inclined
men with the time-worn expres-
sion. . ."Say, Coach."
In those two words, 'Say,
Coach," will be couched the re-
spect and admiration. . .and even
awe. . .that only a growing boy
can feel for a man who favorably
impresses him. Those two words,
"Say. Coach," convey a young-
ster's confidence in the judgment
and interest of an older man who
serves him as a guide and men-
tor.
They are two words which can
be given an intonation that seeks
and gives information. They rep-
resent a boy's first tentative quest
into the direct and blunt-speaking
area of active manhood. . .chal-
lenging attention, and announcing
the emergence of an aggressive
and competitive spirit.
"Say, Coach," is an American
boy's traditonal manner of call-
ing attention to himself as an in-
dividual part of a man's program.
Both man and boy understand the
overtones and . .unspoken mean-
ings.
UNIQUE JOB
The men who serve as coaches
for athletes on the football, bas-
ketball and other teams in the
Negro high schools of Memphis,
and elsewhere in the Mid-South
. . .where there is the nation's
largest concentration of Negro
high schools.. have a terrifically
important and unique job. . .and
opportunity.irs is
at once a dramatic,
significant, and more or less spec-
tacular responsibility. . .making
men out of Negro boys. And you
can believe, that's something,
Jackson. . .making a man out of
a boy whose environment says he
should never grow up.
Someday somebody ought to
write a serious book setting forth
the importance of the.role played
in the progress of the Negro
race by those unsung and unher-
alded heroes, the Negro coaches.
No doubt such a writer will have
to be something of a master of
interpretive writing. He will have
to possess a broad sweep of infor-
mation. He will have to know a
lot about the Negro. lot about
what it takes to help a boy be-
come an athlete. .and an ac-
ceptable man.
YEOMAN SERVICE
Negro coaches in the public
G. Stokes and Pubs Jeer, all
of Memphis. The match was
held on the T. 0. Fuller golf
course and attracted some of
the big names in Negro golf.
schools of Memphis have render-
ed a yeoman service to this com-
munity. In the approximately 25
years it has taken to place local
high school athletics on a fairly
respectable basis, the bones of
many a coach have been left fig-
uratively bleaching on the sand of
non - appreciation, indifference,
doubt, frustration, often active
abuse. . .and loss of money, op-
portunity, and even health.
At the beginning of those 25
years or more, the Negro high
school coach was strictly a sacri-
ficial work-ox, He stayed out
there on make-shift fields, lots
and gyms, in all kinds of weather,
with little or no equipment,
with the active opposition of fel-
low teachers in many instances
...and the mis-understanding and
barely hidden fears, resentment
and hostility of many pare
with the clumsiness, backwnaill
ness — sometimes bordering on
stupidity — of awkward kids, who
were usually willing but too often
unable to grasp what was being
offered. Many times spending his
own money, the coach stayed out
there with his boys. His biggest
compensation was that expression,
"Say, Coach," comm n from a kid
who was beginning to see the
light...or at least feel it.
WHAT COACH MEANS
A .lot of the boys didn't tinder.
stand what the coach meant by
such expressions as "It's not the
winning that counts but how you
played the game." Many boys
thought that all the coach wanted
to do was win the game.
Some of them took over-long to
realize that the coach was giving
them something more than in-
struction in such skills as catc .
ins, kicking, holding, and ot
wise handling a ball.
Most of them took quite a bit
of time to realize that the coach
was taking pride in seeing them
develop such traits as agressive-
ness to play a game, courage,
good sportsmanship, determina-
tion, willingness to play the game
hard but fair, intelligence a n d
ability to think under fire, clean
living and respect for the rules of
good health and top condition,
team spirit and the ability to co-
operate with others and pull to-
gether as a group.
Yet, these are the basic traits
that coaches are still trying to in-
culcate in several hundred kids of
color here in Memphis. When the
kickoff whistles blow this season,
think on what a kid means when
he says, "Say, Coach." Selah!
Ted Rhodes was among the
famou tan golfers making the
trip from Chicago here te
take their cuts in the annual
tourney. (Staff Pix by Geo.
Hardin).
... of America's most preferred bourbon
WILLIAM H. HARRISON and
SEN. ROST. MAYNE plan a railroad. Ac-
cording to a Chicago newspaper, Harrison
praised the quality of Old Crow.
There has never been a whiskey like Old CroW!Praised by the famous
down through history, today Old Crow is the first bourbon
of the land—in quality and popularity!
LIGHT • MILD • 90 PRO OF
-  
THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO. FRANKFORT, KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
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